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INTRODUCTION,
Truly, we are Diving in an age of inquiry —  an era of metaphysical research. 

Mankind is tired of dealing with effects, and in the search for that which satis
fies is drawing aside the V3il of materiality in quest of causes and origins.

The mental atmosphere is teeming with interrogation points. Souls are 
thirsting for self-knowledge, and are steadily pressing the query "Whence came I? 
Why am I here? Whither am I tending?"

These vital soul queries are among the problems we expect to solve satisfac
torily, before the close cf these lessons.

WHAT GOD PASSIVE IS AND WHAT ACTIVITY OF MIND DOES. LESSON ONE.

To the close observer, and student of humanity, it is a firm conviction that 
inherent in every soul, regardless of birth, education or environment, there is 
some conception, (crude or otherwise) of a Supreme, over-ruling Intelligence or 
Creative Power. There are those who proclaim that th.-re is no God, but I doubt 
if at heart there lives a soul that might really be termed an atheist. We find 
that those who so designate themselves, in their extremity, when misfortune over
powers them, or disaster threatens, involuntarily turn to the Great Invisible, 
and invoke the aid of some unknown Power, greater than any personality, proving 
in this way, that their hearts live, by the faith their lips deny.

The so-called atheist may not believe in the God of theology, but unmistaka
bly evinces by his action, that he does believe in God as IT IS.

The different names given to the Source of Being, differ according to the 
manifold conceptions regarding IT. Throughout Christendom however, the term God 
is most generally accepted. So in these lessons, we will use this, to designate 
that Great First Cause, from which all things proceed and toward which all things 
tend.

It is not possible to conceive of a time when the Great Universal began to 
be, for GOD was in the beginning, and is therefore first, —  not in the sense of 
time, but in the sense of enumeration, as a stage cf expression.

The Great Underlying Principle of all that exists is uncreate, —  subsistent,
formless —  without beginning or end, —  always was; ard ever will be, ---------
Thus we see that God as First Cause or Principle of all that; exists is not an em
bodied entity, but the Great law that underlies and governs all that i_s_ and ex
ists. God is Spirit, —  not §. spirit —  not a spirit, not one among many, but 
Spirit Itself. The One and only Spirit or vital essence —  which must be con
ceived of, entirely apart from physical embodiment or outline.

This view of God puts to rout utterly the traditional, theological conception 
of Deity as a personal Being, located in a far away place called Heaven. It also 
dissipates the idea of a stern Judge sitting on a throne, ready to visit His 
wrath upon victims of His own creating. Emerson tells us that such an attitude 
of mind is false and illogical. Ws cannot think of God as simply alive —  or 
possessing life, or as a living Being, —  but must conceive of this primal REALITY 
rather, as the Great Vitalizing Force back of all "living things" —  must see the 
Life Principle as that subtle, invisible, intangible Essence which is Life Itself, 
Because there is but one God, so, there is but one Source of all the manifold 
"living things" or forms of Life, —  and modes of Representation that confront us 
on every side in the world of shapes.



The fact that they are each and all permeated with the One Life which is the 
same vital Essence that animates the human form, invests even the lowest manifes
tation with vital interest and awakens in the human soul a sense of kinship with 
all visible creation. God is not only Life, hut is Love as well, for Eirst Cause 
is many sided, and has varying aspects. Love itself, like Life is invisible —  
to the outsight, and can be only spiritually discerned. It too, belongs to the 
reals, of the abstract, and can be known only by its fruits.

Love is the Mother side of God or the counterpart of Intelligence which is 
the Father side. Through the blending of these two phases of Deity we have as 
product or expression. the loving, Intelligent Being which is the Real, True Self 
of each living soul. The nearest approach on this plane to Divine Love is pure 
mcther-love with its unselfish, brooding tenderness which forgives all and en
dures to the end. Mere human love has its limitations centering itself upon the 
few to the exclusion of the many, while Love Divine is no respecter of persons, 
but glows for all alike. It acts according to Its nature, and "whomsoever will 
may find solace in its healing balm. To the student of things as they are, it 
would seem that God as Love appeals most strongly to starved humanity, and the 
heart hungry are ready to exclaim with the poet:

"THE LONGER I LIVE, AND THE MORE I SEE
OF THE STRUGGLE OF SOULS TOWARDS THE HEIGHTS ABOVE,
THE STRONGER THE TRUTH COMES' HOME TO ME
THAT THE UNIVERSE RESTS ON THE SHOULDERS OF LOVE,
A LOVE SO INFINITE DEEP AND BROAD
THAT MEN HAVE RENAMED IT, AND CALLED IT GOD."

Principle being unlimited and unqualified, It is not simply an Intelligent 
Boing, having knowledge, but is Omniscience Itself, and because of this, is the 
essential Power back of all true knowing. How acquired learning (which is good 
in its place) pales into insignificance when compared with innate knowledge, born 
of God, which enables us to pierce the veil of matter and brings us face to face 
with the secrets of the universe. God is not a substantial being, but REALITY 
that "stands under" every visible form of Life, Love, Intelligence, —  for every
thing that exists, is a manifestation of "putting forth" of the One Spirit Sub
stance, —  without which there could be no visible creation, or objective world.

But above all, God is the One Absolute. Changeless Good, the Good that can 
not be compared, or bettered in any way, for beside the Supreme Good there is no 
other. Truly our God is the incomparable, unqualified unfailing Good.

God Mind is neither masculine cr feminine, but is dual in nature, being 
ooth in one, and is therefore greater than either. Being wholly impersonal in 
nature, the personal pronouns He or She are inadequate and may not be applied 
to Principle.

Instead, we use the broader, more comprehensive term It. just as we would re
fer to^the Principle of Music or Mathematics. Primal Cause is illimitable, and 
as such is too great to bo designated any term that savois of personality or limi
tation of any name or nature.

In studying the nature of First Cause, we find that It has both the passive 
and active aspects, for God net only is. but God acts. Substance and Motion are 
the being and doing which are back of all that exists. Gcd moves and brings or
der out of chaos. Mind acts, —  not volitionally, or because it chooses to do so,



LESSON ONE, PAGE THREE, 
but for the reason that Cause must be true to its nature, and must necessarily 
produce, while Principle must express Itself. This involuntary action furnishes 
further evidence of the impersonal nature of Primal Cause, as it shows that tho 
ceaseless action of Mind is not the result of deliberation or volition, but the 
inevitable outcome of Divine necessity.

God is Mind and Mind is forever in motion. Through this activity it creates, 
-- net from choice, but because it cannot help exercising the creative function. 
Thought, the activity cf Mind is the Creative Force, and it simply acts in obedi
ence to Law.

If Cause, were a Being who could chance His mind or act from intention or 
caprice, there would be no stability or certainty throughout Nature. We would be 
in a state of unrest continually, not knowing what to depend upon. Happily, how
ever, we find that the Divine Plan is not at the mercy of a fickle Power, but is 
governed and operated by the unchanging, eternal Law of Cause and effect which is 
steadfastness Itself.

God in order to be God must be above and beyond the "power of choice" for 
this., belongs to the human soul and is one point which differentiates man from 
God. In view of this Lav/ of Cause and effect which never sleeps but works day 
and night, we find product as the direct result of this ceaseless activity.

Cause, in order to be true to its own innermost nature, must put forth or 
must cause something or produce, and the effect must necessarily be like unto the 
Cause that compelled it.

First Cause, ever active naturally finds vent in primary effect —  while 
Principle expresses Itself in man, Its spiritual expression.

Spirit ever in motion, produces "The spiritual". Life expresses itself in 
"The Living" —  Love in action "puts forth" the Loving, the natural product of 
Intelligence is the Intelligent, and Substance finds an outlet in "The Substan
tial". Mind produces Idea, —  thus the totality of Cause is expressed or "pressed 
out" into first effect which is the full expression of all that God is_, and does.

The various terms used to designate God or impersonal Principle are synonc- 
mous in meaning and may be used interchangeably as God is alike each and all of 
these.

There is but One Absolute, —  but It is many sided or has differing aspects. 
Because of this variety in Cause, man the "Image" is composite in nature, having 
varied attributes. Again, we behold varied forms cf manifestation in visible 
creation, but this variety in unity may all be resolved back into the fundamental 
factors that had rise in the Beginning, for they are all fractions in the Great 
Whole, and back of and underneath them, as their unfailing sustenance, is the 
One Spirit Substance.

This God Substance cannot be weighed or measured or judged according to hu
man standards, but can be made known only through Expression, —  Representation, 
and Manifestation, which are the God-ordained channels through First Cause push
es into visibility. Were these factors wiped out, God would still be God but 
would simply have no way of making Itself known. So we perceive that Expression 
is not necessary God as God, but is imperative to the fulfillment of the Great 
purpose of Creation which is to make God manifest.

^irst cause and its Effect or Principle and its expression are linked to
gether by thought force which is the "Initial Impulse" or Creative Energy. Without



•ibis Force, Motion of Mind, there could be no Idea, no Ideal Man, no outlet for 
God-Energy. Mind, —  Thought, —  Idea, —  constitute a trinity in unity. They 
are linked together by the eternal Law of Cause and effect. We cannot suppose 
one without the other two, for they necessitate each other.

The creator, Created and Creative Power is also an eternal trinity, founded 
upon the changeless truth of Being, and is another way of expressing the unity 
between Cause and effect, and the tie which binds them which is the Motion of 
Mind.

These three in one, while eternally inseparable, are forever distinct, for 
the one can never become the other, and while in the nature of the relation they 
are interdependent, they are not interchangeable, which emphasizes distinction 
without separation.

Cause and Effect are eternally at one, not in the sense of identity, but in 
the sense of unity. God was in the Beginning, and Man was simultaneous with God, 
and upon this fundamental Truth, we build the Science of Being. We subsist in God 
as Being, and exist from Being as soul. Soul is rooted in Being, a.nd its roots 
are imbedded in God. The Fourth column shows the work accomplished. The Image 
becomes the likeness or the Ideal made Real through the Actual. The first column 
is Almightiness Itself, and because of this, the fourth column or Personal God 
is All-Mighty. Three factors and three forces are required to bring forth the 
Christ or the Perfected One.

LESSON TWO, —  BASSBC COURSE.
WHAT MAN IS AND DOES.

In studying the plan of the Universe, we see need of a mediator, and realize 
that Creation would not be complete without Spiritual Man. We also perceive that 
God is dependent upon Man, for the fulfillment of His manifestation, just as man 
is dependent upon God for the wisdom and power that shall enable him to gain do
minion over the negative forces in nature.

To truly know God and Man and understand both their r3latedness and distinc
tiveness, is to know all that is to be known. The injunction nKhow Thyself" that 
has rung down the ages, touches a responsive chord and opens up a rich field for 
metaphysical study. Mankind is waking up to the truth chat self-knowledge is the 
key to self-dominion, and, that to understand Himself, His source and his destiny 
is a pursuit worthy of his best endeavor.

Pope has well said that "The proper study of mankind is man." He grasped 
the truth of Being, and understood the nature, scope, and office of the Great 
Intermediary, between God and visible Creation, Knowing the practical value of 
proper self understanding, Pope emphasized the importance of acquainting ourselves 
with "God's Man" which is the Great Effect or Over Soul which Snerson tells us 
about, and which is the true self of each one of us.

As God-Principle is the circumference of Cause so Man the Image of God is 
the boundary of Effect, or Expression, We find that the direct, product of First 
Cause is Primal Man. In His nature, is involved, more than a spark of Divinity, 
or part of GcfL, for Mind is not divisible. So man as effect, is not a part of 
God, but a consequence of the entire nature of its producing Cause and images 
what God does as well as what God is., what Mind does, is all important, for motion 
is back of product.



LESSON TWO, PAGE FIVE, BASIC COURSE.
From the active aspect of Mind, comes "Idea" as a direct result of Thought force. 

Fence we have Mind, Thought, Idea, a spiritual sequence, or trinity, bound together 
by Divine Compulsion which is si.mp.1y another name for the Law of Cause and Effect.

The abstract truth of Trinity Itself is apparent, but growing out of it are 
mighty consequences which wa as souls have to meet, unfold and adjust. Because I 
ex-ist there must be a cause back of me. That cause must have been active, that 
activity is the link that binds me to my cause.

The Trinity of Mind, Thought, Idea, is permanent, and has a practical bear
ing, but this we have to prove to ourselves by making actual what is already po
tential, as a divine possibility.

Because of the lack of suitable words, we have to use personal terms to il
lustrate impersonal Principle. God is "Father" in the sense of Source. The "Son" 
has his being in God, and in God he lives. Nothing can come between the Father 
and Son, for in the nature of their relation as cause and effect they are necessa- 
rilly at one, for they vibrate in unison. The God-Energy is continually flowing 
into its expression or outlet, so the son is continually fed and renewed from the 
God-Fountain. So we find that God is not only "Our Source" but our unfailing sus
tenance.

Because of what it is in Itself, and its relation to God, Being can never 
be changed by the things of time or sense. The Divine Image is spiritual and as 
such is subject only to the Absolute God which is Spirit Itself. Being is our 
"God derived" individuality, and is relative to God, but in turn becomes absolute 
to all, that results from the "Power to think" which is the activity direct from 
Boing.

Because of the nature of the Genus Man, the article "A, or An" is not appli
cable, neither has this God man any plural, for he stands forth as the one full 
complete, changeless expression of the One God to which nothing can b3 added and 
from which nothing can be taken away.

As the perfect spiritual Whole or Genus,Man contains as species all the les
ser natures, or particular expressions. They are all factions in the unit of ex
pression for the "Great I am" epitomizes God and is also the epitome of visible 
creation. Man is the Great Macrocosm that contains the Great Microcosm or world 
in miniature.

There is that in First Cause that must be liberated, so we perceive that Uni
versal Man as the medium for manifestation is a divine necessity. The great pur
pose of creation is incarnation or embodiment, and man is the natural channel 
through which God makes Itself known or pushes into visibility.

The Divine spiritual and natural organisms are integral parts of this perfect 
Whole. In It are involved all the factors necessary to express, represent and 
manifest what is locked up in the invisible realm.

Man, the Idea of Mind is both the "Inlet" and the "outlet" through which the 
Great Unknown is brought to light. From the foregoing, we are bound to conclude 
that man is not the product of evolution, but precedes it, and as the repository 
of Life or the Created of God, is back of all organic life, Man, because of what 
he is. in nature, essence and purpose does not belong to time, but is simultaneous 
with God and therefore was in the Beginning. Neither is God's man an object in 
space, but is invisible, belonging in the realm of causation, Himself without form, 
but containing all forms. Man is rooted in God just as the branch is rooted in 
the vine, and like the branch draws his sustenance from the parent stem or vital 
essence which is God. Man is not simply a partaker of the Divine, but a whole



taker, and user of the God Substance and Energy. Because of this unity, all that 
■-S possible to the Father God is involved in the nature of Man, the "Son". Man 
is equally active with his cause and given action. There must be product as re
sult.

Primal motion as the term implies is antecedent to the consequent activity 
in effect. Man is the direct outcome of the "God said" and because of the persis
tence of "original motion1, man to whom this energy is transferred in turn becomes 
a producer.

From transferred energy or the "Power to think" (which is the natural activ
ity belonging to man) we have shape, or person, while through man from God we 
have soul. Shape is merely a vehicle by means of which, what is potential, in 
Being may take form on the objective plane.

God creates. Man forms, which shows a difference between the working of 
"Thought Force" and power to think. The product of the former is expression while 
from the latter comes respres representation.

Man is not only the Image of God, but in this Image is involved the "likeness" 
which must be made manifest by means of soul through shape, which is the "image 
in the Image" and is the God-ordained means through which what is involved or 
evolved appears.

Shape is a fundamental factor in Being and as such is good in Itself, but 
must be kept in its place as figure, and not confused with number which precedes 
it, and makes figure possible. Clearly, visible shape can never become the "liv
ing Entity" that uses it, for shape is temporal and material, while that which 
uses it is eternal and spiritual. That which sees is back of what is seen, and 
is conscious of what it sees. The User is greater than the body or shape, for 
the possession, so the soul is greater (CORRECTION) The User is greater than 
the body or shape, for the possessor is greater than the possession, so the soul 
is greater than the shell it looks upon or uses.

Effect like its cause is not active intentionally, but of necessity. Action 
in effect is compelled because of the Initial Impulse that pushes it. The activ
ity of Mind, the Creative Force is limitless while the product of "transferred 
Energy which is the motion of man (the Idea) brings outline which always implies 
limitation. It goes with figure or shape because shape does not comprise the 
whole, but is simply the mask which hides the Real Man.

Man, the first factor out from God not only bears likeness to His Cause but 
is also different. This is a logical necessity, for were there no difference 
between Cause and Effect they would be identical, and there would be more than 
One Absolute. They are not separate, but forever distinct, —  forever "at one" 
in the sense of unity, but not in the sense of identity. They are bound together 
by the eternal Law of Cause and Ex'fect, and are interdependent, but not inter— 
cnangeable. The one compels the other, but they cannot change places for each 
has its special office in the Divine Plan, and both are eternally the same factors.

comPTQ^Gj whole, entire, and d.oes not become manifested man or soul. Manii ested man or soul is in the becoming state and may expand or become more 
and more of what he is in Being.

As a living soul he came forth from God and his destiny is involved in his 
origin. The difference between substance and motion is the same as the differ
ence Detween Being and doing, which are the passive, and active aspects of First 
Cause.



We have found, that the motion of Mind does not cease with its direct product, 
hut that it pushes through Primal Effect, and presses onward, thus compelling fur
ther product, so we perceive that in addition to the natural action of Generic nan 
which results in representation, we have also the continuation of original motion 
through the Genus which ultimates in reproduction.

In Expression which is npu„t forth" by First Cause, is produced and presented 
what inheres in that Cause while Representation and Re-produciion are the "putting 
forth" anew of what is involved in Man or Primary Effect.

These two activities from and through working in parallel lines give us the 
compound result Re-presentation and Reproduction, shape and soul, which together 
constitute personality. Because of what the true Being is in Itself and Its re
lation to God and because of what its activity may bring to us as souls it be
hooves us to become acquainted with the Genus Man which is the Individualized Ex
pression of the Great Universal Principle, which is God.

The way to de this is, to "face about" and look away from the plane of person 
and center our thoughts upon the spiritual self which is both the Image and like
ness of God. In this way we begin to "put off" the old false sense of who and 
what we are, and-begin to unify ourselves with God’s Man which is err own real, 
true Being, Spiritual, Living, Loving, Substantial, Intelligent. The Idea of In
finite Mind, the Image of God, the Father in Heaven, —  the Spiritual Ego to which 
"living soul" may look for its daily supply of spiritual manna upon which it may 
feed, and thrive and grow.

God can never become like man, but man is destined to become God-like. The 
Scriptures say: "Ye shall become as God" and all because Man's destiny is involved 
in his origin which is Divine. God does not draw night unto man, but man as he 
works his way back to his source draws nigh unto God. Truly, the only way to get 
back to God is to think our way back, or draw rdgh in consciousness.

The personal God is the consequence of the impersonal. Through understanding 
the latter becomes personal to each one of us, so that we can truly saw "My Lord 
and my God." What we all need is more self-knowledge, for we can never rightly 
use these hidden forces until we understand their nature and the Law that governs 
them. Electricity is a great force that can be used to benefit mankind or ignor
antly handled it may bring disaster instead, and jusx so, "Thought" the greatest 
force in the universe (either for weal or woe) must be exercised under standingly 
in order to reap the real good.

Mind, —  Thought, —  Idea, —  the universe rests on this spiritual trinity. 
Effect is that which reveals its cause, but is forever distinct from it. Just as 
the sun and the sunlight, the rose and its fragrance are distinct, but not separate 
are cause and effect like unto each other, and forerer at one, but each maintains 
its identity which gives us interdependence without interchangeableness.

"I am one with my source, in essence, nature and purpose. My Father and I 
are one."

LESSON THREE, "THE WORLD OF SHAPES."

The spiritual reality of every object is within you. The form of things is 
good as far as it goes, but lay hold of the real thing that is back of the appear
ance. "My body sits lightly on my soul." Our work in spiritual unfoldment is to 
become consciously what we are potentially, to express .in the outer what we are in 
cur inmost being.



Both Principle and Number are unmanifest, and it requires "figure" to &3'-® 
known their value. The true or logical relation between can and mankind U  tnat 
of Genus and species, or numenon and phenomenon.

Between God's Man and man’s man we find all kinds of men as a natural result
of the variety in species. Mind is Infinite and because of this inf inite^varj.ety
is to be found in Man, the Ideal of Mind. Subjectively "A man" is tne offspring 
of the LIVING GOD, but objectively he is shape or person. Subjectively he is from 
God, but outwardly from matter. As such, he is related alike to both the sublimi
nal and phenomenal worlds. He is a personality as distinguished from the meal 
ManW which is our true Individuality. Both have a legitimate place in the divine 
plan for both are fundamental factors in the spiritual sequence which reveals God. 
Evidently, the material has its rightful place, for it is the God ordained means 
through which what is hidden in Being may take shape in the world.

The material is projected from nan through his involuntary activity which 
is compelled by the "Initial Impulse." If there were no mind, there could be no
Idea, and if there were no Man there could be no matter. So it is evident that we
can know God and man only through materiality, or the world of Representation.
We see the importance of, and begin to appreciate the necessity for the second 
factor in Creation. Matter has two sides. Its somethingness and its nothingness 
and is both temporal and eternal^ In itself, as a factor in creation, it is in
destructible, but to the soul that uses it, is temporal, or comes to an end. It 
cannot think, it cannot feel, has no consciousness, has no sensation. It profit- 
eth nothing. Its somethingness is that it is a "figure" and as such it has value 
as a necessary link in the chain or sequence out from God. Matter is indestruc
tible as form or shape, but perishable as "materiality." As human "shape" it is 
the highest, being made up of all shapes for the human shape is the plus of all 
shapes and is used by LIVING SOUL.

Together, soul and shape constitute a personality and to subjugate this, is 
to magnify Ideal Man or exalt our Individuality. Personality is of the earth, 
earthy, but the latter is its spiritual counterpart, is the Lord from Heaven.

In studying the seeming mysteries of the Universe, we find that it requires 
the various kinds of men to mirror forth the differing natures inherent in the 
Genus Man which is composite in Being. As no two faces are exactly alike, so no 
two souls manifest alike at the same time, but show forth different phases of 
the Infinite One, or differing degrees of self—recognition, thus demonstrating 
that diversity in unity is the law of the Universe. This law always operative, 
accounts for the differing personalities that jostle each other, in the march to
ward freedom.

In Being, they are all alike, but they differ in soul growth, or self recog
nition. But no matter how they appear in nature, essence, and purpose, they are 
each and all one with their source and bound to manifest according to Principle, 
soon or late.

There is a sect which brands visible creation as "error" but the adherents 
of the Science of Being view it differently. They see it as a wise provision, 
and find error only in our attitude toward it which is a false sense, or "error" 
when we mistake it for that which uses it. Jesus overcame the world. We have 
to learn what shape is, where it belongs and what uses it, in order to overcome 
it. Creation is invisible, and we can only know what it is through shape. The 
physical instrument is therefore, a most valuable possession, for without it, we 
could never know what we are as spiritual Man.



LESSON THREE, —  PAGE NINE, —  BASIC COURSE.
We can lay down "little by little" or’Oiie daily" to our old sense of self by 

keeping in thought that there is One God from which —  One Man through which, and 
one shape, by naans of which the Created is brought to light.

Figure or shape, in itself, has no value, no intelligence, no substance, no 
power, but still it serves a wise purpose for it makes1 known the number it repre
sents.

i

Nan is both Image and likeness, the one showing what God is., the other what 
God does. Being, the Image, is always in God, It is the seed of God, while soul, 
the "likeness" is the germ in the seed that i± is to come forth into visibility.

We are "living souls" now. The user of a physical machine and the business 
of "living soul" is to actualize what it is., in the Real of Itself, and to do this 
requires a physical instrument, such as shape is.

in the study of the Universe, we find that every object in creation has its 
counterpart in Primal Man who is the crowning work of the six days of Expression, 
just as all the objects in the natural world are representative of natures within 
ourselves.

Kerb, grass, and tree, the fowls of the air, and the beasts of the field have 
place in Kan, as natural tendencies, so also do the fish of the sea and the creep
ing things,all of which proves that everything that "takes form" is the reflection 
or representation of something in our own within.

The mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms are integral parts of the Integer 
of Being. They have a lawful place there, as minor kingdoms in the Great Kingdom, 
and as such are subject to the Lord of Creation, or Ruler of the Universe, which 
is the Generic Man. These varying natures, together with the faculties and powers, 
go to make up the infinite variety expressed in God: s man, who is the direct Effect 
of the God nature , —  which is the Infinity itself.

These faculties and natures, are potential in Being, as possibilities, to be 
evolved by means of the "Power to Think" whose office it is to furnish shapes and 
forms, —  to clothe the spiritual entities, pushed forth into the objective world 
by the activity natural to man. Shape, the product of this transferred Energy is 
the mask or veil that hides the Real and is simply a means to an end. It is how
ever, a divine necessity, for without it, what is locked up in Being could never 
be made visible.

The potentialities there involved, manifest through soul and function on the 
material plane, so we see that Representation is an all important factor in the 
carrying out of the ultimate purpose of the Divine. Shape or Person is to man 
what the working model on the wall, is to the telephone. Without the working model, 
the possibilities of this great invention could never be made known. As the instru
ment used can never become the "Invention" which is the thing in itself, so "shape" 
can never become.the living conscious entity that wears it, but is eternally shape 
and nothing more.

Dasjwin, in his study of physical structure saw only the shell, and not what 
evolved through it. From the viewpoint of the metaphysician, his "missing link" 
was "living soul" or that which ‘was or does use shape. Soul and body while forever 
distinct can never be separated, for their unity is God-ordained. Soul may "lay 
off" this physical "shape" when the necessity for it is outgrown, but "body" which 
it symbolizes is eternal, enduring, and forever clothes soul, both here and here
after. Shape is directly related to body (for they are two sides of the same thing)



LESSON THESE, —  PAGE TEN, —  BASIC COURSE, 
just as the figure it uses, f or a time, in the working out of the problems of ex
istence. But there cones a tine when soul outgrows the figure and blackboard, ani 
it solves its problems mentally, 'There seems to be a wi.de difference between ifl3 
phenomenal world and existent soul which is the unseen user of shapes. But while 
there is a difference, there is also a relatedness growing out of their interde
pendence.

Being, soul, soul-body, and shape are link? in a chain, forged by the Divine 
Hand. The spiritual sequence cut from God compels this relativity and(becomes) 
CORRECTION: The spiritual sequence out from God compels this relativity and be
cause of this divine compulsion, from Beginning out to ultimate, there is not a 
break in the orderly appearing of what is latent in Being. All the factors in' 
Creation work together harmoniously to "bring to pass" the divine purpose which 
is incarnation of the Invisible.

God first as Beginning or Principle, then Thought-Force pushing through Ex̂  
pression, and manifesting by means of soul, through person or shape. Such is the 
eternal order. For this came I into the world to carry out the Divine Plan by 
manifesting the "Likeness" that is in the Image waiting to be made visiole.

Matter is clearly not a substance, in and of itself, having its o.vn forces 
and laws, apart from our sense about, it. Because of t-ho unbroken continuity from 
Creator and Created, throughout Creation, there cannot be a substance separate 
from the rest, for these three fundamental factors are unifled, by the eternal Law 
of Cause and Effect.

Shape is the direct product of the "Power to Think'1 which is man's activity, 
while matter is the remote product of original motion. In addition 'oc these two 
motions which create and form, we have the "Making Power" by means of v/hich the 
"Ideal" becomes the Rea1. or the Perfected Man through re-incarnation.

Again matter is a name given to that of which we are conscious. The seer is 
back of the object seen, and takes cognizance of' what it looks upon. So Spirit 
and matter are not the same, for "consciousness of" stands between and preserves 
the distinction. Matter is not a part of Spirit, nor yet a manifestation of Spir
it. It is rather a consequence of the persistence of Primal Energy which becomes 
"qualified motion" by passing through Being. Soul is the user cf this product, 
which is termed "Cosmic Matter." Shape therefore, is rot a part of God, but a 
means that soul uses, in order to make God manifest and as such, it is Good and 
not error.

There is no separation between me and my body, but I am wholly distinct from 
the shape I wear that veils my true body. I am in harmony with it, and. see it and 
all other shapes that I look upon for just what they are in themselves, simply 
as figures to be used as we work out the problem of existence. Man cannot be 
found in the study of physical structure alone, for he is not in it, but back of 
it, as the Living Reality v.rhich precedes evolution. That which we look upon may 
pass away, but the Observer lives on, the machine may be oroken, but it does not 
follow that the User is not intact. So, the figure on the b..nck-board may be 
wiped out, but the value of the Number is not affected. Shape &s such, apart from 
its user, is inert, helpless, for it has no activity of its own, but is simply 
acted upon by the Great Engine of(Thogu) Thought. Because of this, shape is not 
responsible for the various out-picturings it shadows forth anymore than the can
vas is to be praised or blamed, for the kind of pictures thrown upon it.

Shape is non-living because the power of which it is the direct result is not 
life bestowing. Only Life Itself can confer life. The "Expression" of Life can 
only impart "The breath of Life."



The objects we look upon are ra.de up of ratter and a degree of soul-form 
and shape. The compound result of Reproduction and Representation, and both of 
these results are resolvable into motion, Shape and Cosr.ic Matter constitute the 
'‘Material Whole" which is but another name for the fundamental factors that £ive 
as shape and natter, —  the double product of the joint action of Primal and trans
ferred Energy. The tern "Material Whole" covers all material shapes and forms of 
natter, while the spiritual Whole all that is directly from the Creator. Cosmic 
natter is the black-board on which the figure appears, or, the common back-ground 
which^brings cut shapes. Because of what Cosmic Matter is, as Qualified Motion, 
material shapes may be termed "Modes of Motion." We reiterate that matter is both 
temporal and eternal because of its divine origin. It is eternal in itself, but 
our sense about it comes to an end. It is eternally the same, and it is only our 
aortal sense view of it that makes the seeming change in what we look upon. So 
>v3 find that things do not change, but our sense about them becomes revised.

The instrument or shape does not seem to us as it once did. In the Light of 
Trath, we no longer see it as our "self" but as a belonging, that the "Self" uses. 
Inrough self-knowledge we come to give the objects of time and sense th3ir true 
value and learn to keep them in their place which'is subservient to us. Our fu
ture is determined by our attitude of today, just as the events of today are col- 
ored by the thinking of yesterday. Because of this inexorable Law of "Cause and 
affect" or "Sowing and Reaping" let us re-adjust our views of the "Material Whole" 
and henceforth see ourselves as its master and not as its servant, —  that we may 
come into the God-ordained relation, —  using it instead of being used by it.

LESSON EOUR, —  "THE ORIGIN OE EVIL." BASIC COURSE.

SPECIAL PRAYER: "THE I AM IS MY OWN, MY LORD AND MY GOD. THE I AM THAT I AM 
IS THE UNIVERSAL FATHER. ONLY THROUGH THE SON (I AM) CAN I KNOW THE FATHER (I AM 
THAT I AM)".

The way to the Father is through the sen, the Mediator. Man can do all 
things when acting from the I AM consciousness. In our last lesson we dealt with 
the world of shapes, and found in the last analysis that it is not error as some
times^ called, but^ instead, is an important factor or spiritual necessity in the 
carrying cut of the Divine Plan, The N-eumenon, or the thing in itself, is back 
of the objective world because It. subsists in the invisible. There must be a cor
responding phenomenon on the existent plane, for as we read , "There is nothing 
hidden that shall not be revealed," Everything, in the unseen, has its counter
part in visible creation, hence the endless variety of shapes on the plane of 
Representation, Thus we see that the world of Phenomena is the plane of illusion 
which veils the^ substantial Reality back cf it. As such, it is good, and has a 
rightful place in the divine economy. In view cf this, it is not to b3 antagon
istic, but is rather to be overcome by an understanding of what it is, and what 
purpose it serves. Evil (so-called) is net a real Entity, but an appearance or 
illusion, arising from the undeveloped nature of existent soul, and is to be dis
pelled by a conscious recognition of its opposite which is the positive changeless, Good. 6

Evil is not of God, from Gcd, cr like God, and therefore is not a created 
thing. It is simply a dream of the sense scul while in the Adam sleep, and as 
such is ̂ nothing. By fighting it we invest it with a seeming power that does not 
inhere in it, or any ether negation. Evil bears the same relation to Good that 
darkness does to light. The latter, which is the positive luminous Reality, dis
pels its opposite, and establishes in the consciousness the Tru3 Light that light- 
eth every man that cometn into the world. Thus, we see, that the way to dissipate 
tne darkness is, not to deal with it as an entity, but simp]y to turn on the Light,
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and let it act according to its nature. Thus the darkness vanishes into its native 
nothingness, naturally giving place t-o Its positive, substantial counterpart. Thus 
we see that the way to put out a false or undesirable tendency is not to fight it, 
but to simply turn from, or forsake it, and "set up" a new true one in its place.

The senses belong to the Ego, but operate through soul-function on the plane 
of person. Because of(bhis)their place "Spiritual Whole" they are perfect in 
themselves, but as to how they manifest is wholly dependent upon the status of the 
soul which is their medium for manifestation. Sou] is blind, and makes mistakes,

> so long as it uses only its outsight, and it is not until outsight is coupled with 
 ̂ insight that its eyes are fully opened, and soul sees the Real back of appearances 
or the unreal.

Existent soul, the part of us that thinks, is the only changing factor in 
Creation. Perfect Self-Understanding is its destiny, but between its origin and 
its destiny lies the plane of existence or experience which has to be overcome 
and we prove to ourselves that this overcoming can be successfully accomplished 
only by following the leading or dietates of the Higher Self which is the "Lord 
of Hosts."

The natural activity of this Real Self is the "Power to think" and it depends 
wholly upon how soul God derived "Power." whether it walks with God in the conscious 
ness of Truth or follows the lead of "mortal sense and stumbles along in the dark
ness of ignorance. "Mortal sense" which is natural ignorance is the sense which 
belongs to the infancy of the soul. It is a temporary sense which is to be out
grown and left behind as soul "wakes up" from the Adam sleep and comes to itself.

Because of natural limitations, it does not at once see through the phenome
nal, but simply looks upon it, and judges accordingly, hence makes mistakes. Be
cause of the Law of Cause and Effect, soul is in bondage to its own mistakes, even 
though they are the result of ignorance. Through the working of this inexorable 
Law, Soul is made to reap the consequences of its error thinking, and as a result 
is(tune) turned out of Eden or Harmony, and brings upon itself discord, disease, 
and disaster,with the accent on the first syllable, dis —  , while living in a 
far country, feeding upon the "husks of materiality." The story of the Garden of 
Eden is an Allegory of nature and not of Ethics. Adam could not find among all 
the things brought to him to name, a Help-meet for his soul. Because of its di
vine origin, soul cannot thrive upon the husks of externality, tut demands the 
spiritual food that nourishes. It must have self-knowledge,, for it alone satis
fies soul hunger. Eve (or Intuition) the "Mother cf All living" supplies this 
demand,for her office is to minister to the rational or masculine natyre and 
lift the man ;7ho "tills the soil" —  "up and out" of the "slough of materiality."

We find that the Woman was not turned out of the garden, but ever dwells in 
Eden, and makes Heaven t?pon earth for him who heeds hex words of wisdom. Her 

 ̂ spiritual insight pierces the veil of materiality and clearly sees what man's out
sight fails to penetrate. Adam (.cr intellect) leans wholly upon the outer until 
Eve, his "better half" shows him the "better part" and thus helps him to forsake 
the error of his way and turn to the Lord. There is nothing bad or unmoral about 
the Adam soul, nor is its so-called fall, shameful, but is father a fall upward 
or into knowledge. The apple tree is only a tradition, fcr what Eve gave Adam 
to eat was not apples, but the fruit of the tree of knowledge. "In the day that 
thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die" so reads the text, which being inter
preted aright is not an arbitrary decree or fiat as at first appears, but is sim
ply a statement of the law of Cause and Effect. Just as one might say to a child, 
"If you put your hand in the fire, you will be burned, surahv.



The serpent that tempted Even was self-deception, or the "serpent of appear
ances" which is ever abroad in the land, beguiling the infant soul. The mistakes 
we experience belong to the soul. They are the harvest we reap,from the false con
clusions of the infant soul which through its youth mistakes the "mask for the man" 
the figure for the number, or the symbol for the Reality it represents. Looking 
upon shape, Primal Innocence says: "This is I" and herein lies the origin of evil, 
and it would seem that the main business of "growing soul" is to rectify this mis
take of the "infant Adam." soul. Self Idea is involved in our very existence, and 
upon it hinges our weal or woe. At first, shape only is visible to soul, and in 
consequence, idea of self attaches to person instead of the Real Man.

Evil has its rise in ignorance. It neither expresses or manifests God, but 
instead, bodies forth ignorance of First Cause, It comes through wrong use of the 
thinking power, and goes out by right thinking or judging according to Principle, 
and not according to appearances.

Sin, in the last analysis, is simply natural ignorance, or error in thought 
arising from lack of self-understanding. It is not the result of wilful error, 
but is involuntary, and unintentional, having no moral quality whatever. Mrs. Eddy 
says. When mortal mind knows better it will do better, thus recognizing that the 
shortcoming of the infant soul are not moral lapses, but the natural outcome of its 
youth and inexperience, and that because of its origin and nature, so-called evil 
carries with it its own punishment, which proves that we are not punished for our 
sins, but by them. Truly, a burnt child dreads the fire. If then, sin or ignor
ance is the root cause of all seeming suffering and sorrow, then clearly self- 
knowledge is the evident remedy or help for all human ills. If ignorance is the 
Cause, surely the antidote is more knowledge.

It is the God-ordained specific for the sin-sick soul, and as one of old said: 
"My people perish for lack of knowledge." It alone can dissipate the sense dream 
and open our eyes to the Truth of Being which proves to us that comparative Good 
and evil are only our sense about it. Understanding of this glorious Truth fur
ther shows us that we as souls are not automatons manipulated by an unknown power 
but proves conclusively that Man's man has the "power of choice" or selection, and 
because of this is the arbiter of his own fate, and may choose whether he will work 
with the Law of the Universe all of which goes to prove that a man "must reap as 
he sows. If he sows to the wind, he must reap the whirl-wind, for the Law is 
iixed, and. brings back to the soul (actualized in conditions) what it chose to 
sen sat m  thought. Then let us no longer question the justice of the Power that
over rules but quietly accept whatever comes as the legitimate reaping of our own
sowing. It is a law of nature that nothing can ascend that has not already de-
th!tdth* th*ng.can be resurrected that has not been buried. So, we see

F H  °^J“an 1S in no sens3 "shameful" but rather a fall upward" or into 
knowledge. Adam did not fall from a great height, but fell from primal innocence 
into b, degree of light or a little knowledge. The man that is entombed in materi- 

1 y must be raised from the dead (shape) —  dead in trespass and in sin, and lift- 
ed up above the sense plane where mortal sense rules, —  into the higher realm where God's Man reigns. ’

inffnt Adan after satinS °f the "tree of good and evil" begins to wake up 
nd take notice, forming conclusions about what it looks upon. It thinks regard

ed!!!®, ff® n L " S°Win| and/ 3aPing" a*d thus brings upon itself painful expsri- 
,Th°?snt Force without knowing its nature and value, little reali

zing that it is dealing with the Great Dynamo of the Universe. Under these circum
stances, it is not surprising that it prevents happiness and success and perverts



itself, and the use of the "thinking power" and Brings upon itself undesirable con
ditions.

In conclusion, to sum up the lesson, we find that evil (so-called'' is not a 
created thing, or living Reality, bub merely a "sense" belonging to thv infant 
Adau soul. We have learned fron the foregoing that sin is not a moral lapse, but 
is ignorance or "missing the nark" through lack of self-knowledge. We £ Iso find 
that we are not to "resist" or"fight" this shadow called evil, but are rather to 
overcome it with the Omnipresent, Changeless Good, that is, wo are to replace it 
with its opposite. We further find that the so-called shameful "Fall of nan" had 
no ethical quality, but that he simply fell into a "little knowledge" which opened 
his eyes and paved the way for the "ascent" of the soul, which at first feebly 
feels its way after God, but as it grows in grace and the knowledge of the Lord 
loses the limited, false sense of self, and "puts on" the true Self Idea, which is 
sinless, guilless, diseaseless, deathless, eternal in the Heaven. "THERE IS NO 
EVIL ANYWHERE. THE GOOD IS ALL IN ALL. IT IS THE ONE REALITY."

"I AM OPEN AND RECEPTIVE TO EVERY WORD OF TRUTH THAT IS SPOKEN TO MY SOUL. I 
RECEIVE THE WORD WITH MEEKNESS AND LOWLINESS OF HEART."

LESSON V, —  BASIC COURSE,---"THE ASCENT OF THE SOUL."

In our last lesson, we found that evil is not a created thing or spiritual 
entity, but is instead, simply a false "sense" belonging to the infant Adam soul, 
and because of its human origin, is not a substantial Reality, but a transitory 
state, incident to mortal sense. We also learned that man never fell in the sense 
of wilful transgression and the so-called "shameful fall" was in no sense"sinful" 
from the ethical standpoint, but was rather a move in obedience to a natural im
pulse, an unconscious reaching out after knowledge, and in no-wise a culpable mis
demeanor. Soul does not come into the world, fully matured, so w® have to take 
this into account when judging of the mistakes of growing soul, and make allowance 
for its inexperience. A wise one has said that "The imaginations of the heart are 
evil from (or because of) its youth." Paul says: "First the natural, afterward 
the "spiritual" and so ?/e find in the study of the Science of Being that soul is 
in the becoming state, and is destined to become more and more of what it is_ in 
Being, as it grows in Self-knowledge. The degree of soul that feeds on and is sus
tained by human ignorance, comes to an end, as it outgrows the natural state, and 
puts on spiritual consciousness.

We are told that there were two trees in the Garden of Eden. The "tree of 
Good and Evil" and "The Tree of Life." At the suggestion of the woman (Intuition) 
the infant Adam eats of the tree bearl.ng two kind3 of fruit, and thus falls into 
a little knowledge. We all know that"a little knowledge is a dangerous thing" 
and leads the innocent victim into wrong conclusions which may delude for a time 
but soon or late must be displaced by a more enlightened view, born of more knowl
edge, Note that there was nothing wrong about the tree, nothing wrong about eat
ing the fruit which Eve found was "good for food" for it was all natural. Mortal 
sense laws are not Nature's laws, or Law. Infant soul through natural ignorance 
forges the chains that manacle its own hands. It makes its own burdens, and it 
alone can unload or unmake them.

Experience goads or pushes the soul while Revelation, another means of 
growth, leads it into all righteousness. The soul must descend into the world in 
order to ascend. The first Adam is a necessity to the second Adam, and between 
the two, lies the world of existence. By the daily recognition of who and what 
we are and can do. soul begins to rise.



In studying the nature and tendencies of existent soul, we find that the rem
edy for the natural "fall" is the "spiritual ascension" which is a gradual steady 
mounting of the^ladder which reaches from earth to heaven, and unites the two 
states of consciousness in a harmonious whole. It is an increasing recognition of 
what^ we arp. in Reality.. anu a greater realization of the glorious possibilities 
growing out of our real nature. Every soul must return to the God from whence it 
came, and this does not mean that it has to "die" (according to sense) in order 
to do this, but that we may make the spiritual atonement, even while wearing the 
flesh.

Existence is our opportunity for becoming a conscious being, and that we are 
new immortal in Being. It is the plane of achievement where we may prove to our
selves what it means to do, as well as to ber what it means to bring forth the 
"likeness" which is hidden in the "Image" as a potential:ty. to be evolved by Irv
ing soul. ^Man as the Image, is the Entity or complement of God and as soul ascends, 
it appropriates more and more of what it is in Being, and thus speeds the "bring
ing forth of the divine "likeness". Soul in its deep sleep, lost its bearings, 
and in this sleep dreamed the Adam dream. This "deep sleep" is the universal men
tal lethargy or "racial passivity'1 from which each soul must be awakened that it 
may put on̂  the beautiful "garments of 'Truth" or "robe of righteousness," and come 
into conscious possession of its divine birthright*. Pu+ting on the garment of 
rutn does not imply change of body, but a new quality of body which comes from 
laying aside the "beggarly elements of the world" or the shapes of flesh blood 
and bones and "laying hold" of the divine Self Idea.

This true sense of Self is our Individuality which is the "spinal column" of 
"back-bone" of the soul, and it is upon this substantial tower of strength that we 
are to lean in the spiritual ascent, for It is a present Help in time of need, 
xn the ascent of the 3ouls there is much to "repent of" or turn away from. In the 
first place, we are to repent of our false sense of Deity, and see God as Imper
sonal Principle, acting from divine compulsion rather than a personal Being exer
cising the power of choice.

We must also repent of a belief in two powers which since time began has been 
the root cause of human ills. Shapes and forms, having no power in themselves, we 
tind that there is only God-Power, and we know that Good could not create‘evil 
an so there is but 0n3 Creator. We can clearly see that evil is not a reality 
and tnat therefore tnore is only One Power in all the universe, the Good Omnipo
tent and Omnipresent. We must also repent of the fal.se sense in regard to our
selves, and one another and like Paul, henceforth "know no man after the flesh « 
but see ourselves and others, as we are ideally, and not as to actually appear!

„ xi • Cr^ lfiXf°n and Essurrection. like rspentence, are states of consciousness 
end m  the spiritual ascent each soul must pass through these different stages
^T^°UlvS;!CPM ^ 10n* Demal °f th3 oid self with positive affirmation of the true .if makes the sign of the cross. As to thus crucify the old self idea, we die 
to the false sense, normally, through soul-growth. The old is swallowed up in 
tne new. Body and tomb are one. In the Adam dream, we are entombed in material
ity, but as soul expands or matures it is resurrected from the dead (shape) and 
t 0 on ^ ‘Ortality" or the spiritualized body which is buildod with
i r m  tnoughts. Changing tne quality of soul must ultimate in the change of body 
° d° 1^tsf®;11y Olkhody. our thoughts whenever we crucify "mortal sense" we are

t b f ^ gl° ^ ying th3 diVin® Selif’ f0r in this P ro c e s s of Self-purification,. a 1 and Guilty of soul drop away, but the spiritual remains andbecomes more and more,unto the perfect day.

* Salrati°n is universal because it is for all. It is a conscious knowledge 
ne soul s union with its Maker, and in this sense is also individual for as 

weknow, one soul cannot make this atonement for another. Each soul has’to "work out" his own salvation.



Salvation is •universal because it is for ali,. It is a conscious know/ledge 
of the soul’s union with its Maker and in this sense is also individual, for as 
we know, one soul cannot r.ako this atonement for another. Each soul has to work 
out his own salvation. It is self work, for as one cannot know Truth for another, 
we one soul cannot save another, for salvation cones through self-understanding.

Another nay point the way, as did Jesus, the pioneer of saving Truth. He 
showed us the way, by saving his own soul, and helped us on the journey heavenward, 
by both precept and example, but we alone can "keep the passover" fran "death unto 
life." God and nan are now in unity by virtue of the Law of the Universe, but in 
order to get the full benefit of this "oneness" soul nust cenent the bond by 
"right-thinking" or the conscious recognition of this God-ordained relation.

Salvation implies a "change of heart" which ultimate3 in a change in the qual
ity of soul embodiment, and this in turn results in bettered bodily conditions, 
and more harmonious environment. ?</hen Spiritual Perception (Eve) begins to wake 
up, Adam (intellect) soul begins to unfold or take on a more God-like quality, 
xhe Higher Soul is a germ hidden in the human soul which must soon or late embody 
its highest Ideal. The "Son of God" is begotten, gestated and born in the "son 
of man." Existence is the soul’s opportunity for gestation. The regeneration is 
xrom tne basis laid in the Beginning. In the octave lies the possibility of both 
nar._ony and discord, and it depends upon the player whether existence proves a 
concord^of sweet sounds" or a "miserere", for we qualify the Law by our use of it, 

so that it brings us good, or its opposite, according to our attitude toward it.

, tB®cause the power of choice inheres in the human soul, each one is the arbiter 
of nis own fate. Our destiny is fixed, because it is involved in our origin, but 
we can mold our fate as we choose, as it hinges upon how we use the power to'think 
whether we use our faculties and think according to Principle, or obey the dictates 
of mortal sense and identify ourselves with the dust man. Generic man bears two 
aspects in his relation to God, both Image and Likeness, —  the first expressing 
what God is, ̂ and the latter manifesting -what God does. Being is the seed of God, 
and as such is whole, perfect, complete. Jeremiah said: "I planted thee wholly 
a rignt seed" but the perfect has to be perfected, and to this end the germ in the 
seed must act according to its nature, and bring forth the "likeness" which is po
tential in the Image. In other words, the ideal must be actualized before it can 
be made^Real. First, we have Ideal Man , at the last Heal Man and in between the 
Actual Man.^ They each and all have a place in the divine plan for they are necessa
ry factors in the carrying out of the great purpose of Creation which is incarnation 
of the Divine Personality, this being rooted in Individuality which is imbedded in 
uod, and were it not for this actual man we could not have the divine man, or per
sonal^ God. Both Principle and Number are unmanifest, and it requires Figure to 
make known their value. So we see that shape is not"error" but serves a wise pur
pose as a means to an end in the"bringing forth" of the "likeness" and for this 
cause came I into the world.

As^in Adam all die, soi in Christ are all made alive, and truly the business 
o growing soul seams to be to bridge the chasm between the infant Adam and the 
mature man which is the Christ. Between the two lies existence or the world of 
shapes which is to be overcome. As the soul in its spiritual ascent rises above 
tne world by an understanding of what it is in itself, soul realizes that we can 
be.in the world, and yet not of it. The "fall" of man was the original sin or 
primal mistake of mortal sense or the Adam soul and the enlightened soul is kopt 
usy rectixying the dire results of the infant soul’s ignorant conclusions as to 

wjo and ’̂ a t  it is. We are now in the garden of Eden which we know is not a place 
or locality, but a state of consciousness, and existence is our opportunity to 
prove this to ourselves.



Man, the Image of God, evolves through self-consciousness. Soul therefore is 
God-likeness in pushing into manifestation. In order that this evolution may be 
peaceful and result harmoniously the human nature must not resist the workings of 
the Spirit, but "let go" its own willing and be reconciled to God which implies 
voluntary co-operation with or obedience to divine Lav/. The Higher Self is ever 
ready and waiting for mankind to get ready to forsake its sins and turn to the 
Lord. Knowledge of the Truth of Being insures a right understanding of this law 
of sowing and reaping, and il alone can dissolve the belief in evil as a reality 
and dissipate the illusion of the Adam Soul which through the ages has been the 
bans of existence. The infant soul needs to be healed of self-imposed limitations, 
and we find that more and more self-knowledge is the specific for the sin-sick 
soul. If ignorance caused the malady , then surely the antidote is its opposite.
So "with all thy getting, get understanding" and thus "let the light of Truth" 
shine upon the earth, and drive out the darkness of ignorance which obscures the 
true Self Idea.

The Light of Truth is "the Light that lighteth every man that cometh into the 
world. This Light that ne'er has shown on land or sea is a steady light. It does 
not dazzle nor flicker nor fade. It just fades not but shinps eternally, giving 
light to whomsoever will. Aye, there's the rub. Are we letting it shine for us 
as we make the spiritual ascent, or are we toiling and groping up the ladder from 
earth to heaven, by the flickering, feeble light of reason? This is good as far 
as it goes for the rational nature must be satisfied, but in order to rise to the 
"Christ consciousness" the soul must be illumined by the two great lights that 
shine upon the head and heart, and quicken both the rational and intuitional natures

LESSON SIX,---"THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HEALING."
Creation primarily and ultimately is a harmonious whole. There is nothing 

new under the sun but Creation (or what already is. in the invisible) is forever 
appearing. The finishing of Creation is an individual work and cannot be delegated 
to another, for each one of us has to work out his own salvation. To become con
sciously at one with our source is to finish creation, and for this came we into 
the world. The Great Deep of Being is the undiscovered country which existent 
soul is to study and explore. It is to become acquainted with God through knowing 
more and more of spiritual man which is the Image of God. Every Individuality in 
his relation to God is that One Man, or true Being, for God is no respecter of per
sons, and has endowed all alike. To gain self-conscious immortality is the purpose 
of every soul. We are immortal new, but we must prove it to ourselves, self con
sciously.

In Being, we are whole and perfect now. Wo were created perfect, spiritual, 
harmonious, whole, but this does not suffice for in addition we are yet to be made 
whole, and with this making, we have everything to do. The same power that crea
ted us makes us as well. With the creating we have nothing to do, but the making 
power implies volitional action on our part, sc in view of its office in the di
vine economy, it is a most important factor. We qualify embodiment by cur voli
tional use of the "Power to think" and are therefore responsible for the kind of 
bodies we build, and environment we make.

Soul is to grow in knowledge of the Lord which means that it is to gain more 
positive knowledge of who and what it is, whence it came, why it is here, and 
whither it is bound. True healing deals with these vital queries for it teaches 
the soul the Truth of its Being, and thus sheds light upon the path from earth to 
heaven. In considering the subject cf healing, the question naturally arises,
"'What is it that is to be healed?"



LESSON £PS, —  PAGE EIGHTEEN, —  BASIC COURSE.SIX
At first glance, it would, seen that if nan was created whole and perfect 

there could ho no occasion for healing. As we fellow the sequence out from God, 
however, wo find that there is a lawful factor in creation which needs to he min
istered unto by the Great Physician because it is sin-sick. The £x factor, the 
sixth in divine order is living soul which is the user of the power to think.

Because of its youth and lack of knowledge the imaginations of its heart are 
evil. It is an infant soul, and in its natural ignorance has formed a false con
clusion as to who and what it is, and its relation to its Source. This wrong sense 
of self, while not a wilful error, results in undesirable conditions just the same, 
for it is a law that as a man thinketh in his heart, sc is he, and Law, as we 
know, is unchanging, impersonal, and therefore no respecter of persons. To enter
tain the "worm of the dust" idea is to doom one’s self to sin-sickness and a whole 
brood of undesirable, unprofitable states, both mental and physical, for soul and 
its embodiment are so closely interwoven that what goes on in the mentality is 
bound to be mirrored in the body, and eventually shadowed forth on the plane of 
person.

Dis-ease is simply lack of ease, which is the abnormal state of living soul. 
This term covers a wide expanse of inharmonious conditions of body and environment. 
Disease is the result of sin, which leads to the ignorant misuse of the thinking 
power. It is fleeting because it originated in the infant soul, and has no Ever
lasting Arms beneath it. Clearly, it is not of God, but instead is the natural 
outgrowth of the dust man's sense about himself, and because of its earthly origin 
necessarily comes to an end, or ultimates in its "native nothingness." The things 
that are of the earth are earthy, they come and go which shows that they are not 
created while the spiritual entities that emanate from God or First Cause are as 
changeless as their Principle. They are not affected by anything in the outer, 
but are the same yesterday, todyy and evermore.

All causation is mental, so the suffering that seems to be in the body is 
really in the realm of mentality. There is no life, substance, intelligence, 
sensation m  ra in matter or shape, so it cannot think, and therefore cannot feel. 
It is only the canvas whereon our thinking (good or otherwise) is reflected.

Healing does net deal with this shadow body, or the reflection upon it, but 
directs its rectifying power to the user of shape, or the thinker back of appear
ances. The effect or bodily disease disappears when the disturbing cause has been 
removed.

The expression of Thought Force is the Word. The Word is the Creative Power 
of the Universe. The soul is the user of the Word.. We must distinguish between 
the activity of the Word, or more properly speaking, the activity of the Power to 
Think, and the soul's exercise of it. Thought force is ceaselessly active, and is 
a tremendous power for weal or woe, according to the way we use it, for it is 
qualified by our exercise of it, —  good in itself, but varies according to our 
use of it or attitude toward it. The shape is a perfect barometer that registers 
our consciousness of who and what we are. Through beliefs and mere opinions, 
shadows are cast upon it, for which it is not responsible, being perfect in itself, 
but is a means to an end. When conditions of inharmony shadow the form, the heal
er or practitioner sees them as shadows or powerless nonentities, and in this way 
robs them of their seeming power, and finally utterly dispels them.

Thought is both constructive and destructive. The same force that brings 
disease will, if rightly applied, produce peace of mind and a healthy body, for 
it can both tear down and build up or repair. We do not at any time or under any 
circumstance have to give up the body, but simply need to let go. of our false



True healing implies regeneration, or being born again, for it means cleansing 
the soul of its sense of sinfulness and freeing it from self-imposed limitations, 
it means soul awakening, or rousing out of the Adam sleep. It means to purge the 
consciousness of everything unlike its Source, and replace the foreign intrusions 
and alien influences, with the true Self Idea which is too pure to behold iniqui
ty, and does not cognise disease, discord or anv negative state.

Disease arises from a sense of separateness, and consequent inharmony be
tween the "sense man" and God's Man. The power of choice belongs to our Real Be
ing, but the exercise of it, to the human soul, and when soul chooses to give up 
its own willing or turn to the Lord, the mental conflict ceases, and peace and 
ease possess the soul} just so long as there is warring within or conflict between 
the human and divine, the without will shadow forth turmoil because it is the na
ture of Thought to embody.

Error in premise, compels error in conclusion, so error in our Self Idea com
pels mistakes throughout the problem of existence. In order to truly heal the 
sin-sick soul, the axe must be laid at the root of the tree, for healing is radi
cal and can never be accomplished until the original error belief belonging to the 
infant Adam has been uprooted and cast out.

The shape is the means by which the invisible becomes apparent. The exact 
status of our underworld is mirrored forth in bodily conditions, reflected upon 
person, so that he who runs may read in our inmost thoughts.

Ws may learn to direct our thinking by calling in our straying thoughts and 
disciplining them so that they will not run riot, but will go only where they 
are sent. The price of "right thinking" is eternal vigjlance. ?/e must let go of 
the non-essentials or material things and lay hold of the spiritual verities that 
make for our eternal welfare and insure peace of mind, and health of body.

The image making power, must be vsratched, for it is also an image breaker. It 
is responsible for the image or picture of self in our mental slide upon which 
so much depends, for it determines what likeness it shall bear. Man's heart is 
not evil, but the soul tendencies, impulses, and imaginations are not always ac
cording to the Truth of Being. Surely if error-thinking can make us sick, right 
thinking iŝ  evidently the remedy xvhich will restore the soul and redeem the body. 
Paul says that through the renewing of the mind, the body is transformed. He 
knew the truth of Being and emphasized the law that outward renewal can come, only 
through a change in our innermost thinking. In Being we are now the full, com
plete, entire Expression of Harmony Itself and are therefore a complete, harmoni
ous Whole, even now, no matter how we feel or appear.

Mind and its manifestation are one in reality, but this unity must be rati
fied oy existent soul before we get the full benefit of the one-ness. Healing im
plies conscious unity of Being, soul and body with God. Tney are all bound to
gether , by the Law of Cause and effect, whether we realize it or not, but heal
ing comes only through conscious recognition and realization of this God-ordained 
relatedness. It is the Truth we know for ourselves that makes us free, that 
which we have made our own through embodiment that heals the sin-sick soul. Heal
ing is both revolutionary and evolutionary. It deals with the"inward parts", re
news, regenerates, rejuvenates, and reforms, supplanting old error impulses and 
instincts with new, true tendencies, while curing is simply "lapping off the 
branches" and leaving the roots to send forth more sprouts after its kind.



LESSON SIX, --- PAGE TWENTY, —  BASIC COUHSE.
The tody at every state and stage of unfoldment continues to represent the status 
of the soul, as the latter is cleansed and purified of error "beliefs, so the "body 
takes on a corresponding hue, and shadows forth Health, Strength, and other signs 
of "betterment.

It is the quickened, aspiring soul that suffers. The one in the Adam sleep, 
joined to his idol of clay, is for a time content with what it finds on the sense 
plane, but because of the initial Impulse or God-Push, back of evory soul, there 
comes a day when its eyes are opened to the Truth and it begins to aspire to bet
ter things. With this awakening, comes the time of reaping past error-sowing.
Soul comes to Itself and cries out for that which heals, and finds in its search 
after Truth that "Earth has no sorrow that Heaven cannot heal."

The work of prevention of disease is of far more importance than the mere 
mitigation or temporary repression of mental and physical ® abnormities. The lat
ter is good, as far as it goes, but is limited in action by its natare, and does 
not reach the root of diseas which is deep seated.

Curing deals with conditions and thus falls short of the mark, for the real 
Cause lies back of symptoms, and can on]y be fathomed by one who understands the 
deep things of God. A novice may relieve physical suffering, or modify unpleas- 
and environment, but in order to eradicate the cause, root and branch, the old 
picture of self must be taken out of the mental slide, and a new, true, likeness 
put in its place. In this way, the outer responds in bettered conditions, for 
it is only a reflection of the soul that is using shape, and is in no-wise re
sponsible for what is registered upon it.

It is not enough to cover over the old pictures with the new, but the former 
(or likeness of the sense self) must be obliterated or destroyed, lest in an un
guarded moment it rise up and confront us again, making our last estate, -worse 
than the first.

Healing is radical because it deals with the root of the matter, and because 
of its thorough, incisive methods. No form of error can withstand or survive its 
advances. The Eire of Divine Love (which is the Power that, heals) consumes to 
its "native nothingness" the chaff and stubble of materiality, and enriches the 
soul by its mellowing, fructifying power. The Divine Power and Presence is with
in and all about us, awaiting recognition and appropriation which shows that we 
have to eat, digest, assimilate or make it our own by volitional action on our 
part.

Belief belongs to the "Intellectual faculty" and understanding to "Spirit
ual Perception," which is a higher faculty. The former may effect mere cures, 
but it takes understanding faith to heal or make* whole. It is the key to the 
"New Birth" and so without self-understanding there can be no true healing.

The Divine Son is wrapped up in the human consciousness, and must be brought 
forth through the right use of the thinking power. The begotten son is the sav
ior of the world, or the mediator between mankind and its Lord. Making whole is 
the prerogative of the illumined or enlightened soul, for its is the lawful work 
of him who has come into a conscious realization of the Truth of Being.

Healing is a gradual process in consciousness, an orderly unfoldment of di
vine possibilities; Curing, is the power of the mind to control or check conditions 
for a time. Healing is a preventive measure and removes liability to dis-ease 
and mis-fortune, and all negative states, mental and physical. As said above, 
healing is both evolutionary and revolutionary in its action, for it deals with



the innermost thinking and changing motives, ideals, impulses and « t a b ^ ^ e w  
thought tendencies which in the nature of things are bound to ultimate in changed 
conditions in body and environment. Healing according to the Science of Being 
according to Law/and the "Law of the Lord" is perfect, converting the soul. It 
is the soul, or user of the power to think that is sick, ~  sin <®  of ®'th
knowledge is the cause, so clearly. an understanding of the Truth of neing is th 
antidote, or only effective remedy that can be administered. It is the logical 
panacea for human ills, for it not only gives us a greater realization o 
mity with God, but a better understanding of our true relation to tne world of 
shapes. Perfect soul must precede perfect body. As soul grows in sal "
ness, it realizes this, and comes to see that nothing m  the external o w e i t  he 
help or harm it, but that its Redeemer and Protector is within, and its he p 
come from on high.

Naturally, the soul is op3n to impressions, both from its human and 
slide, but it has the power to sift, and is free to entertain the suggestions that 
are in accord with Principle or co-operate with those contrary to the ^od like, 
just as it chooses. If it allies itself with the things of Spirit, healing ensues, 
and the door is closed on dis-easo and disaster.

By volitional surrender, to the Higher Self, the human soul becomes master 
of the lower natures, and positive to the suggestions of the sense man. By identi
fying itself with God’s man, it becomes a magnet to draw itself, all good, that is 
to draw to itself all good, spiritual and temporal, for it is healed of the old 
limited sense of self and shows forth in person bodily conditions and environments, 
what it is. in Being.

To bo relieved cf discomfort today, and have it return^tomorrow or next week, 
is far from satisfactory. What we want is a method of healing that will keep one 
well by removing liability to disease as well as relieving present inharmeny. ihis 
is exactly what we may claim for the Healing Truth cf the Science of Being when 
rightly understood and faithfully applied. To be relieved from the ills of tne 
flesh or even the sense of pain temporarily is indeed cause for rejoicing, bu ne 
aim of these lessons in Truth is to uproot from the consciousness permanently a11 
the sense of sin, weakness, fear, worry, dread, fail-ore. old age, and^ everything 
that tends to keep the soul earth-bound, and limit it in health, nappiness, or m  
any way hinder its spiritual ongoing.

AFFIRMATIONS TO BE USED WITH THIS LESSON!

SBeter than he knew spake the poet when he said. ’marth hath^ no sorrow 
Heaven cannot heal.” ’’The Lord in the midst of thee is Mighty.  ̂ ^

"He is thy strength and thy deliverance." "He is a present Help in time of need. 
He is the Health of thy countenance." "He healeth all thy diseases."
"Be still and know, be still and trust, be still and expect."
"My soul wait thou only upon God, for my expect!on is from Him only." "Be still 
and know that God the Father in us is our unfailing, ever-present, bountiful sup
ply of all good, spiritual and all good temporal." "The Holy Spirit abiding with
in us is our All-Sufficiency in all things, and gives us. his children, not ac
cording to our needs, but according to His Riches and therefore, is our Bcunti ul 
Supply."

The term "healing" is far reaching. It deals with the innermost recesses of 
the soul. Its purpose is to bring forth the b3st in us and establish a normal 
state of soul, body, environment and affairs. Mere intellectual belief is not 
sufficient in true healing, but to bring to full fruition the God-like possibili-



ties it requires the usa of -ill the faculties. True healing Logins in the scul,^ 
But its offocts are felt nil along tho line, and its results show forth in health 
of mind, "body, and environment, and affairs, tho latter are the ’’signs tnat -fol
low". All good is added unto us when we seek first the things tnat are spiritual.

Freedom is nan’s Divine right, yet through the misuse of this great Loon, 
ho orings upon himself limitations of every nano and nature. Re trembles before 
bugboars of his own making. He gives evil a power that does not inhere in it, 
and reaps accordingly.

LESSON SEVEN, ---  BASIC COURSE.

"A great woe came upon the people, because taoy spaces not tne word of the 
Lord.” "He sent his Word and healed them."

THE WORD AND THE SPOKEN WORD.

In the Beginning, God created the Heaven and the earth through the power 
of speech, and down through the ages, the "God said" has reverberated as ...oving 
power or the great motor of the universe.

It is the Initial Impulse, the power behind the throne, for it is Almighti- 
ness uttering Itself. Balzac says, "Speech created the universe, and "God said" 
moves it." The Word is Mind, or Spirit in motion. God moved, and the result 
or direct product of this activity is spiritual man, the primal effect of First 
Cause. In the Beginning, the "Beginningless Beginning" was the Word, and the 
Word was with God, and the Word was God. Thought and words are two sides of one 
thing. The "God said" and what may says, the two are inseparable, for tney are 
united by the Law of Cause and Effect, and so speech is just the outer crust of 
thought. All the words which go to make up the nature of God are also constitu
ent parts of the "Word."

Because God is active, man being like unto his Creator is also necessarily 
active, and furthers the purpose of creation by furnishing shapes and forms or 
moulds through which that awaiting manifestation may be made visible. Balzac 
again says, "There is a mysterious spirit hidden in human speech." This power 
which is a projection in human speech, is the "God said" and brings us to the con
sideration of that which vitally concerns every living soul. "God said" and in 
consequence, "man says" which shows that the power to think or man’s activity 
is compelled by the motion of this Cause, so the fact that man is a thinking be
ing is evident. He has nothing to do with the power back of thought, but at the 
same time he is wholly responsible for how he thinks or the way he uses the power 
to think.

Man's words derive their force from the Creative Source, and are therefore 
pd productive, whether we will it or not. The Word is creative by nature, for 
it is like unto a seed, and like the seed, produces after its kind. Just as the 
apple seed so such words as Love and hate create after tneir kind. The speaking 
of the Word is the implanting of the seed. Hence the admonition, "Take heed to 
thy words." Because we think continuously, we are constantly sowing seed thoughts 
or words in our soul-soil which will bear fruit according to their nature. Ignor
ant, error words fruit in disease and failure, and condemn the soul, while Truth 
words enrich, uplift and justify the consciousness. In view of the inherent 
power of the Word and the unchanging Law of Cause and Effect which brings to pass 
that which a man sayeth.



In view of this, let us guard our thinking, lest we sow seed we do not wish
to harvest. Because of what the Word is, in itself, and its relation to the soul
that speaks it, we in self-protection must weed our soul gardens, uprooting and 
casting out everything that is not of God's planting. David said. "Led the medi
tations of my heart, and the words of my mouth be acceptable unto Thee, my
Strength and my Redeemer."

The meditations of the heart, are the thoughts we think, and the words of 
the mouth are simply these thoughts voiced, so we perceive that the "spoken Word" 
is the symbol of our meditations and that which we meditate upon, becomes estab
lished in our texture, or is made flesh. If our innermost thoughts are such as 
would prove acceptable unto the Spiritual Self, or our Lord, they will prove to 
be such as we would wish to see take form in bodily conditions or environment-.
We must not, however, condemn ourselves, because at times, unwelcome, startling 
thoughts intrude themselves, for the sin is not in being tempted, but lies in 
entering or harboring error thoughts.

Inherent soul was planted "wholly a right seed" but in the process of evolu
tion, soul through mixed thinking opened the way, for error seed sowing. We 
need not however, because of this, sit idly down, and suffer out our karma, but 
rather "rise up" in the might of the inner man, assert our dominion and use the 
Law instead of being used by It.

Thought is the inherent action of Mind, the producing Power, not productive 
from choice, but from divine necessity. Let us re-iterate that thought and words 
are two sides of the same thing, —  the $ one involves the other for they are one 
in essence, nature and purpose. They are both far reaching in effect and make 
or mar, construct or tear down., according as they are used or viewed, by existent 
soul. The Word of Truth is dynamic, and because of this, what we meditate upon 
or send out in thought comes back to us actualized in conditions. The Divine 
Power and Presence is within and all about us, awaiting recognition and appropria
tion which shows that we have something to do. We have to eat, digest, assimi
late or make it our own by volitional action our part,. Thought is the greatest 
Eorce in the universe, and to misuse It is like playing with electricity which is 
also a powerful agency for good or ill, according to whether it is wisely or 
unwisely used. All our blessings or seeming ills are the natural result of the 
thoughts we think, for thoughts are plastic, and soul, the user, starps them with 
the true or false idea of self, and thus qualify them. It is a law that we be
come like our Ideals. The True Word will image forth according to the Truth of 
Being, while, by error thinking wo generate and accrete ®£ error forms, so we see 
that our own words are our only burden, then clearly the way to lift the burden- 
is to change our thinking and conserve our words. "Life and death are in the 
power of the tongue" for we create the fruit of our lips, and have to eat our own 
words.

The Word only held to steadfastly, will unveil every seeming rystery in crea
tion. Held in solution in the mental atmosphere, is everything the heart can de
sire and we make these invisible things our conscious possession by recognition 
of this truth, or speaking into visibility that which awaits appropriation. Oc
cult furcas^-are ever at work, and we act upon or mould them by our words for every 
word is the prophecy of its own fulfillment as it contains within itself the 
power that brings to pass. Our real breathing is our thinking; the mental atmos
phere is made up of mental germs. We breathe in, and out, these thought emana
tions and thus incorporate then. Every disease is the result of contact with un
healthy mental germs. Joy and sorrow, fear and courage, plenty and poverty, 
health and sickness, are mental states that are infections and take form in the



REPEAT: Joy and sorrow, fear and coiirage, plenty and poverty, health and sick
ness, are cental states that are infectious and take fora in the realm of the ac
tual as either desirable bodily conditions, and environment, or the opposite.

"God is that boundless sea whose shore is speech11 while the "spoken Word" 
is the link which connects theory and practice, or the bridge which spans the 
chasm betoveen the invisible and the visible. The Word only is the Word of Truth 
spoken through us, which lifts the soul out of darkness into Light and puts us on 
our spiritual feet.

Our ignorant, unprofitable sowing and reaping is done in the Adam dream 
while we are under the law. In ignorance, we dissipate our forces through idle, 
frivolous, negative words, not realizing that "according to our word, it shall 
be unto us. Positive forceful words, are the natural outcome of thinking accord
ing to Principle, or the Truth of Being, and as such, must ultimate in health 
conditions and desirable surroundings while promiscuous, idle words, go forth 
and gather after their kind, returning to add to the burden of him who uttered 
it. Jesus recognized the law of re-action when he said, "Take heed of your words 
for by them ye are justified and by thy words thy art condemned." Again, Jesus 
said, "Neither was any guile found in his mouth." The unbridled tongue is full 
of deadly poison. "The words of your lips shall b3 created for you." "The 
mouth of a righteous man is a well of life." "The tongue of the wise is health."

Emerson said, "Send forth your word, and though it may take ages, it will 
come back laden with its kind." Because we are magnets, to draw back to us our 
words, every thought we send out will rebound and be mirrored in the flesh.
Every word has in it a dynamic force which makes it creative. "They to whom the 
Word of God shall come, shall be as Gods." The prophet Jeremiah said, "Man's bur
den is his word" and Jesus voiced the same when he declared: "It is not what en— 
tereth in, that defileth, but that which prcceedeth out of the heart" for from 
the heart the mouth speaksth." If we pronounce upon another, we condemn ourselves, 
for we are all one in Christ Jesus. One reason we outpicture change and decay 
is because of our inconstancy, our fluctuating resolutions, wavering attitude, 
and negative words. Most of the Scripture premises, hing upon steadfastness of 
purpose, abiding in the Truth, dwelling in the House of the Lord, and waiting 
patiently upon the Lord.

There is not a condition or situation that confronts us in the round of daily 
living, not a problem in existence, which may not be *~et, and happily solved by 
the application of the Word of Truth.

"A soft answer turneth away wrath, and a word fitly spoken, doeth good to 
the soul." A word once spoken in the mental atmosphere, is like an arrow shot 
in the air, we know not where it may lodge or what may come of it. The only 
thing we are sure of is that it will produce after its kind and return to the 
sender, actualized as a condition, either mental or physical, for it is bound to 
take form. Jesus, who taught in symbols, said, "The Word is the seed." We knew 
the nature and possibilities of the seed. It is living and if p implanted, grows 
and fruits. To implant it is to speak it. The speaking is ours to do. By this 
we free the stored up power, and having done our part, we are to leave results 
where they belong. The error word makes its circuit and comes to an end. But 
the Truth Word goes on and on, and does not die. Will Carleton says, "Unspoken 
words nay sometimes fall back dead, but God himself, can't kill them, when once 
said."

Sound, form and color are a trinity in unity. Speech is a form of sound.
We change our color by changing our vibration, and change our vibration by chang-



REPEAT:—  Sound, form and color are a trinity in unity. Speech is a form of 
sound. We change #«r color, by changing our vibration, and change our vibration 
by changing our thinking, or words.

The "Lost Word” is the Truth of Being. We must let it have free course that 
it may bring forth the Christ, the King that shall reign supreme throughout our 
consciousness as Lord of all. Through a positive mental attitude in the right 
direction and speaking the Word. The philio (error) The philosophy of a treatment 
is to declare the exact opposite of what appears. When evil makes its claim in 
eny way upon your life, check it, by at once declaring the opposite good. When 
sorrowful, affirm that you hre filled with the Joy of the Lord. When restless 
and dissatisfied, declare that you are filled with peace and divine self satisfac
tion. When beset with impure desire, affirm that you are a pure, holy child of 
God, and that your desires are now fulfilled in God. Hn the face of seeming in- 
harmony, declare that perfect harmony reigns in and through your life. When 
angered, at once unify yourself with Divine Love. In following this method, do 
net feel that you are saying that which is untrue. Instead you are rejoicing 
in your good, and recognizing the truth of your being which always was, is now, 
and ever will be true. It is not enough to do this spasmodically, or just now 
and then. We must continue in well doing, and persist in speaking the truth of 
our divine S3lf until it becomes established in our consciousness, and puts to 
rout utterly the false self-idea. At first this may seem purely mechanical, but 
never mind, keep at it, and finally the speaking of the Word brings the feeling 
or realization, and you know that whereas you were blind to the Truth, you now see. 
Things are bound to fall into lin3 and do our bidding, for subservient things ac
knowledge us, just in proportion as we realize and assert our spiritual mastery 
over them. Sc it hinges upon how we think, and speak, as to whether things serve 
us dr vice versa, David knew that words were creative when he admonished man to 
"keep a watch over his lipsf"

The soul is the servant that is to be healed, and we set the healing forces 
in motion when we speak the Truth of Being. Paul says, "If a man offend, not in 
word, the same is a perfect man." Let us then order our conversation aright, by 
speaking only such words as we would wish to see externalized. Let us speak from 
the standpoint of true Being, and thus identify ourselves with God's man which is 
spiritual, living, loving, intelligent, substantial, ideally whole and perfect.
The Image and likeness of God is just waiting to be made real or perfected that 
the ond may be like unto the beginning, and the great purpose of creation carried 
out.

MY CREED.

Not one holy day but seven, worshiping not at the call of a bell,
But at the call of my own soul, singing, not at the baton's saage sway,
But to the rhythm in my own heart, loving because I must, giving be
cause I cannot keep, —  doing for the joy of it.

"'Tis easy enough to lock pleasant when life flows along as a song 
But the man worth while is the man who can smile,
When everything goes dead wrong."

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.



"I may not overcome the inevitable, but J)1 it is mine to see tnat the in
evitable does not overcome r_e."****

"Mot alone for that which is mine, will I rejoice, but for that which has 
been withheld, which m s  coveted and longed for but denied, for I am, what I am,
for having had to rise superior to the need."* * *

"It is but common to believe in him who believes in himself, but 01 if you
would do aught uncommon, believe yet in him who does not believe in himself, and
thus restore the faith to him."** **

"'Mot all who die stay dead. Today an unappeased yesterday reached back, and 
struck me with her lash. " * ***

"Say not that this or that thing cams to thwart you. It came only to test
you."

* * * *
"If thou dost but free thyself, thou art a world’s liberator."* * **
"But in the mud and scum of things, there alway, alway, something sings."

Emerson.
LESSOR EIGHT, —  BASIC COURSE.

"THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE AND HYPNOTISM."
All the real forces of the world are mental. Every object in the universe 

is the result of mental activity, and may be resolved back into thought, for Mind 
which precedes thought and makes thinking possible is the sum total of all that 
is and exists. The irrefutable evidence that we are one with God is our power 
to think, and this unity with Mind is cemented by the Law of Cause and Effect.

A thinking being must necessarily proceed from Mind and partake of the nature 
of its Cause, beeauso of divine necessity. Thought is the link between God and 
Man while thinking relates* mankind to the Real Man and through Being leads the 
soul back to God, whence it came. Thinking and existence are synenomous, hence 
the importance of knowing how tc think, according to the Principle, in order to 
fulfill acceptably the gr^at purpose cf existence. "The Power to Think" is our 
only real possession, and is our most valuable asset, for by the right use, it op
ens the way to glorious achievement, and a happy solution to seeming limitations 
and dissabilities. The God-derived power to think was "the goods" that the prodi
gal son took with him when he left the Father’s house to go into a "far country" 
and become a citizen of the world. Through the(misueso) (error) misuse of this 
wonderful capacity for good or ill, he found himself stranded and feeding upon 
rusks "among swine" when, if true tc his own highest, he might instead have been 
feeding upon the "fat of the land" and fruits cf the Spirit at the table of the 
Lord which is ever spread in the Father’s house or the home of the soul.

man the conscious being is potentially self-conscious, and soul is that po
tentiality. It is both nr. ima.ge-m.akor, and an image-breaker, and the imagination 
is the laboratory where the constructive or destructive -work goes on. God created 
all things perfect, but mankind has sought cut many inventions. We need to learn 
to use the imagination wisely, and not pervert its power, for it is the faculty 
that molds substance into shape, or it is the incubator which hatches out our 
ropes and fears, and as such it is a most powerful factor in the working out cf 
our salvation. It embodies forth what we think, and it behooves mankind to watch



the images it makes for we be cone like what we dwell upon in thought. Ths i pagina
tion is God-derived, and because of its office, cannot be too highly valued*

It is our reproducing or recreative power, apd is both voluntary and involun
tary, as we nay either give it free rein or direc^ its action. The perverted use 
of this ipaging faculty is responsible for the uncj Birable conditions about us.

It is said of Jesus that He kept the Lord before his face, and by keeping 
this Image of God uppernost in his pentality,' he vsas enabled to panifest the like
ness. The power to think is the forning power, and by the use of it, \ve form opin
ions, conclusions, and resolutions. We also shape our affairs by the use of the 
sape power. The creative power, working through Being is centralized in soul, and 
it is(responsb) (error) responsible for the use we pake of it.

0

We are united on the pental plane by the nental atmosphere. Our physical 
breathing is typical of our(tre) true breathing which is our thinking. We carry 
harmful germs in our fears, and incubate then in our imaginations. We wrestle not 
with flesh and blood, but with principalities and powers. Error germs fatten on 
fear and worry, but starve and die out, through right thinking. Thought is the 
vibration of the Word. They are simply two aspects of tho same thing, and Surely 
as I have thought or said, shall it be established unto me. In other words, we 
reap today the episodes of yesterday, and makB today the events of tomorrow.

Thought produces all the experiences that cqpq to us, but soul, the user, 
decides what they mean to us, for it is tho interpreter, as well as the spectator 
and dictator of what transpires in the labyarinth cf existence. Soul gives quali
ty to daily living, for it decides the kind of thoughts we think, and we know 
that our mental attitude toward experiences, decides what they will bring to us, 
of good or ill, for as we expect, so we receive.

By watching the thinking, we are enabled to eliminate from consciousness what
ever thoughts we do not wish to have actualized, or take form in the outer, and 
by this sifting process, cleanse the mentality of impure thoughts, sugh as we would 
not wish to perpetuate by transference or retain in our own soul.

Outwardly, to the onlooker, there seems to be separation among men, but it is 
only in the seeming, for on the soul-side, they are all one, united by the common 
mental atmosphere. We all breathe it in, and all breathe out into it, thus adding 
our contribution to the general fund of mental germs, and making thought transfer
ence not only possible, but unavoidable.

Every man's imagination is a power, for there is nothing good or bad, but 
that thinking makes it so. "Let the mind that was in Christ Jesus be in you," 
for through the renewing of the mind, both body, soul and circumstances are trans
formed. Through right thinking, or fidelity to Principle, we may bring forth the 
Christ and know God, here and now, while in the flesh. In this positive state of 
consciousness, we become magnets to attract to us, thought germs, laden with 
health, plenty, peace and powerj through entertaining true thought only, we become
infected with the Christ quality from center to circumference, so that we embody our highest ideals and shine forth the Truth of Being.

Diseased thought germs attracted through ignorance can be starved out by 
the right attitude of mind toward them. They are simply mental tramps that seek 
to force themselves in the consciousness, but by persistent refusal to harbor 
them they drop away into their native nothingness, and make way for true, positive 
health thoughts which rightfully belong to God's child by birthright.



The tramp thoughts are alien is intrusions, and steal into our subconscious
ness in our unguarded moments when soul grows negative and thus leaves the bars 
down. So, the evident preventive is to rise up and shut them out by cultivating 
positive thoughts which f bar the way to the undesirable, and at the same time op
en the way to our God-ward side.

Belief in "hard times" which seems to be a favorite suggestion of "mortal 
sense" is a thought current that finds easy access to the human consciousness, 
and carries many a soul from its true moorings. The suggestion is so subtle that 
in an hour when we think not, it creeps in, and sets in motion vibrations after 
its kind which ultimate in strenuous circumstances, and often in hard bodily con- 
(4io) ditions. These beliefs in lack and limitation not only affect our jwn men
talities, but infect the thinking of those about us, through our radiations.

In order to become positive to these suggestions of mortal sense and uproot 
these things that are not of God’s planting, wa must call in our lawless thoughts 
and plant our feet upon a rock by drawing nigh unto the Lord, or cultivating our 
Individuality, for we cannot afford to be swept off our mental and spiritual feet 
even for a moment by these strong racial and ancestral beliefs. A firm mental 
attitude that judges not according to appearances, but by the Truth of Being is 
the only, safeguard against the subtle insinuations of the human sense with its 
brood of error suggestions and unwholesome thoughts. The way to attain this un
wavering mental attitude is to cling to our spiritual Ego which is an unfailing 
source of supply, and a present Help in every emergency.

By identifying itself with this changeless Reality, soul is strengthened and 
fortified against the attacks of the enemy (ignorant beliefs) and is able to lift 
itself up and out of the swamp of materiality into the promised land of Plenty, 
Peace and Power.

When beset or assailed by mortal sense the enemy of mankind, soul must arise 
and "go up" into the mountain (high state of consciousness)' or House of the Lord 
as Jesus did, and gather its forces by concentrating upon the Truth of its Being 
and communing with the Real Self which is above and beyond temptation.

By fasting and prayer, soul finds its equilibrium and strong in the Lord, 
goes on its way, rejoicing in its new found freedom which comes from knowing the 
Truth of its Being.

In ligitimate thought transference simply,volition has no part, as the sub
ject has perfect freedom to accept or reject what is proffered, while in hypnotic 
suggestion the will of the receiver is overcome. As a race, we are all under the 
hypnotic spell of the human self; it is ever at hand, with its negative unwhome- 
some, unprofitable suggestions which if heeded and carried out would result in 
mental and bodily wreckage. Most of our limitations are self-imposed. They come 
from listening to the ignorant suggestions of the sense self instead of heeding 
the voice of the Spirit. Our faculties or workers, constitute our divinity, 
and our business is to develop these God derived helpers by legitimate use of
them. We as souls have nothing to do with creating or forming, but everything to do with making which involves lawful use of the as faculties, great and. small. 
Bringing forth the Christ is the finishing of Creation, and in order to do our 
part in this great transaction, we must know how to use the faculties that belong 
to Being. In the exercise of the power to think, the true scientist rouses the 
soul from the hypnotic spell of the Adam dream, while the hypnotist deadens the 
sensibilities, and puts it into a deep sleep.



Eranz Hartmann says, "There are red, gray, "black and white magic, and it de
pends upon how we use the power to think whether we exercise the hypnotic spell 
by using personal authority or speaking the Word in the "Name of the Lord" with 
the full realization that "of ourselves, we can do nothing." We must bear in mind 
that thought force is plastic and unqualified. We qualify it by our use of it, 
and are therefore responsible for the kind of thought emanations we contribute 
to the general fund of mental germs. A good way to protect ourselves from the un
desirable influences, abroad in the mental atmosphere is to abide in the thought: 
"No harm can come nigh me, for the Lord encampeth round about me, with a 'wall of 
fire." It utterly consumes every adverse influence that approaches me, so I fear 
no evil."

By doubt and fear (both the misuse of the thinking power) we obstruct the 
good that is started toward us, for these mental states result in mental(tention) 
tension which shuts off the influx of the things that are ours by divine inheri
tance. Because of our relation to these things spiritual, nothing in the universe 
can keep our good from us, but our own perverse thinking. Belief in lack or limi
tation takes form in pinched conditions which dishonor God who is Opulence Itself.

In dealing with these unwelcome alien intrusions, we do not wrestle with a 
"man" or "flesh and blood" but with "unseen forces" which as vve know are the most 
(ire)powerful agencies for weal or woe in the universe. The only effectual way to 
meet undesirable mental intrustions is to rise up in the might of the inner man 
and shut to the door of our mental house, just as we would taka these precaution
ary measures if an unruly animal ware starting toward our place of abode on the 
outer plane. To hesitate is to lose an opportunity, to assert our God-derived do
minion over lesser natures and alien thoughts which is the best protection against 
adverse influences on the darts of the enemy.

We may rule, our stars, and rise above the indications of our palm by cultiva
ting our Individuality which is greater than any influence on the psychic or phy
sical planes;by putting on the armour of the Lord, we becjsp# fortified against 
the things of time and sense that beset us on every hand, and learn in the process 
of overcoming to rise above the petty annoyances and not be ruled by them. Truly 
it is the "little foxes that spoil the vine" and the small worries that threaten 
our equinamity. When by patience and perseverance we learn to meet these pecca- 
diloes incident to daily living as master and not as servent, then shall we be 
made ruler over many things. "He that ruleth his own spirit, is greater than he 
that taketh a city" which shows that self-mastery is the acme of spiritual attain
ment. Clad in the helmet of salvation, the breastplate of righteousness, and the 
sandals of peace, we are immune from the hypnotism of the "sense man" either in 
ourselves or another, for thus protected the poisoned arrows which permeate the 
mental atmosphere fall harmless and go back to the sender. All teaching is trans
ference, but is not hypnotic unless the teacher seeks to dominate the pupil or 
subject him to his personal wi11. So long as students are free to accept or reject 
what is proffered, hypnotism does not enter in. The teacher of himself, can do 
nothing,^ but is simply the pane of glass through which the Light of Truth shines 
or the Mediator by means of which Spirit reveals Itself. Heaven is not reached 
by a single beund, neither is it taken by violence, for we as souls do not mani- 
est God by "struggle and striving" but are simply the channels for the inf lux 

and outflow of what God is, for in truth God manifests Itself.

Souls may differ(greatin) (error) greatly, in unfoldment, but we all have the 
same schoolmaster, and the same rod is held over all, for vve are all alike subject 
to the Law of Cause and Effect. The Law need have no terrors for us, however, if 
we work with it, for by intelligent co-operation vve make of it a valuable ally.



It is unqualified or neutral, and we alone are responsible for what it Brings 
to us of good or ill. Through self-understanding we nay use it as a protection, 
and a blessing while we nay use it in another way, that is through ignorant, wilful 
ness or heedlessness. It nay prove the bane of existence in the latter application. 
In view of this Truth, wa find that self-knowledge is the key that unlocks the door 
to true happiness, and brings the satisfaction that the world can neither give nor 
take away. "In the world ye s'oa 'l have tribulation, but be of good cheer. I have 
over cone the world." "What I have done, ye can do." Solonon said: "A good nan
shall be satisfied fron within himself."****

"I an a living denonstraticn of the power of the Spoken Wcrdj through Self- 
Understanding I an proving to nys3lf daily the Truth of ny Being. It nake3 no 
glad and all aglow with a sense of strength and power. It fills ne with courage 
and sweet peace.” ****

LESSON 15 Ik, — "DEMONSTRATION. "
"Divine Love is now setting in order all the events of ny life, and is proving 

to ne daily and hourly that I an God’s child."
Denonstration is the living out of what we realize within. The Truth of Being 

realized nust outpicture in bettor living and better bodily conditions. Webster 
tells us that to denonstato is to nake evident, to prove by deduction, to estab
lish beyond a doubt. This being true, it naturally follows that there nust be a 
living, conscious, intelligent factor in Creation, capable of recognizing that 
which is demonstrated. ’That is that factor? We find that because of ’That soul is, 
as the self of the Ego that denonstration cones to it as a legitinato result of 
faithful, persistent application of the Truth of Being to the incidents of daily 
living. Thus, we see, that denonstration is a process in consciousness, whereby 
soul proves to itself that "There is a divinity that shapes our onds, rough hew 
then as we ’.Till." It also satisfies itself that there is power in the Word, and 
that this power nay be liberated and becoue effective as a healing potency, sinply 
by the faithful speaking of the Word.

Through self understanding, coul demonstrates to its own satisfaction that 
its divine possibilities nay bo actualized and successfully applied to the healing 
of disease, the abolition or wiping out of poverty and overconing all the linita- 
tions of nortal sense. Soul firds by blessed experience that the Truth of Being 
nay be utilized as a working hvpothesis, and is a reliable basis for action in all
the undertakings in life, be they great or snail. The ain of all study and effort
is to becone well-rounded, well-balanced, that we nay naintain our nental equili- 
briun under all circumstances, and meet all tests as i^aster, just as God's child 
should do.

Because of our relation to the Paver Itself, we are warranted in meeting 
every difficulty with the conscious power to solve it, or demonstrate over it in 
the might of the Inner Man. In order to carry cut this purpose, it is not enough 
to know the Truth theoretically alone, for demonstration necessitates practical 
application of what we knew intellectually. Theory and practice must go hand in 
(ah) hand to insure accomplishment. We must use the Truth back of the fact to tun
nel through it, and discern its meaning. It has gone into a proberb that facts 
are stubborn thing, but when interpreted according to the "Science of Being" we 
see clearly that they have a rightful place in the economy of existence, and serve
a wise purpose, A truth and a fact are two sides of the same thing, and the one
can be used to demonstrate over the other. The Truth is, prior to the fact, and 
has power to solve and dissolve it.



The ultimate of Self-Knowledge, is Self-dominion and the end and aim of exist
ence is the overcoming of the lesser natures or the propensities and tendencies 
that "belong to the human. We realize more and more that existence is a God-given 
opportunity to acquaint ourselves with God through knowing the Image of God or 
Generic Man.

As experiences multiply, we find that the paramount office of the growing 
soul is to eliminate the innocent mistakes of the infant Adam, or wipe out of con
sciousness our "original sin" 7/hich was mistaking the mask for the man, or the in
strument for that which uses it. We are immortal now, but this does not suffice.
We must make immortality a conscious possession before it becomss a saving factor 
in the working out of our salivation. We have to volitionally "put off" mortality 
and"put on" immortality, before we can come into our kingdom, for recognition and 
appropriation arc conditions that must be met before we can come into our own, con
sciously, and truly manifest our divine heredity, existence, with its varied exper
iences and seeming vicissitudes should be regarded as just an p opportunity for 
finding out what ’.ve are in Reality and what we call time is simply a process of 
self-recognition or the finding of the Christ in ourselves.

Truly the way to Self Mastery is not on flowery beds of ease, but comes only ' 
through patient, persevering effort and a continual "putting off" of earthly be
liefs and opinions, and a faithful "putting on" of what in cur hearts we know to 
be the truth of cur being.

Our destiny is involved in our origin and demonstration will not be complete 
until the end is like unto the beginning. We came forth from the Father, and came 
into the world. We gi backward go in attainment, that is, we go back to the 
Father, thus completing the circle of existence and fulfilling our destiny.

By many, the term demonstration is limited in meaning, and confined to the 
betterment of a physical condition or improvement of environment, but the more en
lightened student of Truth gives it a broader significance, and perceives that it 
includes more than mere temporary relief from a sense of pain or discomfort* Al
leviation of suffering is good as far as it goesj and is a kind of demonstration, 
but is not sufficiently far-reaching in its effects to remove the cause and thus 
prevent a recurrence, —  such, is a partial relief and does not include wholeness.

As all causation is mental, it follows that inner renewal must precede out
ward renewal, so a complete demonstration must include regeneration, or a new 
birth. Paul saidt "The body is transformed through the renewing of the mind."
Paul was an adept in the mysteries of Spirit, and comprehended the nature of spir
itual man and the closeness of the relation between the physical and metaphysical. 
Paul recognized the office of the natural body, and its relation to the spiritual 
body, back of it, and lost no opportunity to emphasize the power of mind over mat
ter, and establish harmony between the Being, Soul, soul-body, and shape. Being 
is the Image of God or the Lord in Heaven, and brings forth all that is derived 
from its Source. Being is conditioned by nothing in the universe, and is relative 
only to Principle, which it expresses. Creation Will never be complete until the 
CREATED brings forth all that it contains so that the potential will become the 
actual and the invisible be made obvious to understanding, thus preparing the way 
of the Lord.

Existence is simply the sense of being and begins with the Adam soul. That 
which we see with the natural eye is not the created, but the formed, or the prod
uct of the "power tc think". These, the created and formed are both legitimate 
factors in Creation and because of thist there is perfect harmony between them.



£ In tho problem of lifo, Being is tho Number, and Parson is tho figure zero, 
ine latter in itself, is nothing and its value depends wholly upon whore wo place 
it what it is to us.

We are not to ignore the shape, but give it the proper value, and place it 
in our consciousness where it rightfully belongs in the divine order. It is all 
right if we see it for just what it is, and use it instead of being used by it, 
regarding it in the true light as the "working model" or instrument by means of 
which the God-likeness is to be made manifest.

Being is the store—house of Opulence Itself, and because of our relation to 
our Source as the Divine Son, we have access full and free to all that is stored 
therein, and have a right to draw upon it consciously for all that the Father hath 
is Pigs, here and now by divine inheritance. But in order to reap the benefit of 
our birthright, we have to meet the conditions by recognizing that it is there for 
us, awaiting action on our part, and then we must further claim and take whatever 
growing soul seems to need. Spiritual verities stored in Being are already ours, 
but we have to meet the conditions of conscious possession before we can demonstrate 
over the seeming lack.

_The Lord restoreth my soul. He is not only my Sourco, but my ever-present, 
■unfailing Re-Source.. The ultimate of soul is the realization of its individuality 
and the appropriation of what is potential therein, as a possibility to be evolved 
through self-knowledge. The faults and limitations of mortal sense are to be over
come and for this undertaking, human strength will not suffice. We have to call 
upon the name of the Lord and ask help of the Christ who is our savior from sin, 
our^Redeemer, whose Father will refuse Him nothing. The fruit of man’s likeness 
to^God is the Christ. The son of man is the lesser man, involved in man’s humanity 
wnile tne son of God is the evolution of(man di) (error) man’s divinity. The son 
of God is ruler of the son of man, and must master the limitations of man's man 
wnich includes the removal of unlikeness to the Perfect One. The Estodus from 
-ppt to the promised land begins when we change our self-idea, or when we give up 
the natural for the spiritual and turn our faces heavenward.

Spiritual Perception (our Moses) leads us "up and out" of bondage to where wre 
can see the promised land or get a glimpse of our divine possibilities, but Joshua, 
our Understanding takes us into its blissful realm. Solomon chose wisely, when he 
asked above all things for a wise and understanding heart. But there is a peace 
that passeth understanding which is the power to know or realization and demonstra
tion, and demonstration is not complete until we have come into a heartfelt knowl
edge of tne Truth that makes us free. We are apt to confound revelation with demon
stration, but there is a difference between apprehending the Truth of Being as a 
-— .S0I,y., and the conscious embodiment of It as a working hypotnesis in the problem 
o existence. We apprehend far more than we comprehgnd, but when we know the Truth 
consciously, and positively, our understanding cannot be shaken by any suggestion 
o mortal sense, for our feet are planted upon a rock. We are not immune from the 
assaults of the sense man through intellectual belief, or theory only, but demon- 
stration comes through the practical application of the Truth we have made ours 
through embodiment. It is the Truth we know for ourselves that which we conscious
ly appropriate and incarnate that renews the mind and transforms the body. A lit- 
ole knowledge or a superficial understanding of the Truth of Being is a dangerous 
in§*. .1S using electricity before we know the nature of it or the laws

governing its action. In order to be free indeed, we must "let" sweet Spirit of
-̂ ruth lead us into all Truth that we may ]mpw the whole Truth which is to have eternal



NIKE,

Wo learn through experiences under the law fck hut we demonstrate under the 
gospel. Let us "put on" the new self Idea and thus make peace with our Higher 
Self, or Truth Being, that we may come out of the old dispensation, and begin to 
live consciously in the promised land. Let us through right thinking, and true 
living, establish our claim to this Heavenly estate, and move into the Land of 
Plenty, Peace, and Power ’where God's child really belongs.

By living under the old dispensation, according to a false, limited sense of 
self, we have reaped pain and discouragement, while by conformity to the new self 
Idea, a n3w order of things has been established, by means of which we reap health, 
prosperity and a living spontaneity of Joy, along with other positive mental states 
that fruit in healthy, prosperous conditions of body and affairs.

In the journey Heavenward, Moses (Sptiitual Perception) may lead us up and 
out of the wilderness, but only the Joshua understanding, can lead us into the 
realization or conscious possession of "our own. "

To this end, let us cultivate the Joshua consciousness, and "with all getting 
get understanding" as Solomon told us to do, that the real Man may come forth and 
the end by like unto the beginning, and this is what demonstration includes.

Because of the nature of soul, it must press on, beyond the limitations of 
human ignorance and fulfill its destiny which is to become like God or "Awake in 
His Likeness." It must, because of the "God-Push" and"God-Pull" consciously "lay 
off" the mortal and "put on" Immortality and find within the divine self satisfac
tion it has sought in vain in the realm of time and sense. Through bitter experi
ences it learns to "let go" of "things" and "lay hold" of the Spiritual Forces in 
such a way that when rightly used, bring the sense of power that soul instinctive
ly desires. The rod on the ground takes the form of a serpent which bites and 
stings but "lifted up" or in the hand it becomes a rod of power.

The Truth perceived from th3 "ground" or material standpoint is very differ
ent from the "divine ray" that appears from the view-point of Cosmic Consciousness. 
Soon or late, we come to understand that the path to Power lies through Self-Knowl
edge which is bound to ultimate in Self-dominion. The soul that knows does not let 
desire for temporal things supplant the greater heeds, but seeks first the Kingdom 
of God and its righteousness. In this Jacob consciousness, it sees God "face to 
face" and rises out of law into gospel, consciously using the Law instead of being 
used by it. The natural soul is used, while the enlightened or spiritual soul 
uses and finds within what the rational nature has vainly sought in the without.

We are all in the resurrecting state, we are rolling away the stone that has 
hindered our march toward Freedom and as we get a firmer grasp on Truth, our vibra
tions rise above materiality and the multi-colored thought currents take on a purer
hue as the Christ life comes into expression. Man's first great error or mistake
is a belief in two powers or the reality of evil, and the second is the idea of 
matter as a reality. From the standpoint of mortal sense or the animal human, 
they both seem very real, but to the enlightened soul or divine human, they appear 
is they are, very unreal. These two delusions are the two thieves or robbers be
tween which we are continually crucified. They rob us of our rightful spiritual 
realization and in this way hinder our march toward freedom. In order to come into 
our Kingdom, we must ab&ndon these two basic errors, and put in their place one 
Power, the Good, and One Substance, pure Spirit. Our only devil is fleshly desire.
To him who knows evil as negative and good as positive the misery we se3 in the
world is not a visitation from God, but the outcome of mankind's ignorant mistakes.



"SUMMARY OF THE SCIENCE OF BEING."
Consciousness begins to steal through the subconscious and do its perfect woi^

In the light of the pure white ray, the lusts of the flesh drop away into the outer 
darkness, and prejudice, intolerance, condemnation narrowness of every name and 
nature fade into their native nothingness, and the soul illumined and unchained 
binds itself back to God, and begins to manifest on earth the "beauty of wholeness. 
It realizes the joy of a soul set free and begins to let its Divinity shine through 
its humanity that the twain may become one in Christ Jesus.

Unity is the watchword of the Universe. There is no separateness in the natur

alness, —  in the natural sequence out from God, — - only oneness from beginning out 

to ultimate. Being is the corner stone of the temple we are all building, and 

Christ is the key-stone of the Arch where the outer? and the inner blend as a harmo

nious whole.
God is Wholeness Itself. We image oneness and must manifest it only in order 

to wear the seamless robe, and establish in conscijusness. the unity that was in the 

beginning, and which alone can fruit in the Health and Happiness which are ours by 

divine inheritance. Let us use our divine insight and pierce the veil of matter 

that hides the real, that our Master may ever abide with us in all that we do, that 

our Easter morn may dawn in all its beauty as we realize that the Christ is risen 

in our individual consciousness, and that we know that our Redeemer lives.
A true word is twice blessed. It blesses him who gives and who receives and 

returns to the sender with an added blessing. The tongue is an instrument for 

either good or evil, according as we use the power of speech.

Jesus said, "I am come that ye might have life, and that ye might have it 

more abundantly." Again he said, "I am the Light that lighteth every man that 

cometh into the world." The power and presence of Divine Spirit is the only real

ity. Our mastery comes through continually abiding in the Light of Truth within 

our own soul, and making this* manifest in thought, word, and deed.

"Ye shall know the Truth, and the Truth shall set yol free."

"Arise, take up thy bed and walk."





"THE BIBLE AND ITS RELATION TO CREATION,"

Jesus, the wayshower said, "Search the Scriptures." Now, why search, if the 
meaning is on the surface? Jesus knew the value of this injunction, and lost no 
opportunity to impress upon his hearers the importance of getting at the inner sig
nificance of what to many from a mere casual reading is a sealed hook. "You do 
greatly err, not understanding the Scriptures" thus spoke th9 greatest mystic 

that ever lived. He also said, "The letter killeth," rendering its own verdict. 
Paul the seer, whom we love to cite, further said, "The Bihle is covered with a 
veil." We who are beginning to lift this veil, find it a "magic mirror," which re
flects the composite nature of man.

The Bible has four interpretations. These are historical, allegorical, spir
itual and cabalistic. These correspond to our four faculties, and the Bible will 
be interpreted according to the development of these four God-derived powers.

Read with the Intellect, it will simply be historical, (dead letter) —  Read 
with spiritual perception you see it, as an allegory. Read with understanding, we 
get the spiritual meaning. Read by the illumination of "The Power to Enow," we 
grasp its inner significance, which gives us the power to demonstrate, or the cab
alistic interpretation. In order to get its full four-fold meaning, we need to 
read it in the light of our four faculties.

The Bible has its two halves, the human and divine. The old and new testa
ments represent these two sides of composite man.

There are three grades of man. Ideally he is spiritua1, —  practically he is 
human, ultimately he is spiritually divine« The first is the Image of God, or the 
Expression of Mind. The second is the Representation, and the third is the full 
manifestation or the Ideal made (Readf error) Real.

The Bible is mathematically constructed and this involves Principles and 
rules. The Principle is the One God, abstract, impersonal Truth, and the rules 
are how to add, what to subtract, when to multiply, and when to divide.

We add by right thinking, subtract by our denials, multiply or enlarge our
selves by our Idealization or Realization, and divide by our demonstration. The 
(Bibke) Bible is pre-eminently a present tense book for it deals with the ever
present now, and applies to the existent soul of today, furnishing daily food for 
daily needs, just as it has throughout the ages.

There are two sides to everything, as we all have discovered. The two sides 
of this Genesis Course are its scientific and religious aspects. The query natur
ally arises, upon what does its scientific side rest? On fundamental Principle; 
upon what does its religious aspect depend? Clearly upon the Bible, which is its 
confirmation. Are these two sides a unity? (Illustrate the hand has two sides).
If we had but Genesis and the four gospels, these would be sufficient to establish 
the logical teaching of our Basic course. The first three chapters contain or 
cover the ten lessons. These give us the origin, nature, and destiny of Man, as 
a whole, —  What he is., whence he came, and whither he is bound. This however, 
is all in the abstract.

The first chapter of Genesis is a statement of the composite nature of God's 
man, entirely outside of time and space, dealing with Principles and Order. In it 
is no mention of aught beside God and Ideal Man, the Image of God. In solving the 
problem of existence, we are not wrestling with visible effects, but are dealing



but are dealing with the greater problems of invisible creation. Genesis is an 
allegory. Paul, the mystic, said, "These things be an allegory" which leads us to 
ask what is. an allegory? Webster says, "It is a description of one thing, under 
the image of another." The distinction in Scripture between a parable and an alle
gory is that the former, the parable is a supposed history, while the latter, the 
allegory is a figurative application of real facts. In this Word picture, every
thing is personified. Nature5s capacities, faculties, abilities are all repre
sented by persons. So also cities and rivers and mountains and villages, animals, 
trees and flowers are used as symbols for natures, instincts, propensities, char
acteristics, & & &.

The first and second chapters of Genesis are not differing accounts of the 
creation of the world. That is not mentioned. From the standpoint of Theology 
it is supposed to be, but that is a mistake that has been a stumbling block in the 
way of its right interpretation. This first chapter is the enumeration of Crea
tion as a unit or whole. If I enumerate the(fa) fractions of a unit, I must tell 
you of its ■%, etc, naming each in order, compelled by the nature of the unit. 
The first chapter of Genesis gives us the order of Creation, as compelled by the 
Nature of the First Cause. These are the fixed factors, involved in the Creation, 
just as we have in mathematics, numbers and figures following Principle, —  so 
Creation has its fixed factors.

It matters not, how many mistakes a child makes in using these factors, they 
remain always the same, perfect, spiritual, changeless, eternal. As a matter of 
adjustment to our basic lessons, all these things mentioned in the first chapter 
belong to our Ideal Being, the composite nature of Man, the Image of God. The 
nature of God is not defined, save in two instances, and these are, "In the begin
ning" and "Creator." These comprehensive phrases cover Mind and its activity, the 
passive and active aspects of God, and all the rest belongs to the Genus Man.

"In the Beginning God, —  these four words are the most important of the 
whole chapter. They are the foundation on which rests the entire structure which 
is to follow. The first chapter begins at the Beginning as stated. In or within 
that Beginning which is God. This being true, we are reckoning Eternity, and the 
Eternal wholly outside of time and space. We are dealing with that fixed start
ing point from which all that is indestructible and enduring, proceeds. Life, 
Love, Substance, Intelligence are in the Beginning. There is nothing outside of 
It. God, as the Beginning, is the circumference of the Universe, in the sense 
of Boundary. There is but One Absolute, and God is that One. We are, we know 
that we are, and as such we are effects. This establishes the certainty that 
there must be First Cause. The nature of this Cause determines the nature of 
Effect. We have found the nature of First Cause to be, Spirit, Life, Love, Sub
stance, Intelligence without the power of choice. The effect is not what it is 
because God chose to have it so. All that proceeds from First Cause is deter
mined by the nature of its Cause. Then Creation, and all that it contains is 
determined by the nature of its Creator. If God is Spirit, Life, Love, Sub
stance, Intelligence, the man the effect, must be spiritual, living, loving, sub
stantial, intelligent as God’s Idea. Therefore, effect and its fractions have 
no power of choice. All is the consequence of fixed Law. In First Cause is now 
Its Effect, it is involved in It from the Beginning, which is God. If First 
Cause always was, then primary Effect must always have been which shows that Ef
fect is not a product of tins, but preceded it, and is simply an opportunity for 
our discovery of ourselves. Creation in itself is. and always will be in God.
We are to unearth, or uncover it. Solomon well said, "There is nothing new 
under the sun."



We are to find that which always was, and ever will be, which is eternally 
true in Itself. The first verse of the first chapter of Genesis covers the rest 
of the book. It is the circle containing the whole or the entire substance of 
what is expressed in that entire first verse.

When God, Heaven and Earth are understood with their relation to each other, 
we have the Bible in a nutshell. The rest is only an elaboration, the New Testa
ment its demonstration. God, Heaven and Earth are together alway, a trinity in 
unity, the first trinity. They are not identical, but constitute one eternal 
inseparable, yet distinct trinity. One Cause, two consequences. Flame, heat 
and light are a like trinity, one cause, two consequences. Heaven and earth do 
not mean localities. The definite article"The" is used in connection with both, 
showing each to be a whole in itself. Note that the world is not mentioned.
Earth does not mean dust, soil, clay, but the appearing of that which is to come. 
John says: "Now are we the sons of God, but it doth not yet appear what we shall 
be." Soul is the earth or the a-p-pearing of what is in the Heaven. The Heaven as 
Expression of First Cause is our real Being. It is that which is compelled by 
nature of First Cause, as a logical necessity. Earth is manifestation, which 
means to make plain to consciousness that which we are in Being.

The Earth is ’without form, until the Spirit of God Moves;earth in this con
nection is universal, or subsistent soul, which is latent in Being. This inher
ent self must awake and become existent, or come forth and as it evolves, it.will 
plant its seed. Existent soul is the specialized soul as distinguished from uni
versal consciousness. It is like the stream coming forth from the reservoir. The 
wall is Being, the water is the subsistent soul in Being, fed from the main
spring or God-Fountain, and the stream pushed forth is existent soul. Until then, 
darkness, which typifies the unknown, covers the soul, or hides the face of the 
deep, which is the (as yet) unknown nature of Ideal Man or Being. Face is that 
which is outermost. "I Am" is the face of "What I am." "Spirit of God" is the 
active aspect of First Cause. This gives us substance and motion at the founda
tion, and without these two factors, we could have no creation.

Natural Science gives us substance and motion. We grant them that. They 
claim matter is substance. We say "Mind is Substance." They say, "Motion is 
blind force." We claim that it is the Force of Infinite Mind and as such is ever 
operative. It is the primal Energy, the Creative Power, and as such is the "God 
Said" that follows all the 'way down the chapter, preceding all that is enumerated 
in tt, and this is our authority for its being eternal. God is here personified. 
God utters Itself through the Thought-Word. "In the Beginning was the Word" 
which is Thought-Force. It is the Creative Force in mind, and these two are al=. 
ways together in the sense of unity. God is not a Being, but Infinite Mind, ut
tering Itself through the Thought-Word. Its action is called speech. "Let (it) 
there be Light." How do we "Let"? This is a vital query, for there can be no 
desirable result until we "let". This implies co-operation on our part with 
the Creative Power, voluntary co-operation according to Principle, which means 
thinking only God-liks thoughts, sneaking only God-like Words, (illustrate, this 
is not I, I am Spirit Life, Substance and Intelligence, &.) What do we mean by 
Light? It does not refer to natural lights, which are supposed to be sun and 
moon, in the natural firmament. Then Light must moan something else. How only 
can Mind be revealed? Evidently, through the "Power to Know" which is not the 
actual knowing, but a channel through which knowledge is to come. It is said of 
Jesus, "In Him was Light" and surely, this does not mean daylight or moonlight

Mind proceeds by days, or stages, to create according to order, not time. 
These days are not periods of 24 hours, but degrees of Expression, and degree



Follows degree, until all that Mind is. has been expressed. One day is a fraction 
of the whole. Light is an expression of the wholeness of Mind, as the first 
fruits or nearest to mind. Darkness precedes Light. It symbolizes ignorance, 
but is not evil. Jesus was the Light of the world. He knew the "Power to Know"
had done its work for him and he knew that he knew. It is a channel through which
knowledge is to come. We here make a distinction between a faculty, and what 
comes through it. The evening and the morning, together constitute a day. The 
evening is ignorance or the unknown, which precedes the morning, or the knowing 
even in a degree. We speak of the morning first and the evening afterward, 
while the Bible reverses this order. This is because we work inductively, and 
Creation works deductively. Thus, the evening of the unknown, precedes the morn
ing of the knowing. One day follows another as God continues to express Itself*
The second day or degree of unfoldment of Mind to Expression is the firmament
which does not refer to the sky above us, but means to stand firm, and how can we
do this without understanding?

What is the difference between belief and understanding? Belief is variable. 
"Don't know" surely does not stand firm, —  Understanding does. We become posi
tive at this stage of soul-grcwth. We do not say much about it to others^ but 
get still and know. Then the waters begin to be gathered together in one place, 
(the water) for understanding begins to be established. Thus, we see that the 
"Power to Understand" is a faculty through which understanding is to como. Thru 
this faculty, belief gives place to positive knowing. The Third Day, or degree 
has its evening and morning, —  the evening is our mortal sense existence, the 
morning is the revelation of True Being. First, we have the ’.vaters, or the -un
known. As these recede, an island appears. It must have been there, or it could 
not appear. Dry land manifestation, earth, living soul are synonymous terms, 
meaning visibility, or the coming forth of that which is hidden. The human selff 
for a time, obscures the divine Self, but there is nothing hidden that shall not 
be revealed, even to the son of God that is wrapped up in the son of man. But the 
faculties are not all there is. "Dry Land" is product. It is earth and this must 
"bring forth" grass, herb, and tree. There must be product from product giving us 
the law of Ra-prcducticn. Everything in the 1st chapter »f Genesis is spiritual, 
net material. They are natures, not things. The question naturally arises how tie 
we know this interpretation to be correct? A portion of this evidence is, that 
we all possess these faculties and natures in common. We all have the nature of 
Generic Man. Logic proves that the expressions of Mind must be mental, not materi
al. Both our reason and intuition confirm this view.

LESSON TWO, —  GENESIS COURSE. CONTINUATION OF CREATION.

Before proceeding with this lesson, it will be well to briefly review the 
leading points of the first lesson, in order to keep the continuity of creation. 
Genesis means the beginning of things, and these are orderly in their continuity, 
because they are according to Law. Is Creation chaos or cosmos? It is cosmos, 
and as such is systematic and orderly, produced and governed by the unvarying Law 
of Cause and Effect. Genesis in Hebrew means "In the Beginning" referring to Prin
ciples, and these are impersonal. Then let us consider everything .in this chapter 
from this view-point. We need to comprehend that it covers all of the creation 
of God's-Man which we know is our God-Being. Genesis being an allegory, we must 
look for a (dd) deeper meaning than appears on the surface. W® re-iterate that the 
phrase "In the Beginning" does not refer to time, but to origin. It does not mean 
when the world began to be, but refers to First Cause which always involves its 
Effect. Then, "In that Beginning" which is God is all there is. of creation, hence 
creation isq now, always m s . and ever will be. What Creation js. in Itself is as 
fixed, and unchanging, as its Cause. We understand God to be impersonal Principle, 
Spiritual Life, Love, Substance, Intelligence, Bind, and we must adapt ourselves



LESSON TWO, * —  PAGE EORTY, —  GENESIS COURSE, 
to It* It will not conform to ns, because of what we are in Being. It is already- 
adapted. to us, just as Cause and Its Effect are forever at one.

God as First Cause, with its perpetual motion, must express, or "put forth" 
what is involved in its own nature. Could First Cause have prevented this express
ing or putting forth? No. No more than the flame can help burning and giving
light, for its "putting forth" is an order compelled by its own nature.

THE UNIT. The Unity is one Whole, but has many parts. In itself, it is al
ways the same, but within it, is variety. To understand the nature of the unit is 
to see the variety in it. When we comprehend it, we can enumerate the variety in 
it, in an orderly manner. It is not enough to see that man is the Image of God.
We must also consider what Man is, as this Image. Now if we find that God is 
Spiritual Life, Love, Substance, Intelligence, Mind, we readily see that man as 
its expression must be Spiritual Life, Love. Substance and Intelligence, conscious 
being which is the logical effect of such a Cause. If God is one Whole, man must 
also be one Whole, as the Unity of Expression, but in him are his -parts or frac
tions, The first days work is Light or the "Power to Enow". This is a faculty
and to it belongs the power to gain knowledge, and is therefore not the actual
knowledge to be gained. That is yet to come. There must be product from product.
As the "Power to Enow" it is Intuition, and is the nearest to Mind, being the
work of the first day. In the New Testament it is Mary who is always overshadowed 
by the "Most High." The second days work, which is another expression of Mind, 
and a fraction of man, is the "Power to understand" and this is a faculty through
which understanding is to come. We all possess the power to understand, but it may
not yet be active, and until it is quickened, we might as well be without it, for 
it is not the more possession of a faculty that counts, but the conscious, intelli
gent use of it. Sc, "with all thy getting, get understanding." "The Lord is my 
Infinite Understanding." "Wisdom comes through understanding." Balzac.

The third days work, in the order of enumeration (and that is what we are 
dealing with in this chapter) is the appearing of that which is hidden. We are,
shat ’.ve are, by virtue of cur relation to God, as First Cause. There is no choice
in the matter. We are perfect. We are living, loving, substantial, Intelligent, 
but this must be made manifest. Then manifestation as "a day" "brings forth" 
grass, herb, tree, each of which is an expression or effect and these are spiritual 
verities from the beginning, and"comes forth" as the Spirit of God moves or acts. 
The Spirit of God, is the "God said" which precedes all that proceeds from First 
Cause. These are the natural consequences of the activity cf Mind. Through the
continuation of the God-action, we have two Great Lights" the greater Light to
rule the day, and the lesser light tc rule the night, and these are in the firma
ment, not. outside of it. They are to give light upon the earth. What is the firm
ament? The Heaven. What is the earth? The soul. These two great Lights are 
set. in the firmament, for a purpose. What is that purpose? It is tc give light 
upon tne soul. Everything in Creation has its purpose, and that is to reveal Gcd 
through manifestation. Manifestation is the visibility of that which always was 
and these two "Great Lights" are channels through which manifestation is to come.
We call those two "Lights" Intellect and Spiritual Perception. Which is the great
er of^these two? Spiritual perception, but in cur ignorance have made Intellect 
the Eing. It must be dethroned and give place to the greater faculty. Which fac
ulty rules tne day? Spiritual Perception. Which faculty rules the night? Intel
lect. In the darkness of ignorance, Intellect always rules, but there is the 
greater Light that brings us revelation. What is Day? Open vision. "I see" 
says the blind man. Intellect never gives us the true light. As a faculty, it 
is a good servant, but ii not made to serve, it becomes a tyrannical master. Spir
itual Perception perceives, discerns, grasps an idea, while Intellect explains or 
clothes the idea with words. Both these faculties are good, but must net be di
vorced, for it is through their united action that true greatness is achieved.



Intellect £.ust be made subservient, otherwise we will again have Cain slaying 
Abel. Instead, let us have David slaying Goliath. Then these two Great Lights 
are the fourth days work. These are the fourth result of the action ox Mind to 
Expression, and are mors fractions of Man the Whole or unit of expression. Those 
are not the natural sun and mocn. nor does the Bibl3 say so. God made the stars 
also. What are these "lesser lights"? Reason, logic, discrimination, power to 
select, judgment or what to select, analysis, calculation, all of which are fixed 
in the firmament to give light upon the earth. Our lesser faculties are fixed 
stars in the firmament of understanding in our real Being. These faculties are 
God's channel for coming into visibility. Through them is brought to light the 
hidden beauty of the abstract realm. The next step of the unfolding of Mind to 
Expression is the "fifth's days work". The "moving creatures" that hath Life, the 
fowl that may fly, —  where? In the open firmament of the Heaven. What is heaven? 
Our real, true being, the spiritual expression of divine Principle. What is here 
meant by fowls? Winged thoughts that may either soar, or grovel in the dust of 
man's materiality. Creatures are natures which we through lack of knowledge, have 
perverted the use of. The lion and tiger are in us, as natures, and serve a wise 
purpose when wisely used. We need the courage represented by the one, and the 
strength typified by the other, but we must use them both aright, and not pervert 
these God-derived attributes. God created great whales. These represent modern 
science, such as Astronomy, Mathematics, Music, etc. We have a wide variety of 
things, not faculties. Birds, beasts, creeping things in great variety. These 
differ from each other, but as fractions in the Whole, alike as such.

The Unit Man is on3 Whole, but in Him are his fractions, each of which is an 
effect of Mind, and must be mental because God is Mind, Grass, herb and tree are 
living things, not what you see when you look out upon visible creation. They are 
the changeless, eternal, spiritual verities that emanate from the One Mind, and 
are back of the objects corresponding to them in the outer. These faculties and 
things give us two scales, an ascending and descending scale. Living things re
veal that aspect of God which is Life, —  Faculties reveal that aspect of God which 
is Mind. All these are in Man who is the sum of his parts. Not one of them is 
man. They are fractions in him as fractions are in the unit. Can a fraction even 
or ever become a unit? No. Can the unit ever become one of its own fractions? No. 
Will g remain 5-. Then a dog is not a fourfooted man or a tree is not a rooted man. 
Each fraction retains its own integrity forever, l'ho ape nature in us. enables us 
to copy or imitate. It is one of the fractions in the apin' tual whole which is 
Generic Man, and so with all the animal natures which are good servants, but poor 
masters. They are all good in their place which is subservient to the Lord of 
Creation.

In this first chapter of Genesis, we have outlined one of the oldest of oc
cult symbols, namely the tri-angle. We read "And God said, "Let us make man in 
our image, after our likeness" and so, God made man. How? This way, "day by day, " 
as shown by the conjunction "and" which holds creation together in one unbroken 
continuity or orderly sequence from the Beginning. The conjunction "And" appears 
87 times in this chapter* First in this sequence is "The Power to Know", then
"The Power to Understand" - each an expression, or effect of Mind, but fen is
more.. He is the wholeness or sum of all expressions, hence, all are in Him. He
is the sixth days work. In the 6th is the value of the 5th, and in the 5th is 
the value of the 4th, and in the 4th is the value of the 3rd, and in the 3rd is
the value of the 2nd, and in the 2nd is the value of the 1st. Now where does all
this take place? In Man. So God created Man and the variety in Him is infinite 
Calculus. The 6th is the last days work of the CREATED. Man is the unit of ex
pression. Evolution is the unveiling of the Created. Man is not the product of 
evolution, hut precedes it. It is the uncovering of man's nature, the making of 
it known.



If God always was, nan must always have bean. Than nan is not a visible ob
ject in spaca, made of tha dust of the ground. His nature depends upon and par
takes fully of tha God-natdire , for he is one with his Source in nature, essence, 
and purpose. Is it not necessary and satisfying to know hew man is created? To 
'mow that he is not of the earth, earthy, but is of and from the eternal Substance 
Mind? Jesus said, "I know whence I came, and whithar I go” and so may each one of 
ns come into this same consciousness through SoIf-Understanding. We shall never 
rightly know God until wc recognize God’s handiwork; the Heaven (which is our real 
Being) declares tho glory of God, and the firmament "shows forth," God’s handiwork, 
and all is mental, not(mateir -error)* material* Han is spiritual, perfect Life, 
Love, Substance and Intelligence and all that is in him is the same.

THIRD LESSON, —  GENESIS COURSE, —  "THE GREATER AND THE LESSER IMAGE."

The subject of this lecture deals with God’s Image and Man’s Image. Until 
recent discoveries in self-knowledge, when -we have asked the question, "Who made 
man," we have been met with the reply given in the 27th verse of the first chapter, 
"God created man in His own Image, in his own image created He him" —  but when 
we have asked how? and of What? did God make mem, the answers have been unsatisfac
tory, to say the least. So God created man How? Accordingly to continuous expres
sions of what God, and Genesis answers our question logically. Now, we must go 
over the ground to find the "image" that is in "The Image." To be logical, we must 
carefully decuce, step ± by step, from Principle, which is cur starting point, as 
First Cause. This, we find to be impersonal, which is more than a personal being, 
putting forth from himself as a matter of impulse, or desire. Cause produces by 
means of its own nature. Its activity which results in product is not volitional, 
(by) but compelled. First Cause we find to be Substance, Life, Love, Intelligence 
and Mind. These Aspects are synonymous in meaning, for it is all the same whether 
we say God is Life, Love, Substance, Intelligence, etc. Mind is First Cause, and 
when dealing with It, we are not dealing with time, but are following Order. That 
Divine Order which is compelled by the Nature of First Cause. We are not tracing 
when this or that was made; we are considering the orderly enumeration of things. 
and not the formation of objects. We are reckoning only, with the eternal Order, 
or abstract Truth, not time. Time, is for our discovery of the eternal. The Unit 
Man is eternal. In Him are His fractions. If the Unit always was, the factions 
in the unit must always have been. If we look into the nature of the unit, we find 
that order which always was, and this is the orderly enumeration of the Heaven, 
the Expression of First Cause, the Image of God-Mind, —  The Spiritual Life, Love, 
Substance and Intelligent Being, —  conscious Being. In Him are His parts or frac
tions. "A Day" is one fraction, more expression, —  another day, —  some more ex
pression, until the Unit is complete. All is in Infinite Mind in the Beginning.
We need to see the relation of the unit to its source, and the fundamental relation 
of all its parts to that same source, that we may know from whence they are de
rived. Light is the first day’s work, "The Power to Know" 'which is an expression 
of Mind. "The Firmament" is still another expression, —  "The Power to Understand" 
These are two great Lights, but there are two other lights, —  the Greater and the



LESSON, —  PAGE FORTY-THREE, - —  Genesis Course.
THREE,

[lesser, one to rule the day, and the other to rule the night, and these are spirit - 
ĉ 'L perception and intellect. All are expressions of Mind, and all are good. Why? 
Lecause God is Good. On the 3rd and 5th days we find things, all of which are liv
ing things. Hence we have a variety or faculties and things, and they are all ex
pressions of Life, Therefore, living, spiritual things and faculties. These do not 
mean the world or the objects seen in it, but that which is real and eternal, be
cause expressions of changeless Cause, and all are in unity. What can separate 
them, held together as they are by the nature of the Unit? And the unit fixed by 
the nature of First Cause. All are necessarily eternal,, If the unit changes not, 
nor cannot, neither can its fractions. Heaven is not a locality. It is that na
ture which expresses God's nature. Then all the fractions in the unit are in 
Heaven, and there can be no discord among them, for each one has its place. Perfect 
Harmony reigns throughout, because of their relation to the unit, and the unit's re
lation to God.

Following this, we have in its order, Man, the 6th day*s work. Not a man. No 
article used. No name given to this man with a capital Man. The 6th day includes 
all the 5th is, and more. The 5th all that the 4th and is more; the 4th all that 
the 3rd is and more; the 3rd all that the 2nd is, and more; the 2nd all that the 
1st is and more. Man contains the Whole. Man is "The Image" —  the rest, an 
image. God's Man is the spiritual Genus, the full expression of all that God is 
and does. As such, Man's nature is composite. Man the Genus, is not an outline 
in space. He is spiritual, if God is Spirit, ever-living, if God is Life, ever- 
loving, if God is Love, enduring, substantial, if God is Substance Itself, Intelli
gent because God is Intelligence, for man images His Cause which is God. Then he 
must, by virtue of this relation, be the Spiritual Life, Love, -Substance, Intelli
gent Being which is far more than outline or shape. He is fixed, whole, perfect, 
in what he is. Therefore, he was before time, —  while shape belongs to time. Is 
shape a limitation? Yes. Thus far, shall thou go, and no farther. Is God limi
ted? No. Then there is no outline to Principle. Why have we thought that God 
had shape and was a personal being? Because it was natural^ Why? Because we knew 
no better. Why did we not know better? Because we had not used our faculties.
Why? Because we did not know \ve had them. They are in us, but until the Truth of 
Being revealed, they are left unused., 5 Can we give outline to man? No. Why not? 
He is greater than outline. Can you locate him? No. He is everywhere because God 
is omnipresence. What is our authority for this? Law of Cause and Effect. Wherev
er there is a living thing there is also the Lif ST-Principle. It is everywhere.
Where man is, there God is, and vice-versa. Do we see man with the natural eye?
No. Can man be found? Yes, not by out sight, but through our faculties. By what?
By living soul. Man’s nature is composite, and has in it. all other natures. If 
you will observe, you will find the tiger in one, the fox in another, and various 
other animal natures shining through the flesh. Jesus said of Herod, "Go tell 
that fox" —  the fox is cunning —  the tiger typifies strength, the lion courage; 
the lamb gentleness, etc. These natures are in us all and are nothing to be 
ashamed of. Jesus is spoken of as the. Lamb of the world. These animal natures 
come from that aspect of God which is Life. They are fractions in the Great Na
ture or Spiritual Whole; which is greater the fraction or the Whole?

Then everything, every nature, and faculty, is in man, and a wonderful nature 
is man. Is there anything greater? Only God, Why is God greater? Because Cause 
is always greater than effect. Creator is greater than the created, God created 
the Heaven and the earth. The earth, follows the Heaven, in sequence of creation. 
What is earth? Manifestation, which means to make clear, and plain to ourselves. 
It is the appearing of what is already expressed. As we state in the Basic Course, 
"Because of what I am, in my real true Being, What I am is fixed, whole, perfect, 
.cogplQte now. " But this must appear, and this involves action on our part.



Han is the whole expression of what God does as well as of wha*t God is..
He expresses the active aspect of Mind as well as the passive, Man acts and"pats 
forth*'. Thus, creation is a divine necessity., Man is also active, and in the 
3rd day, produces.

The power to reproduce, is an inherent factor in man's nature. The Genus, 
has the power to produce something. Because Mind is active, man must he. His ac
tion is compelled by the God action. It is the continuation of primal motion or 
God action. Mind and its activity are ceasless, and Genesis sustains this state
ment. And '"God said" let us make Man in our own image, after our likeness,. Here 
is plurality, but we claim that God. is ONE. Does us mean more than One God? No. 
It takes both of what God is and does to make man. God is Spiritual Life, Love, 
Substance Intelligent Being, and Mind acts through this activity, and it takes 
both mind and thought to make man. So, we must consider what man does as well as 
what man is.. The Image of God doss something. He cannot be idle, if God is not, 
because of the nature of His relation to God. Some settle down with the Image of 
God only (C.S.). They say man is Man is Life, Love, Substance, Intelligence and 
claim that is all there is. They go no further, hence claim there is no mors.
They ignore the likeness of God. Man rust be active as well as passive in order 
to fully express God. There is a consequence from lining Being. The upper half 
of the circle is not all there is of Creation. It is only one half_ Man's nature 
involves something. It takes both expression and manifestation to make Creation. 
Expression is one half, manifestation is the other half. The earth is potential 
in the Heaven. The earth is the Lord's, etc. Heaven is the harmonious whole, 
the Created, the Image of God, and as such expresses all that First Cause is, and 
does, if man is active from God, there must be product, of some kind. Mind is 
Creator, The Creator produces living things. Then "living "things" belong to God. 
Man's action is not creative, but the consequence of the creative Paver, not a 
part of it, but the full expression.

The Creative Power is not lessened by its continued action through man's power, 
nor are these two powers separated, but they are forever distinct. Man's action 
can then create a living thing? No. Not a living thing, or a living Being. God 
creates. Man acts, but is not a creator. Man's action is limited compared with 
God's. Effect is like its Cause, but is lesst and its "lessness" differentiates 
it from God. Man has the power to produce, but this product is not living. Our 
term for First Cause is Mind. Its activity is Thought, Its product, Idea, God's 
Idea. If the Infinite Mind has Its Idea, why cannot that Idea have its idea?
God produces man, and man in turn produces "a man" his own idea. Which is the 
greater, God's Idea, or the idea of God's Idea? Surely God's Idea. Then the 
greater includes the lesser, which gives us the "lesser idea" in the Greater Idea, 
or the lesser image in the Image of God or the Greater. So God created man in his 
own image, in the Image of God, ("His own" refers to man). We change the punctua
tion, drop a comma, reading it according to logic. So "God created man in his 
own image, in the image of God created He Him." Then Man is in God, and nan's 
image is in himself, —  the lesser within the greater. Now we have found how man 
was created, how he is the Image of God, What he is as su<?h, and that there is 
nothing in creation that is higher than man. In Him, ws must look for everything 
as there is nothing outside of him, but God.

Man is not the product of evolution, but the beginning of it. Man is the 
living entity, that images God, This, I look upon with the natual eye, is shape.
I see it. Which is greater, the object seen, or that which sees it? Then I am 
in it, am I, or is it in me? New can you find"the image in the Image"? What is 
it? and where is it? It is shape, and is in man. God being absolute is always 
the same. Man being the expression of the Absolute, is always the same, but be© 
cause of what I am as a living soul, I am free to have my own conception of myself.



 ̂ see this shape, by.t I am not it. I, that see it, an greater than it. 
ohaps is the^non-Ego. I in the real of Me an the true Ego. There is a difference 
which is an intellectual process of reasoning. It is, one thing to have the power 
Ip dOj and quite another to. do. One is unconscious or automatic, and the other 
is self-conscious or deliberate action.

TEEMS
AND THEIR MEANING AS APPLIED To ’t HE SCIENCE OF BEING.

THE SCIENCE OF BEING: Knowledge of being, verified by correct thinking, re
duced to law and embodied in system.

PRINCIPLE: THE permanent or fundamental cause that naturally or necessarily
produces certain results. The source from which a thing proceeds. 
The power that acts continuously or uniformly. That which is in
herent in anything, determining its nature.

EXPRESSi To set forth to have the understanding. To make the image of. To 
cause to resemble.

EXPRESSION: The image of that which is expressed. That which is set forth 
by its producing cause and which may be understood.

REPRESENT: To set forth a second time. To Jmesent anew.
REPRESENTATION: An image, model, picture.

MANIFEST: To mais plain to sight or understanding. Free from obscurity or 
doubt. Clear, obvious.

MANIFESTATION: That which is free from obscurity or doubt, —  that which is 
clear to sight and obvious to understanding.

ABSOLUTE: Opposed to relative, to phenomenal. Free from mental limitations, 
from liability to change. Subsistent, underived, ultimate.

RELATIVE: Characterized by relation to something. Having connection with an 
antecedent.

MIND: The All. The circumference of Cause which includes all effects. The
absolute to which effects are relative. That which is inherently ac
tive, incapable of choice. The aspect of Spirit as the initial im
pulse or motor for all things.

SPIRIT: Primal, subsistent, underived Substance. First Cause. Principle.
THOUGHT: Mind in action. The primal energy constantly generated by that motor.

Antecedent motion for all living things. The force which produces ideas.

UNIT: One. The invisible whole. Principle.

NUMBER: Expression of the unit. Nature of the unit set forth in form. The
subject having estimable value. Invisible.



PAGE FORTY-SIX, —  TERMS AND THEIR MEANING AS APPLIED TO THE 
SCIENCE OF BEING,

FIGURE: The object. The shape representing the subject. Visible. Having value 
only through its relativity to number.

LIIR,: The vital aspect of Spirit as the principle embracing the origin and growth 
without change of identify, of living beings and things.

LOVE: The aspect of Spirit revealing it as that Supreme Consciousness which has 
no place in connection with objects that merely minister to the senses. 
Ceaseless attraction.

INTELLIGENCE: The formless,^unlimited, absolute, and supreme primal Cause which 
involves the intelligent thing or being as its effect. That aspect 
of Spirit as the principle of the Ego which make the ego wise.

EGO: The "I" as distinct from the "not I" and from "mine." That which is distinct 
from all objects of thought, and from its own states or possibilities.

INDIVIDUALITY: Oneness. The Ego. Not capable of being divided or separated into 
parts without losing identity.

SUBSTANCE: The elemental nature or substantiality of the immaterial spiritual be
ing. The essence of the Ego.

TnE SPIRITUAL BEING: The Existent and Relative to Infinite Mind. Mind’s immediate
and direct effect. The Ego. The Lord.

SELF: Consciousness of personal identity.

SOUL: Incarnate consciousness of personal identity which is subject to qualifica
tion. That which is distinct, but not separate from both body and the Ego.

PERSONALITY: SOUL AND BODY. These are distinct, but not separate.

INNER PERSONALITY: Embodied soul. Invisible. OUTER PERSONALITY: PHYSt p a t . T inny )
VISIBLE. *)

SUBJECTIVE: That which belongs to, or proceeds from thinking subject.

OBJECTIVE: Pertaining to the object perceptible to the thinking subject.

THINKING POWER: The Man-Power. The power derived directly from Mind, and through 
which Primal Energy, the God-Power is differentiated. Its action 
is automatic, but it can be consciously directed, (its qualities)
It qualifies sensation. Transferred Energy.

CONSCIOUS THINKING: Dissipated Energy.

PERFECTED SOUL: Ultimated or embodied Energy.

COSMIC MATTER: Is what is "through" Individualization, and Human Energy is "from" 
it.

HUMAN ENERGY: Is individual, and Cosmic Matter is universal. Both are necessary 
to the completeness and the ultimate of Nature.



PAGE FORTY-SEVEN, ---, TERMS AND THEIR MEANING AS APPLIED TO THE
SCIENCE OF BEING,

SCIENCE IS ABSOLUTE: Religion is relative. With religion we have faith; with
Science we have knowledge. With the unity of faith and 
Knowledge, ALL things are possible unto us.

LIVING SOUL, As its nature is taught in Genesis, has its seven stages or colors, 
each stage being a '‘day" which has its personification or type in 

the characters of the book, These chara.cters follow each other and bear the re
lation to each other that belongs to the colors in the white ray. Adam, —  Red, 
Enos, —  Orange; Noah, •—  yellow; Abraham, •—  Green; Isaac, - Blue; Jacob —  
Indigo; - Joseph, —  Violet.

LESSON FOUR,-- , GENESIS COURSE.

"THE LORD'S DAY."

In our last lesson, we considered the "Image in the Image", Man's idea in 
Himself as He, God's Idea, is in God. Then, the second image is fundamental. It 
is one of the primal factors of creation, which could not be completed without it, 
and the Bible confirms this statement. Heaven and earth, make one grand Wholeness 
or, they are the two halves of one Whole. Heaven is the first half, — Earth is 
the second half. Heaven as the first half is whole and complete, perfect and en
tire, as Expression for man, the Image of God, has been "Put forth" day by day, de 
gree by degree, until, as the spiritual Ideal Expression, he is full and complete. 
This Supreme Ideal Man has a composite nature which is made up of faculties, capa
cities, things and powers, all of which are living things, not outside of Him. 
Grass, herb, tree, fish, fowl, bird, beast, All are in Him, for His nature is the 
sum total of them all. This nature, so composed, involves a great deal. As ex
pression, it is all there is in a sense. It is complete, Ideally; practically, it 
is not. so, for there is more to follow. This nature is to be made manifest, or ob 
vious to ourselves. Earth, which is manifestation is to follow the Heaven, follow 
after the Image of God. Heaven is the first half of creation. Earth is the 2nd. 
Creation cannot have more than two halves. Thus God created MAN, - first in Ex
pression, afterward, manifestation, first the Image, afterward the likeness. We 
obtain a new view of Creation by dropping a comma, —  "God created man or MAN in 
His own Image, in the Image of God, created He him." It is not a repetition, but 
a continuity. We also find that God created Man one Whole, but in him are the du
al natures, —  male and female, meaning the rational and the intuitional natures 
and faculties. So, according to this manner, God created Man. two halves in one 
Whole.

Both of these natures are traceable throughout the Bible, but we deal with 
Man as a Whole, fixed, perfect, spiritual, intelligent, substantial and sternal 
befause He is an expression of that God which is Spiritual Life, Love, Substance, 
Intelligent Mind, but more can come. Just because there is. Man involving in His 
nature, all. that belongs to the God-Nature there may, and must be more to follow. 
To stop with Man would be like stopping with the Acorn without considering what 
is potential in it. Further on, we read, "And 'God Said' let them have dominion. 
Is this dominion belonging to the Genus legitimate? Is it necessity or by permis
sion? If not permission it is divine necessity. That power which is eternal, 
must also be made manifest. It is one thing to have power, but quite another to 
know and prove it. How could we know we have it, except through the exercise 
of it? Over what is it to be exercised? We are to use it, to subdue the earth. 
There is something to be dominated, and man must prove His power for to man only 
is it given, and not to any of the fractions in his nature. Man is the Image of



God
(God) that always was, is now, and over wi 11 be, fixed, changeless and eternal, but 

manifestation is yet to come. We as souls have something to do..
SIX DAYS WORK. The first chapter of Genesis closes with the sex days work which 
is MAN, the Wholeness of Expression. The second chapter begins with "Thus";to 
what dees thus refer? To Heaven, Earth, and all the Host of them, and what a 
host! All these fractions of man’s nature, a wide variety indeed, All these 
"days" as faculties, capacities, natures and powers are all to be subdued, not de
stroyed, for they are good in themselves, and have a place in the Heaven. On the 
7th day "Seventh Day" God ended His work (here again God is personified) for the 
work of Infinite Mind was not finished on the SIXTH DAY. It is not finished or 
completed or perfected until on the Seventh Day. (First the planned house, then 
the constructed house), correspond to "Image and Likeness". Creation is a circle 

first half Heaven as Expression, —  second half Earth as manifestation. Then another 
day is needed for the finishing. The Seventh Day is very important, although man 
is complete, as the Image of God, but the finishing work is yet to be done, thus 
how? Day by day, as they were created, as above, so below. "Let Thy will be 
done, on earth, as it is. in Heaven. The Seventh Day's work is existence. Time 
belongs to this Day. In the 7th Day must appear, or "come forth" all that is la
tent in Man’s nature. Each fraction must appear, one by one, day by day, so the 
7th Day has its days. All the fractions like the Whole are eternal, and nothing 
can change or alter them, but when they begin, to appear, wo shall see one thing 
after another, day by day. Man the Unit always was. His beginning was God, but 
the appearing to view of his nature will be gradual.

Time belongs to manifestation or to the appearing of His composite nature.
The text goes on to say "God rested on the 7th day", but God did not cease working 
But if God rests, there must be someone else that 'works Where shall we find the 
other worker? The created is done, but not finished, until the making appears, 
and for the Making, there must be a co-worksr with God. And God blessed the 7th 
day. Then whatever belongs to it is good. All is in logical agteement throughout 
Creation, and all that is good bears the impress of God. These are the generation 
of the Heaven, and the Earth; when they were created, "In the Day that the Lord 
God made." Here, the term God is qualified. God and the Lord God are not the 
same. These two chapters are not differing accounts of creation, but consecutive 
statements, - one being a logical sequence of the other. The distinction between 
them and their work is clearly stated. The first chapter is Expression, —  God's 
work. The second chapter is manifestation, or Man's tvork. The "Lord God" is 
the "Image of God"; As such, He is active because God is, and in His Day, must do 
something. Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it, wholly cr holy. The 7th day is 
the sabbath of the Lord. He is the active worker to the finishing of Creation. 
Those who hear it stated for the first time that Man is the Image of God, are 
somewhat startled, because they jump at the conclusion that we mean a personality 
as we know man to be in his undeveloped state. When the explanation follows, they 
are more reconciled to the statement. Then, we have a work to do. As Jesus said: 
"Why stand ye here idle all the day long?" Well knowing the \vork given every in

dividualizing soul to do. (We return to the 4th & 5th verses of the 3nd chapter).

These are the generations of the Heaven and the Earth in the day that the 
Lord God made the earth and the Heaven. (Note reverse order). And every plant 
of the field, before it was in the earth and every herb of the field before it 
grew in germ, —  grass, herb, tree, all that host of them are spiritual expressions 
of Life, Love, Substance, Intelligent Mind, - Spiritual verities in Being, before 
they appear. Man, the Image of God, is spiritual, and not material, and the 
things within Him are also spiritual. These too, always wore, and ever will be. 
God1| work is done. All is perfect, but is tc appear. That which is. eternal in 

must coma into manifestation, and it wi 11 in the. Great Seventh Dayl



LESSON FOUR.

As we say in the Basic lessons, "Because of what I am in my real Being, I am 
ne with my Cause, entire, whole and complete now? having expressed in me all 
hat God is., involving in my nature all that belongs to the God nature. I am not 
atter, nor dust, but of Spirit, like Mind, and back to God I am to go. But be- 
ore I do so, all that I am in Being must be "brought forth." Then I must become 
0-worker with God^ to that end. Shape is not my real Being. When I say I am not 
aterial, but spiritual, I speak the Truth of Being which is. now, whether I have 
amfested or not. Then, I am not claiming too much when I makB the statement ox- rue Being."

We voice an untruth when we say, "I am ill, poor, weak, etc." To speak the 
ruth helps it to appear, although we may not be conscious of it, at the time.
3 affirm it, to make it so. Whosoever sees only the flesh, is not conscious of 
is real Being, which is the True Man. When-we speak of Man, we mean the Real 
3inĝ  that God has .created in Its image and likeness. We must say as "God said" 
id thus work with Principle. We must speak true words, and then endeavor to 
*and by them until manifested. (5th Verse). Every plant was, before it grew 
it the Lord God had not caused it to rain, so the Lord God causes something. *He 
3comes a "Cause" in His turn. He is active and acts on the 7th Day. Hence there 
ist be the "Effect of Effect." Manifestation is to grow. We cannot get this 
'owth without action. This means that Man's power to act must act in order that 
iQduct may produce. If there is action with God, there must be action with Man. 
3d s action works on, through Man's action, and also gives us product, and this 
’oduct is shapg.. But man cannot only do, but does. Then, from this point,
mage on the circle) there is a dual product. And now we have a three-fold'acti-
• ty. fhpu^nt the Creative Power. The Power to Think, the forming poorer, and 
lq rhinMng Power, the Making Power. From God we have Man, and from Man we have 
•ape From God tnrough Man, we have soul. Shape and soul together give us per- 
T  “an+ a spscies* In the 1st chapter of Genesis, we have God's man
'Ll*, I  ^  Cha?t6r We find Man*s man- F^ s t  chapter gives us that which is rrnal, tne second cnapter gives us that which belongs to time. (From this 
int on the circle (the Image) we have two lines, to the lower half 0f the circle
J w h r m i 1!"5 iS S5fpe* Th3 outer line> as s°ul, is the continuation of God's rk tnrough man. Snape is as good as anything in Creation for what it is. But
frnr ^  is lining because it is from God. All the livingfrom God,̂  as Life. Shape is from Man, and His products are not living, b^t
' 1 inf aPPs2-rs through snape, even to the Son of God. Jesus said "Eyes
3us?°UThen Jhat^ “T  Saw th3 livinS Christ> through the’&uman
sre'is t S ’wSfrt?1 1 I Î crocos“ or the visible shapes out here.rTL  ̂ n so'u-i- It is the veil, that hangs between"God's Man"I the soul between the Heaven and the earth. n



"THE NATURAL MAN IN THE GARDEN. "
In the previous lessons, we reached the sixth Day which is ’'The Heaven,' wnols 

in itseIf as Expression, yet only one half of the circle of existence, or creation. 
From this point, (the Image) begins the Seventh Day’s Work, or the finishing of 
creation, —  the appearing to view clearly and naturally of what "The Heaven con
tains - error) contains. Nothing new is created on the Seventh Day, but now,(in 
this day) the created is to "come forth" or to appear. To what, or to whom is it to 
appear? There must be some one, to whom it is to be revealed. There must be â  
looker-on, —  some one to see what appears. What does creation mean? The putting 
forth from Mind its natural products or emanations. How is the Unit created? ^Its 
fractions are in it, as parts of it. As the Unit unfolds its Nature to view, 2,4, 
etc, as its parts we see manifestation. Thus when the Unit Man begins to unfold 
his nature to view, we shall see his parts as the fractions which are in him. Tne 
Seventh Day is out of or from? It is that which is already potential in the Heaven, 
that which is already existing in the Ideal but not yet manifest. God's will is 
done,or already accomplished in Heaven, therefore it is to bo done on the earth. 
"God's will" is simply the nature of' God, active. This action has. done its work 
(so to speak) but there must be a voluntary co-operation with IT before It can be 
done on Earth, as It is in Heaven. Then, we find there is something else beside 
the Heaven and the Earth, which is "the veil" or "the world" that hangs between 
the two and hides the Real.

In our Basic lessons we find it is the Shadow of the substantial that has cast 
it. On this plane, we may have a very actual tree, but this seemingly substantial 
tree may reflect a very unsubstantial shadow. "The shadow" is the third column of 
the Basic Course, and the inner line of the cirlce. The upper half of the circlG 
is the "Second Column" in which is expressed all that God is. and does.. God's actions 
is the underived Force. Man's activity is the derived Power, and its product we 
call the Re-presentation because man's power is limited, compared with God's power.

GrOl/^’ '^'^Man. These are the generations which must appear in the earth. Then 
from this point, (Image) we trace a dual result; one, from man and one from God. 
Through Man, both must be clearly traced. "The Father worketh hitherto, and L 
work," said Jesus, shewing the double work. We read also, of "The Lord God" the 
active worker who forms;that which is formed is shape. The created is from God, 
and is living. God's creations are eternal, perfect, spiritual, substantial 
while shapes, the product of Man are temporal and changeful. This shows plainly 
that the 1st and 2nd chapters of Genesis are not a repetition, but one is the con
sequence of the other. Theology teaches that they are the same account, the differ
ence being that one is God's view and the other, man's view. If this were true. 
there would be a wide difference between them, for the 2nd chapter deals with things
not mentioned in the 1st chapter. There is no mention of a "dust man" in the 1st
chapter, but there is. in the 2nd chapter. (Read the 7th verse). "And the Lord God 
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the "breath of 
life;" and man became a "living soul." What is soul? It is E SeIf-consciousness. 
God is Consciousness Itself. The Genus Man is the conscious Being. Soul is the 
SelfGConsciousness or consciousness of what I am , havet and can do. You will ob
serve that the term "living" is coupled with soul. "The living" is from God. It
does not say that the Lord-God formed a "living soul" nor, does it read a "living 
shape" for clearly, living belongs to soul and not to shape. "A man" is a degree 
of "living soul" together with shape. Soul (that which is from God) shape (that 
which is from man) gives us a personality. Personality belongs to the Seventh Day, 
to the "appearing". The Genus Man belongs to God, is the direct product from God,
while personality is the direct product from Genus. Personality becomes more and
more. It grows because self-consciousness must increase until it reaches oneness 
with its original Source which is God.



Which is it that grows, soul or shape? Shape is good, and is fixed as human 
shape. All growth belongs to soul. "Growth of soul" is the Seventh Day's work. It 
is the ascension of the soul out of "darkness" or"ignorance" into Self-knowledge, 
^hat belongs to the Seventh Day. Personality. From whence does shape come? Man. 
£rom whence does soul come? God. What is the work of the Seventh Day? Soul growth. 
Thereis a co-operative work to be done. "The Father worketh hitherto, and I work." 
inis is co-action, a voluntary inbreathing and out-breathing of the "Breath of Life" 
For^Man is thc"breather" and breathes in, the Breath of Life. God is_ Life Itself.
The"Breath of Life" is Its action. Man is the possessor of Life, while Soul uses it. 
he Breath of Life is "The Truth of Being." When we speak the words that God spake 

we use. the "Breath of Life." Read 2nd chapter, 8th verse. "Ana the Lord-God plant
ed a garden eastward, in Eden, and there He put the man whom He had formed." For 
what purpose is a garden? Evidently for something to grow in. Then this"Garden of E 
Eden is not a geographical garden which many are seeking to locate here and there 
as the case may be, and it is a singular fact that no two agree as to the esact 
locality.

Where there is a garden, there must be growth. The lower half of the "Circle" 
is tne Garden of Eden". It is soul existence. To what is shape attached? To 
soul, which gives it value and these two, shape and soul together make a personali- 

^"natural ^an" the Lord God put in the Garden. He is the man that
tills the ground. (Read 2nd chapter, 10th verse). "And a river went out of 

Eden to water the garden; and from thence, it was parted and became into four 
heads. So a river is provided to water this garden It has a purpose, and is 
parted into four heads. The four heads are "Pison,"which means in Hebrew, "Freely 
flowing, where gold is found." Picture an island surrounded by water which cannot 
be reached without crossing the water. On this island is a gold mine, and in or- 
der to cross it, we must cross, the rater. How many faculties are there? "Power to 
.now, - Power to understand" - "Spiritual Perception" - and "Intellect". "The 
Power to Enow' is wisdom and wisdom is gold. We can trace gold throughout the 
criptures, - different kinds of gold, pure gold, fine gold, beaten gold. How do 

we beat out our wisdom ivith our experiences, but it pays to get wisdom at any cost 
xcr when we have wisdom, wo havo positive knowing.

Tyi « ^h°' f0™ 7 heads of ths riv3r, °r faculties, must water the garden of the soul,
in order to grow it must oe watered with the know ledge of Truth, and it is appar-
■ft.!°,raSOn thft We could not g3t this knowledge without the "Power to Know" for

Sh0v,phannsl through which wisdom comes. The second head of the river is
whlch encompassed the whole land of Ethiopia. Ethiopia is black, meaning 

w® d0 not yet understand. This knowledge cf our true being is dark or§ 
w 11 01ir is Quickened. For a time "we see through a glass

d kly, but as we begin to use the "Power to Understand, we get Light. The third 
I*1 “h ffculty (th3sa all mean the same) is "Hiddekel" (means an arrow) 

trat which goeth toward the Eac^ of Assyria. Where does the sun rise? In the 
East. Sun means "Spiritual Perception." The fourth river is "Euphrates" the "In
ti rvnat^ * looks upon’ 30 chapter is a logical sequence or continuation of the first cnapter of Genesis, and can be harmoniously adjusted to is

h?ad?v,°f *5® riVer corr3SP°nd to the four faculties mentioned in the 1st
IV hr® m f aCUlti0S ar® t0 water the soul» which of them is to act first? ntellect. Way? They operate for the soul, in the "reverse order" and their ac

tion is orderly; though working in harmony their office is distinct. Each has its 
beginning and fulness, but not ending. So, in this way the heads of the river

are h0lpS °r 80ul utilizers, enriching the consciousness, 
^ a7 en placGS t0 blossom as the rose." The use of these faculties 

brings light and gives existence a now meaning. Let us bear in mind that exist-
tion of Pod'1«Ceo + ary ^3^ng* °'jr 3®inS all there is. of Expression or evolu- 
s S m s ^ f o l i ™ ^ 8’ Involution, or the "Seventh Day" which deals with exist-



If the nature of the Lord-God, which is perfect and complete, is to appear, 
there Erast he some one to observe this appearing. Who is this onlooker? Living 
soul. There must be a recognizer of all that creation includes. If there is a 
knower, must bo something to know, and vice versa.

Here is a nan in this garden, who is put there to dress it and keep it. This 
nan is not a nistake, and yet he is not the Inage of God. He is a kind of nan. The 
nan of the "Seventh Day,f a personality" not the expression of First Cause, but the 
off-spring of the "living Godf" and as such, a necessity of Being without which 
creation could not be finished. Of every tree of the gp-rden, thou nayest freely 
eat, said the Lord God. There are no restrictions. (Note here again that the Ideal 
is personified. "The Lord God" is represented as a nan speaking. How would the 
Principle of Mathecatisc (if personified) speak to a child? It would say, "You 
nay use all the rules and principles, but if you do not nind the rules and apply 
the principles, you will uake at certain mistakes which will bring their consequen
ces. Thus, the "Lord God" otir Ideal Being, in a sense, says to the soul, "Of every 
tree, thou nayest eat, but if you do eat of such and such a tree, a consequence 
will follow. If you eat of the tree of knowledge, a result wi 11 ensue for you. Tak
ing the reading literally, we shall "surely die." But right knowledge brings up 
and out of old views and gives us, "open vision." Every soul is only seeking its 
2w& through divine attraction. If we eat of the "fruit of knowledge" simply, we 
will die to ignorance, or our false sense of self, —  so, we find that this state- 
nent is not, an arbitrary decree, but siuply foretells a consequence growing out of 
the changeless law of Cause and Effect.

And the Lord God saw that it was not good for man to be alone. Every beast 
of the field, every green thing, all that was formed by the Lord-God is brought to 
Adau to name. All the fractions remain in the unit, but in the Seventh Day these 
parts or potencies will appear or be represented. This day, in which we jaxLsi, 
is the 'Lord's Day" and these fractions" or component parts of Being are all seen 
in the worId today. They are in the inner line which represents the fractions of 
the invisible unit. All these fractions are reproduced in the soul, and have 
their(component - error* counterpart shape in the world. The Real is the Spiritual. 
In the world we have shapes. These are not real, only the figures that represent 
,3 ymber- Representation must be full and complete as a whole because, Expres

sion is full and complete as a Whole. The Spiritual is represented by the material. 
Tne material returns to dust while the spiritual is eternal.

All are brought to Adam to see what he would call them, and what he called 
them was their name, but it does not say that ha called them aright. Among them all 
nowever, there was not found a help-meet for Adam, nothing among them all, snffi r.i-’ 
qrrt for his need. And the Lord God said, "I will make him an help-meet for him, 
xor these(mateira) material objects in the world are inadequate, and do not meet 
nis need. The day will come when they will fail him. He must find his real Help 
within Himself, not in the world of externals. We come to a place in soul develop
ment where it is patent to the soul that nothing in the"outer" can either hurt or 
— £• us,^and that we must "work out" our salvation from the stand-point of our God- 

i l̂e sou  ̂Ras a destiny to fulfill. It must grow from least to greatest, and 
-- taese transiti°n, these objects may not eatisfy the soul always. Again, the 
Lord God causes a "deep sleep" to fall upon Adam, and during this "sleep" the Lord 
aod took one of his ribs and clased up the flesh thereof, and of the "rib" made He 
&mwoman. ^Taking this literally, what sense could you make of it? Paul says: " 
xjiese things be an allegory." As we know, the "rib" of a vessel is its main-stay 

—  the Intuitional Nature (or the woman) is the main stay of the man. In the 1st 
cnapter of Genesis, it reads "Hale and female, created He them." The two halves of
our oing corresponding to this, in the world of representation, "a man" and &"woman." ’



We ara all in this Adam sleep, and seem to be separate, but the two natures 
are in each. When we awake from the "Adam sleep" or "sense dream" we shall be its 
(one -error) as. one. "Deep sleep" means unconsciousness of true being. "Awake" 
means knowledge of real Being and its right relation to God. To "Awake" is a vital 
necessity for the soul. When awake, Adam said, "This is now flesh of my. flesh, 
and bone of my bone." He discovers that the "woman" nature is a part of himself in 
himself. So, Adam and Eve are the male and female natures in our real Being, and 
tney twain, shall be ma,de one flesh, and this flesh or union shall be eternal. The 
perfected soul is androgynous.

LESSON SIX, —  GENESIS COURSE.

"NATURAL INNOCENCE AND THE BEGUILING SERPENT."

Thus far, we have covered the 1st and 2nd chapters of Genesis, but they are 
by no means exhausted, for we have not as yet brought out near all that is hidden 
in this wonderful presentation of Creation, but have merely given the general 
trend of meaning underneath this allegory. An allegory is designed to convey a 
•̂iff3rsnf Cleaning from ivhat is directly expressed and this allegory. An allegory 
is designed to convey a different meaning from what is directly expressed, and 

3 allegory is a means by waich we learn the nature of God's created man, the 
living seal, and the Universe, as a unity. We do not separate God and Nature as 
theology^as is wont to do, cn the contrary, we unite them as Cause and Effect, and 
make plain and clear the eternal order and unity throughout the Cosmos. These two 
chapters, covering the ground of Creation and formation show all to be in that 
beginningless oeginning which is God, First Cause, puts forth what is God or what 
God is., and what God does. The 6th day being the expression of what God is and 
the 7th day what God does. Heaven is the first half of Creation, or all that is 
spiritual. God's Supreme Ideal, the permanent Being, contains in His Nature all 
faculties and powers, and these are not gifts which might have been withheld had 
First Cause "chosen" sc to do. Because however, they are compelled by the nature 
of Principle, Nan the "Expression" has always had them, and they never can be 
taken^from him, nor destroyed, altered or lost, but He must "bring out" what they 
contain, in the way of ability. These all belong to Nan by divine birthright.
Nan's nature, although complete and perfect is composite, made up cf differing 
natures. As this perfect being, he is given dominion over all that is in his own 
great nature. There is nothing outside of Man but God. Man is in God and every
thing is in man. God's work is done, but not finished. The 7th day's work is 
yet to follow. What Man is must have its days and the soul be made manifest. Then 
on the 7th day, there will be two kinds of work. One land from Man, and the ether 
from God, through Man.

The world is in the earth. The earth is in the Heaven, and the "Heaven" is 
in God. And yet there is not a discordant tone in this spiritual symphony, but per
fect harmony throughout. We find in the world of "Representation," endless variety 
of shapes. In "Representation" as the material Whole is re-presented all there is 
in the composite nature of Ideal Man. The i-ineral, vegetable, animal are all in 
him and not outside as it appears. The visible world of shapes is not a reality, 
but a canvas or blackboard lull of symbols, outwardly shapes, inwardly living souls. 
If there were no BEING, there could be nc soul. Subjectively Adam is soul. Objec
tively he is shape. We are all Adam, but are to become more. The 1st chapter of 
Genesis shows us what we are spiritual, as permanent Being. The 2nd chapter shows 
us what we are naturally^ Adam is the natural man which means that he is related 
to nature. What is nature? Mrs, G. "An orderly sequence of(fixed facts) fixed 
facts or factors out from God, compelled by the nature of First Cause". ( A simple)
, si P̂i.3rn Aefir?itior} i3» "A fixed drain reaching from First Cause to this visible snaps*"- ana net a missing link in it from start to finish."



Adam is good. There is nothing wropg or bad about him, but his vision is 
limited, and he mistakes the symbol for the reality back of it. Paul sayd, "The 
natural man discerneth not the things of Spirit". His eyas are holden that he can
not see the Truth of his Being*

Adam is primarily innocent, necessarily innocent, as we all are by nature, as 
personalities. We are ignorantly innocent of what we are in our real, true Being. 
We are also innocent of coming into existence. Primarily, we are innocent as the 
product of God and Nature, but this innocence or ignorance is all natura1, and be
cause natural it is inevitable. It is the consequence of Re-production in Creation 
Then with whom shall we find fault or whom shall we reproach? Nobody.

THE FALL.
Then we have the fall. These ars some of the headlines of ths 3rd chapter. 

"The serpent deceiveth Eve." (Note that it was Eve). "Man's shameful fall" but 
there is nothing shameful about gaining knowledge, for it is time that man should 
know himself. "God arraigneth them" as if God were a being, and could upbraid 
"The serpent is cursed." When we curse anything, we are done with it. "The prom
ised seed" that which is hidden and is yet to appear, "The punishment of mankind". 
It is the sin which punishes the sinner. We are punished by our sins and not. for 
them. "Their first clothing" which proves to be coats of skin" -- "Their casting 
out of Paradise" that fools paradise" where all is bliss. The last verse of the 
2nd chapter read thus, "And they were both naked, and not ashamed." Adam and Eve 
awoke in a degree to their sense of lack of knowledge and were not ashamed. Knowl
edge plays an important part in the awakening of the soul. Had we any sense of 
shame when we awoke to the fact that we had no true knowledge of ourselves? No. 
"Now the serpent was mor3 subtile than any beast of the field that the Lord God had 
made." Then where did this serpent come from? Thus far all we find in Creation 
is the work either of God or the Lord God. So, this beguiling seipent must be the 
work of either the one or the other. Who is responsible for him? God, or the 
Lord-God are back of everything thus far. Surely, we have been reading the Bible 
according to the letter. We have not dissected these statements, but have taken 
forgranted everything that has been told us. If this serpent came forth from God, 
or the Lord God, it has a purpose and a rightful place in creation. The serpent 
said to the woman (but whoever heard of a serpent talking?) so this at once brands 
the statement as an allegory. Why did it not speak to the man? The rational na
ture cannot divine, while the intuitional can. "Hath God said ye shall not eat 
of every tree of the garden"? And the woman answered the serpent: "We may eat of 
all fruit of ail the trees of the garden" and the serpent said, "Ye shall not sure
ly die." While the Lord God said, "Ye shall surely die." We must reconcile these 
statements with their seeming contradiction. Turning back to the 16th verse of the 
2nd chapter, we note that the "Lord God" spake to the man, saying, "In the day that 
thou (Adam) eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die." This was said to the man be
fore the woman appears, or before Adam had found his help-meet. Hence it was to t
the woman that the subtile serpent speaks, and says, the direct opposite of what
the "Lord God" said to the man, and both were right, free their differing view
points. It is simply a negative and positive statement of the same thing. Confu
cius taught the "Golden Rule" from one standpoint, and Jesus fcrom another. Confu
cius said: "Do not unto others as you would not have others do unto you," while 
Jesus, speaking from the positive side, said, "Do unto others,"etc.

At the beginning of existence, we know that we are, but we have yet to dis
color what we are, why we are here, and what is to be our destination. This is a 
necessity that confronts the soul and the first thing we have to deal with is a 
"man". What is. "a man"? Adam. How came he to be without knowledge? Adam had not 
eaten of the tree that yields knowledge . Where is he to find this fruit that is 
"good for food"? Just where he is., for the tree of knowledge (brings) belongs in



in the garden of the soul. The existent soul is Adam. He is the infancy of the 
"Living soul". This is followed by the child-hood. Then, by the youth then the 
young nan afterward, the fully matured man. Because Individuality is back of the 
growth, "infancy" dies as the child appears, -"childhood" passes away as the "youth" 
comes forth. The youth disappears as early manhood approaches, and early manhood 
goes as mature manhood approaches. Infancy dies in its own day, etc., but could 
not, if it did not gain knowledge. Childhood comes to an end when the youth is^ 
here, but this causes ik no cessation of existence. There is in such case, dea.n 
to ignorance and a resurrection to knowledge. An ascension out. of darkness, and 
bondage into Light and Liberty. The infancy of the soul is Adam cr^"I am" and 
"I am" is to grow to become more and more to know more and more until like the 
leading character of the New Testament, we too can say, "I know whence I .came, and 
whither I go." "I knew that my redeemer lives."

The serpent spake tryly v/iien he said, "ye shall not die." Does an infant 
know anything about Good or evil? It is a matter of a little knowledge with this 
knowledge comes the power to make contrasts, and by so doing, we find, that good and 
evil (so-called) is simply a matter of a little knowledge on the et-iical plane. ̂ 
There is a necessity for knowledge, and the destiny of the soul compels a "fall1 
into it. How far did Adam fall? Observe he fell into something, riot from some 
great height. He came into the possession of something. The woman, Eve, saw that 
it was good for food, then she saw further than Adam. He only sees objects, or 
looks upon the situation. By the "man and woman" used in this connection, we do 
not mean personalities}, but refer to the male and female natures in eacn one of us. 
Our male nature is the rational which looks a/t_ things, while cur female^nature 
sees farther than the world of shapes. She perceives, the spiritual entity back of 
shape, and sees that there is a "food" different fro,- the material, and far more 
satisfying. The soul needs food. Our Self-consciousness (Gr soul) needs to be 
nourished and fed, even more than our bodies and as Eve found "the tree is good 
for food" just a little knowledge at first, then add to it, more and more, then 
sift what you have, separating the wheat from the chaff. Knowledge is good food 
for the soul. It is from God, and as we know, All that is from God is good. How 
could it be otherwise, when God is the Absolute Good Itself? No matter where one 
is born, or how environed, whether in palace or slums, the tree is in Him, and he 
must eat of it, soon or late. Every tree bears fruit after its kind, and in this 
instance the kind of tree is cleariy stated. This fruit is from the tree of 
knowledge and is not an apple. We need to use our faculties ana see that this 
tree means gaining knowledge, and net eating apples. This fall of the soul, into 
a little knowledge is the first step toward the fulfilling of its destiny. The 
untuitive nature of the woman, sees that to be able to contrast the two (good and 
evil) is good for the soul. When one becomes enlightened, so that he touches the 
"hem of the garment" of Truth, he realizes that he has learned through both good 
and evil, (so called). "The(ey) eyes of both were opened". The tree of knowledge 
leads to wisdom, having wisdom, we deal with Principle. Looking at the world 
only, and seeing what we call unmitigated evil, we ask, how could God be so cruel 
to humanity? Could not the Great Deity over-rule this and prevent that? What a 
misconception of Deity# This view of God has made *-ore atheists than anything 
else. All these undesirable conditions have been attributed to God when all the 
time, God had nothing to do with it. Ethical good and evil, are only contrasts
to the soul, and at a certain stage of its growth, soul will learn no .qt.her way..
These bring experiences which are salutary for the soul, but not good in the
sense that God is good. Read from the 8th to 11th verS33 of tha 3rd chapter of
Genesis, "And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the Garden in the 
cool of the evening, and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of 
the Lord—God among the trees." 9th Verse: "And the Lord God called unto Adam, 
and said unto fck him ’Where art thou?’" 10th Verse: "And he said, "I heard thy 
voice in the garden, and was afraid, because I was naked, and I hid mjaself."



REPEAT; "And he said, ’I heard thy voice in the garden, and was afraid, and I hid 
myse If

"And the Lord God said, 1 Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten 
of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou sliouldst not. eat?” Here is the 
first(of) mention of fear? Adam said, "I was afraid.” From whence does fear come? 
From a little knowledge., What is the remedy for this?- More knowledge. The term 
evil is used for the first time in connection with knowledge. Then the remedy for 
svi1 must also he more knowledge. Note that Adam was sent out of the garden 
while Eve was not. Intuition is always within. Intuition grasps the Truth at. 
once because it is quick to perceive. The rational nature has to "go out” and 
prove for itself what was Adam's sin. Eating of the tree of Imowledge, but could 
he help it? No; was he to blame? No. Was this a sin in the ethical sense? No, 
there was no motive back of it, no intention on the part of Adam. It was simply 
a natural necessity. This is what existence is for, but in the eating of the 
fruit or through limited knowledge he came to a wrong conclusion about, things.. I 
am Adam. I see this. As knowing little or nothing about myself, I am the natural 
man. "I Am" is the soul of Being, and I sea this. I then begin to get knowledge, 
only a little at first, just the "tiny shoot out of the acorn" but good as far as 
it goes. I see this, and all these shapes out here, but what conclusions do I 
draw about what I see? "Aye there's the rub" for h here is where error comes in, 
and it. is natural, and because of this, is not to be rebuked. Because of my sense 
about this shape, due to a "little" or "limited" knowledge, I the "infant soul" 
form a wrong conclusion. This is error because it is conclusion from sense £il- 
dence only. This is my original sin. "Original sin" as it is called, means the 
"natural, human sense" as the soul begins to get knowledge. There is no sin in 
the upper half of the circle. Sin is "missing the mark" or "falling short of cur 
high calling" through ignorance or "net knowing". Ideal man is "All-knowing be
cause it expresses Intelligence Itself. This God-Being is Heaven, and there can 
be no sin in Heaven or Harmony, Evil is*a limited knowing. Ethical good and evil 
originate with the soul, but"though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be whiter 
than snow." The "Fall"of Adam is "original sin" and in that, sense we are all sin
ners, for we all. at first, fell into a little knowledge, and are all Adam. Sense 
conclusions from this basis. If this shape is I_> and it is ^ast. then I_must go 
back to dust. This false, ignorant sense of self must die, or come to an end, but 
Adam does not die. Ho lives on and becomes the second Adam. We see then in the 
light of the foregoing that the "fall" is necessary and prepares the way for the 
Ascension. We go down and down until we come to what is the death of Adam and 
then we gradually ascend to cur Source, the second Adam or Christ.

LESSON SEVENTH, GENESIS COURSE. "MAN'S EVOLUTION, GOD'S INVOLUTION."

In this lessen we are to learn how Evolution is to become Involution, and for 
this purpose, we must go back in order to trace clearly and consecutively the 
line of continuation wherein Evolution becomes, —  for from the beginning of Ex
pression to the ultimate of Manifestation. Creation is a circle which cannot be 
broken. The upper half of the circle is Man, the full, complete expression of 
First Cause which is. the "Absolute" and what proceeds from It is a necessity com
pelled by what isT not what God chooses. God as the governing Principle of Crea
tion is the Fixed, Changeless, Boginningless Beginning. God is not a personal 
being, but is. Spiritual Life, Love, Substance, Intelligent Mind, and Its activity 
gives us the Supreme Idea, the permanent, ever-living, ever-loving Being, that 
primary Effect of First Cause who is both different from and like it. There must 
be two in order that there may be both a likeness and a difference. So, we must 
consider "a difference" as well as "A likeness."



Wo illustrate with the "Acorn and. the oak tree." The treo is potential in 
the acord, and. must be evolved.. The Acorn is the Imago and the tree that cones 
forth corresponds to the likeness. All the fractions in the Unit Man are harmoni
ously related to each ether, and each is in its own place, and will always remain 
sc. But man is not only this whole and perfect Image of God, but the "likeness" 
as well, and the "Likeness" must be brought forth." Man must be finished or made 
as well as created. God created Him, the text reads first. "Male and female, 
created He them, and said unto them"(having blessed them), "Be fruitful and multi- 

> ply, replenish the earth, and subdue it. In other words, "Let" the first of
these natures be forthcoming. "Let" the rational and intuitional natures bring to 
manifestation what is in them. All, must now appear in the earth, as it is. already, 
in the Heaven. This wonderful variety in the Heavens is now (To come into manifes
tation, and because of this infinite variety in the upper half of the "circle" 
there must be equal variety in the lower half which is the evolution of what is 
potential in the heaven. "The earth" like its counterpart, "The Heaven" is One 
Whole, but contains wide variety. From this point, (Image) we have two lines of 
work. One from Man direct, and one direct from God, through Man, the activity of 
Being, is the "lesser" the "Greater" is from God. So, from the Greater Power will 
come the greater result,from the "lesser" a corresponding result. The lesser is 
the product known as "Shape" and the "Greater" is soul, and these two together 
give us(Peron) Personality. Then PERSONALITY is in Creation and is related to 
the "Lord." Why is the Nature-Man called the Lord? Because He is the sum of all 
the upper half of the circle, and as such is Lord of Hosts". All this Host is in 
Him. You can no more exhaust His fractions than the fractions of the Unit. He is 
"Lord" over all the fractions in Himself. This "Sum" as "Lord" is the perfect, en
tire, whole, Changeless One, He changeth not from everlasting to everlasting, for 
with Him is no variableness or shadow of turning." Shape, also has its place in 
Creation, and "living soul" coupled with it gives us a personality or the "Adam 
Man". Then from the Adam to the Christ there-is change; shape does not change, 
but soul or Self-consciousness does. "Living soul" is jusr "I an." In this, I AM 
is expressed recognition of Being. I AM, I exist, but this is not enough. What 
I AM is yet to appear. Adam is to grow. Self-consciousness is the increase and 
multiply action which is prophesied , for we are to replenish the earth (or soul) 
which is not a literal gar.den out in the world, but is consciousness of what we
are., and what we can dp., and this must increase before we can subdue "the earth. "
What does it mean to subdue?

Taking up a point in our last lesson, we find that Adam as a natural product 
is innocent, good and right as such. No matter what his name, or where he was born 
he is Adam wholly innocent of self-knowledge. In view of this his crying need is 
kSre. knowledge. He must have it if he is to subdue’ to this end knowledge is a 
necessity for the soul. In ou1" Bajsjc lessons, we talk about "mortal sense" which 
is the "natural sense" of the "natural man." It is mortal, because it has begin
ning and end. It is found with the Adam soul in its fnfancy. Take the Acorn.
There is a germ jin it, capable of growth. That, growth will ultimate in a whole
oak tree, but evidently, the first shoot is not the whole oak, while it is the
promise of the tree. Adam corresponds to that "tiny shoot" coming into existence. 
What does he see? The woi Id and all that belongs to. it., or they that dwell therein.
Then Adam will have his. sense of what he sees which is, "mortal sense" as Adam 
sees only objects. He judges "according to appearance," and thus, mistakes them 
for "living things'!" We (ap Adam) have so pronounced upon then. Is this true, 
and are we justified in our conclusion? No, it is only sense, evidence, and how 
far does this go? Just as far as it can see with the natural eye. Then the "in
fancy" of the soul is limited compared with the whole soul. As Paul said: "First 
the nafcppal, afterward the spiritual. " In the "infancy" of the soul or the begin
ning of existence we see only the world. We say: "What I see. I know," while in



Truth what we gee is just what we do not know. "I An" is to "be followed hy "What
I AM." When I say "Shape is I" sin has entered in to that conclusion. It is a mistake or mis-take originating with the Adam Soul. Adam is to grow to the full
stature and leave his mis-takes behind him. He must grow from "infancy" to 
"childhood." From "childhood" to-"youth" and from "youth" to early "manhood" 
and from that to the full stature of spiritual "manhood"., Then from "Adam to the 
Christ" is the maturing of the Christ which is the work for us all, and the pur
pose of existence. This progress of the soul from "infancy to christhood" is 
the In-volution. Evolution of the soul is not the creating of something new, but 
the "coining forth" of what was primarily involved; the beginning of Evolution is 
existence. It is lean’s unveiling, not his production. What man is as the Unit 
of Expression or Inage of the Absolute is everlasting. But every unit contains 
its own fractions. The upper line is the unit of Expression. The lower line 
the Unit of Manifestation and the inner line the unit of Representation. Every 
shape has its degree of soul, —  then back of all shapes from a blade of grass to 
the sum of all shapes (the human) everything has its quota of what belongs to the 
nature of Man. "God sleeps in the mineral, breathes in the vegetable, moves in 
the animal, and wakes in the human." The human shape is the highest because it is 
the plus of all shapes. What will be the next step? Something we do not see with 
the natural sight, —  something to be made behind the "veil" or this "shape of 
shapes." Evolution is not the creating of something new. It is the increasing 
of self-recognition. I AM. I naturally wonder^what I am". There must needs be 
an increase of Self-Knowledge. This shape is not I., for it is shape only. How 
came I w to think it was I? Because of the beguiling of the serpent. When a boy 
P-Sgins the study of mathematics he uses figures. He would not have begun the 
study if he had not had the capacity to learn would he? But, despite this, he 
will (at first) lira invariably call the figure the number, and in this mistake 
ne has "missed the mark" or "sinned" and, and he must "forsake" this sin, for he 
has "transgressed" the truth of mathematics, and he owes it to himself to rectify 
and "atone" for this sin. But how can he, until he knows more? A little knowledge 
is not enough to meet the requirement. More knowledge is a necessity. Adam may 
be likened to the young, inexperienced mathematician, for he makes a like mis-take.

He has a "sense" of Being. X AM. X EXISTt and shape is X» This false con
clusion stands in the way of the soul. It is the beguiling of the "serpent" of 
"appearance." The serpent is a symbol and not a "snake" or devil" or "satan." It 
is the suggestion" of appearance, and as we know, there is nothing more beguiling. 
Shape as an appearance seems, to be Man, and we each and all have been beguiled by 
this "appearance." The serpent when "lifted up" as it was by Moses (spiritual 
perception) in the "wilderness" is Wisdom. The whole wor3d v»rhen rightly under
stood makes one truly •wise. Figures prove that there are numbers back of them.
The serpent on the ground bites and stings. Those who are so bitten "die". Sug
gestion (or serpent) from the gound says: "This (shape) is I." Suggestion from 
the plane of materiality , "bites" while "lifted up" suggestion from the stand
point of "true Being" - "saves." And the Lord God said: "I will put enmity be
tween the seed of the serpent and the seed of the woman." "The woman saw that the 
iree. was good for food" and there is enmity between what the woman nature perceives 
and the "appearance" of objects in the world. But at the "end" of the world, we 
have the promised seed, The Christ. Did not Jesus "the Christ" destroy sin, sick
ness, and a "sense" of death. He also said, "The flesh profiteth nothing.'/ "Take 
no thought for the body," and was he not put to death by those who did not recog
nise him to be what He was. The Jews judging Him from "appearances" and suppos- 
ing Him to De only an ordinary man, making a "false" claim, put Him to death, but 
npX before he had bruised the serpent's head. We bruise the serpent's head when 
we use "suggestion" instead of letting it use us. Jesus taught us what "sugges
tion" according to Wisdom would do. "The Christ" begins to "appear" at the cen
ter of the lower half of the circle opposite "Reproduction" in the upper half.



Evolution of soul, then, is the increase of self-consciousness. With this 
increase, we shall be able to sub-due the earth. The lesser degrees of soul are 
to be subdued and our natural "mortal sense" tendencies and propensities "put un
der our feet." Here is where dominion comes in. Ho?/ could we exercise dominion 
if there wore not something to dominate? And it is no force work. We assume it 
easily, naturally and willingly. The evolution of soul is the involution of Crea
tion, working inversely back to origin. Adam, looking out upon the world, is the 
farthest from origin. He must get nearer and nearer to God, and we do not accom
plish this through digging in materiality. The world is only a veil which hangs 
between jas and the eternally Real, but this veil grows transparent as wo gain 
knowledge of what it is_ in itself, and by the aid of this knowledge, wo can "look 
through"the "world of shapes(or phenomena)' and see clearly the spiritual "antities" 
back of the symbol. Then, clearly, tho evolution of soul is the involution of 
Creation and is the "end of the world" to oach one individually, so we can begin 
now to bring our world to an end, for oach has a "world" of his own, and truly 
it is tho "end" of his world that should most concern him, and not the destruction 
of this outer world of figures.

Matter is both temporal and eternal. Working down from First Cause in the 
sense of order, it is eternal, working back to Origin, in sense of time, or soul- 
growth, we, tho looker's-on will outgrow and leave it behind. Matter is eternal, 
as a fact in nature, but temporal to you and me., the users of it; soul exists but 
for how long? Till the Christ stage. Can the destruction of Shape hurt the soul? 
No. Soul lives on. "The Initial Impulse" pushes our souls until we. step forward 
ourselves, ■until we voluntarily co-operate with the God-push. As we do this, our 
"sufferings" become l3ss and less, and through persistent, conscious unity with 
the workings of Spirit, we finally rise above the plane of negation and leave all 
pain and sense of limitation behind. Now show that the "Evolution of man's nature 
is the Involution of God's nature^ Evolution is a going forth from , and Involu
tion is a returning. The involution of Man's nature is equivalent to going back 
over the upper half of the circle.

EIGHTH LESSON, —  GENESIS COURSE, "OVERCOMING OF EVIL."

Our subject shows us there is something to bo overcome in existence. We must 
find tho way to overcome it, and walk in that wav until it has finally disappeared. 
To find what it is that must disappear, wo will go back to the Garden of Eden and 
Adam. Adam is a personality, and as such is related to the Genus man, tho Expres
sion of God. There could be no manifestation in Creation without a personality 
or without existence for manifestation belongs to the human soul and it belongs 
to existence. The destiny it is to fulfill is manifestation of Man's "likeness to 
God." "I have manifested Thee upon the earth" said Jesus of Himself. But all the 
variety in Man's nature must appear before the "likeness" can comeforth. It is 
not seen at the beginning of the "process." There must be a gradual unfoldment 
or leading up to. it before the "likeness" is fully revealed. As there is a great 
deal between the Acorn and the Oak tree filled with acorns, so, much must appear 
Defore the original "likeness" becomes visible. There is an order, not change 
about it. Existence is a necessity, and serves a wise purpose, for it is man's 
opportunity for finding the Christ in himself, or it is the "coming forth" of the 
true nature of our God-Being. In this "coming foyth" there must be contrast or 
compares on. Soul says "this is good and that is good," or "this is good and that 
is " "I like this, but do not like that." What seems good to one is insuf
ferable evil to another, and what is one man's medt is another man's poison. Then, 
contrast is natural. Without the two how could soul choose? Paul said: "First 
the patural, afterward the spiritual.» Soul is the only factor in creation that 
has the power of choice or selection because it is the only self-conscious factor.
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What we need to see is the difference between the "living soul" and a destiny- 
grand and noble to be fulfilled, and an automoton manipulated by unseen wires, be
ing a channel for all sorts of natures to "show forth" in instead of a living 
force in yourself, a center of Force in the universe for good, and choose between 
the two.

In the 2nd chapter of Genesis we learn of the tree of "Good and evil," this 
knowledge that gives us the "power to choose." To the human soul which sees two 
forces in the world there is a relative good, - a comparative good, which is not 
the Absolute Good, ww call God, for Light knows nothing of darkness. Love knows 
nothing of hate, — - Life knows nothing of death or Intelligence of ignorance. The 
"Absolute Good" is the one -power back of human existence. It. is -pushing through 
"good and evil" and must triumph in and through and over 3V3rv thing contrary to 
Itself.

That perpetual Force is never idle, but ceaselessly active, and because of 
this the "Absolute Good" soon or late enforces Its Supremacy. But, we find, ther3 
is a step which loads up to the overcoming of evi1, and we take it, early in our 
existence to illustrate "A burnt child dreads the fire." Why? Because it has 
caused it to suffer. The child followed a natural impulse in playing with the 
fire;there is nothing wrong in striking a match and making a blaze, but there is 
a result consequent upon this act that may overtake this child. This blaze may 
burn, and cause him pain, and through this pain he learns to let matches and fire 
alone. So, suffaring has its uses. By means of it he seas the difference between 
the right use and abuse of a force. If wo did not suffer from our mistakes, would 
we ever seek to correct them? And, if wc did not correct them, would we ever b3 
perfected? If we do not become perfected, shall we 3ver stand "fac3 to face" with 
the Infinite? Paul says, "We are made perfect through suffering." He also said: 
"For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be com
pared with the glory that shall be revealed in us." As the soul gets its first 
lesson through what it suffers and it begins to question, "What is the reason for
my suffering? Do I have to endure it, or is there some way out of it?" Tiiis asking,
shows that the soul is ready for more knowledge. According to our sensations, 
this is good and that is evil. In the infancy and childhood of our souls we do net 
use reason,- But are governed by sensation. Suffering is our first teacher. Then 
experience is natural for the soul. V/e do suffer, and it is hard to bear, but 
while it lasts it is a fact relative to existence, and as such belongs to time, 
and not to eternity. There is always a truth back of a fact -which tends to give 
it a semblance of authority. A vain is a fact, relative to mo and my consciousness 
Mofe of this gives it authority. But, the nature of Ideal Man must be manifested, 
and between the "Adam" and the "Christ" lies the overcoming of evil. How shall it 
be overcome? With the power of Absolute Good. We are to bring that power to bear
on everything contrary to the God nature, just as we turn Light into the God nature,
just as we turn Light into the room, to "put out" darkness.

With suffering, the child has taken its first lesson. What it wants is not 
always best for it, and it learns through what it suffers in the consequence. But 
the "living soul" will ascend and reach a point in self-knowledge where it may and 
Cff-n choose "whom it will serve" whether the Absolute Good or the relative spirit, 
or materiality, mortal sense or spiritual knowledge. When we truly desire more 
Light, it will come to us, and enable us to choose the good and refuse the evil, 
as it is said that the Jesus Christ nature will do.even in its infancy. Looking 
at the character of Jesus, we find Him to bo much alone. He did not go among the 
people only as he could servo them. He was separate from the worId. even while in 
it. He worked for all, irrespective of personality, and multitudes followed him



for what he could do for them. Isaiah prophesying of Him said, "He is a man of 
sorrows, and acquainted with grief." It is said that Jesus wept. He could.not 
have shown us the way had he not passed through the varied experiences that beset 
human existence. When He ascended the mountain His disciples came unto Him. Down 
below was the "rabble" and the multitude above. He was "face to face" with the 
Father. Looking at His life from a human point of view there was nothing to be de
sired (so to speak) but what was the glory of his inner consciousness? Through Him, 
the"Absolute Good" was wholly manifest, and"he was without sin" even while wearing 
the flesh. He is an example for us as having overcome evil with Good. He exter
minated evil simply by the recognition of its opposite, the Absolute Good.

This same work awaits every soul that images God. We are to "overcome evil" 
with good by keeping the eye single to the One Power. Blessed are the pure in 
heart for they shall see God, or Good. Then, the human soul reaches a point where 
it will be glorified, for the "likeness" of God overshadows it. As each one over
comes the false sense, it helps the race. First the individual, and then the masses. 
Everyone who "works out" his own salvation is in a measure, a savior to the Race, 
for what one does all can do, since there is but One God and one Man. We overcome 
evil by changing our self-consciousness and we have learned that there is nothing 
in the world apart from our consciousness of it. Then, we overcome evil with the 
application of the Positive Good. Our real Being is the product of the Absolute 
GoocL̂ . and although we may be called by a personal name it does not affect or alter 
our God-given identity. To really know that we are from God, that the Lord is our 
real, permanent Being, is the first help to establishing of Good in our conscious
ness. Jesus is the second Adam, a member of the human family, and yet, the Son of 
God. But he proved his royal lineage by demonstrating what He was in his real 
Being. Jesus was the perfect demonstrator of what man is, in his relation to God, 
and what he was in his relation to Nature. He. is the perfected "living soul."

The first Adam is the infancy,Jesus is the full manhood. Then in the process 
of our human existence, we have not only the Truth to sustain us, but the demonstra
tion of Jesus as a living witness. Let us brush away the glamour of the ages and 
seek to know Him as he truly is, our "elder Brother" and the pioneer of salvation.
We are all Adam, but between our existence and the "Christ Consciousness" lies the 
overcoming evil with Good. "Ye shall know the Truth, and It shall make you free." 
With every trial, there will be a door of escape; with every problem, the key to 
its solution. This door of escape is the truth of my real true Being, and recog
nition of this truth is the key to positive knowing.

What I am possessed of as the offspring of God enables me to "rule over" all 
that is contrary to my God9likeness. By virtue of what I am in the real of me, I 
am Master. We must exercise the positive, and not the passive nature. We must ex
ercise the determined righteous nature. "Choose ye which ya“will serve, God or 
"mortal sense." As long as we serve the latter, we cannot serve God, for we cannot 
serve two masters. The Lord said to Adam, "Cursed is the ground for thy sake, 
thorns and thistles shall it bring forth." The burn on the child's hand is the 
first thistle. If our mistakes caused us no suffering, we would not let go of 
them, but because we reap from them undesirable conditions or consequences, we say: 
"There, I'll never do that again, and thus we have "cursed the ground" or denounced 
our error thinking. Adam has the first thorn, fear. Jesus had the crown. His 
proof of Royalty, not disgrace. The sign of his masterhood, "Ye call me master, 
and ye say truly, for so I am. He dominated all that was contrary to His God-like- 
hess. From our human view-point, this seems hard, but from the spiritual point of 
view it was glorious. Then, we must "put away" evil from even our self-conscious
ness. How? By putting something good in its place. We must hold a higher ideal



OP OURSELVES THAN MATERIAL SHApE. Ws must detach our sense of self from sha-pe and 
attach it to our God-Being. Holding this high Ideal before us continually, crowds 
out the false sense or "lesser image." To this end, regeneration is necessary to 
nuitan existence. We must generate a new consciousness of what we are, and we must 
go to work with our eyes wide open. It can be don3 new, for we can begin now to 
obey tiie "divine Impulse" which quickens our souls and will if "let" It, actuate 
our evury thought and word and deed. The material blood of Jesus will never save 
a soul. One soul can never know. Truth for another, and it is the Truth we con- 
sciousiy embody that makes for our salvation. The vital query is "How am I think- 
ing. is it according to Principle or according to "mortal sense?" This is vital 
.ecause, As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he." When I think, "I am a living’ 
soul now, a spiritual Being(in a) imaging the Absolute, Eternal, Almighty One? 1°
S t T  a31^ ha1t.G°d —  b8cause of relation to my Cause. This mental attitude or 
f ni ot Mtnking generates a new quality of consciousness which lifts us from mat 
ier and transforms us_into the "sons of God." "Cursed is the ground" (wrong think- 

*.tS . a ^emission, but the natural result of the Latv of Cause and Effect."
7 11 Tther8 — ’ or is the result of this Law. We see Eve as the Mother of
c-r} Livi£5‘ Wkat is the "living" in human existence? Soul. What is the dead?
Shape, mve mothers the "living soul". It is to her that the annunciation is made
T M o  ny°U ^  ??rn thlS toy in the city of David> a Savior, xvhich is Christ the Lord."

~  t0 Adam raada* (We sho^ ld be careful not to ignore any ofMas. is tunned out of the garden and a flaming sowrd is placed
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ance^ o guard tne tree of Life." So there are two trees in this garden. "The
01 1S at th® feg£innin£ of existence, but the "Tree of Life" comes

;nf  !WOrd is illmimted, and it turns in all ways to keep the
‘ ~ ° (whlch is tne Christ). This sword, is the Word of Truth, and when

we find it we have already passed from "death unto life," which means gaining a
new sense ox and what we are, and this true sense of Self generates a consciousness ci Imnortal-j ty.

"Ye shall know the Truth," for no other human being can know It for you. One 
Y o u ^ i i w *  f T rt another- This work is individual. There is an "inner" witness, 
of ^  and thus have own anthority; the overcoming
to Goo^"Wai accomplished by every soul. This is done by holding fast

3 always, and giving evil no quarter, that the Omnipotent Good may be 
glorified, and tne Lqrd magnified in the soul. Overcome the "seeming" frith the 
f" ’ 7 er^or thinking with right thinking, sickness with Health, and weakness

L?len’ I T  ftP°Terty "ith plenty, and "sense" of death with consciousness of 
u ™ ™  L1t8* R3c0^ 123 teUSL the Absolute Good as the only Power. Presence anrf

Z ^ f l 0St.P°'73rf'1l WOriS “  th3 «f & S L  L at themT ig s,vord to cut away all the negative mental states, and overcome
wS'dI5 iTruth.SUS eVil V/lth thS "SlV°rd of His E0'ath" which is the All-Powerful
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AbsolSrGoQr nw^derx3 the r f rCOming °f evil which ̂  b® done of thecsolute Good, we will now take a step farther. We have learned that evil
a legitimate factor, but a "mistake" entirely apart froJ G o ? s L T ^lut bdonging
t e r ^ ? r ! l t m : t h ® Stag9S’ ^  EUSt b® 0v8rc0a® with Good which is

It* *  at v S a l  “  aS 8Vil iS overcome. The question of immortal-
S  a s k i L T f A T , *  t0/ ™ r y  "living soul" and there are but few who are 
r crtalitv^r^' 7 W13i llve ^ ’-eV3r» and upon what conditions. We understand im- 
c S  U e S  Sgirg S f f ™ *“ • °f eternal Tlifa* ^hen, there is*a difference between 
another to knol whft we are! C1°USneSS* U  18 0113 thin§ to know that we are and



And truly, this last is essential to the gaining of Immortality. What is mortality? 
'"hat is the difference between the two? Mortality comes to an end, because it has 
a beginnings It pertains to our "natural sense" of who and what we are, and as long 
as we live according to it. .just so long are we mortal in consciousness. If the 
Self-sense according to which I live is contrary to the "truth of Being" it must 
come to an end, or the consciousness of what I am must come to an end as long as it 
bears the stamp of "mortal sense." It must drop the "mortal quality" and "put on" 
the spiritual. If the old sense of self continues and I lay off the flesh or coat 
of skin, I am still Adam, for we find that what we call "death" in no wise affects 
what is behind "the veil."

Our former idea has been that to "lay off the flesn is Immortality, but S c i e n c e  
teaches us that dominion over the flesh is "living forever," This view is the true 
conception, and we are to gain it. It is one thing to be immortal by nature, but 
it is quite another to become consciously. Today, as so many are interested in 
this question of Immortality, it must be settled logically, and scientifically from 
a fundamental basis. From the premise laid down in our teaching, we discover that 
there is that in the Real Being, which is spiritual, complete, eternal as the "Im
age of God," forever in the Heaven,above human experience which is the Self-conscious 
existence which is that point where we say "I AM" and this must result, or grow in— 
b°)knowing "what I_ AM." At first I only know that "I AM" which is the natural con
clusion about myself as I look at this shape or physical outline, (bj>) bujr by true 
conception or Self-Knowledge, the "truth of Being" dawns upon my soul, and until 
then I live in ignorance or according to my mortality which is based upon my sense 
oi what I am, and I have to prove the truth or falsity of it. All fear, lack, suf
fering, trial and trouble belong to my mortality. Mrs. Eddy says: "Mortals must 
grow"up and into" immortals.. Then, there is evidently something to grow. Now what 
is it that grows? Soul! How? From a mortal conception of itself to an Immortal!
JVhat is a mortal? It is the "Self-Sense" that belongs to the infant Adam soul 
which thinks it was born "awhile ago" and will likely soon come to an end. It re- 
fers to^lixe as this little span" so from this base we are all mortal until we 
put ofx" the "worm of the dust" conception and consciously "put on" the true Self- 

Idea. Paul said: "We must put off mortality and put on immortality." This sounds 
as if mortality and its counterpart were of our own making. They both are, for 
they both hinge upon "how we think." My consciousness of "what I am" is either 
mgrtal or immortal. If I claim "I am ill", "in danger of losing my life" the "cold 
air can give me a cold" , "What I eat affects me and can poison my blood," "weather 
can aixect me", etc., then I am mortal and see myself as subject to the things 
of time and sense and not as their master. If this is my "sense" of self,that mor
tal self must, and will die, to make room for a higher Self, and the sooner I die 
thai way the better.^ But in the day that I eat of the "tree of Life" I shall not 
surely die." Sin, sickness, sorrow, dis-ease of every name and nature must and wj11 
p. as mortals .ggrpw into Immortals. But, Existent soul grows. It begins with the 
Adam,^ and ends with the Christ, and in the process of soul unfoldment, if loses 
the false "sense of self" and "puts on" the "Real and True" which is gaining immor
tality or the consciousness of "living forever." What we must see in order to 
gain eternal Life consciously is that this shape is not I. I am not of matter or 
form, nor like it in any. sense. I am not a "dust creature." I am the offspring of 
the "Living God" a "living soul" now on my way back to God whence I came Just as 
long as we hold to and "think" the "death thought" just so long are we mortal.

When we think the "Life Thought" things takB on a different hue, and we take 
an a new hold on the things of Spirit which make for betterment along all lines, 
Doth spiritual and temporal. By holding fast to the Life-thought we generate a 
feeling of living forever. You are not flesh and blood, although this is your 
first and therefore, natural sense of yourself, and clearly the feeling born of 
this mental state is mortality, but we may and should lay it off now, voluntarily
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"lay it off" and not wait for it. to lay us. down. As Paul said: "We are to die 
daily" to the old "sense of Self" and thus make place for the true Self Idea which 
gives us Immortality. This "putting off" and "putting on" requires voluntary ef- 
xort on our part for while immortality is not a gift, it is ours to take if we 
choose. We "put off" mortality, individually. One soul cannot do this for another. 
Action to tnis end is wholly with ourselves. We have only ourselves to convert..

We individually have to bridge the gulf between these two states of conscious
ness; then let us get about it by putting away the "natural sense" about ourselves, 
and beginning "here and now" to affirm the truth of our Being which is that we are 
now living, loving, spiritual-substantial, enduring, eternal, because we image God 
which is Life Itself, Love Itself, etc. The bridge between the "mortal and immor
tal" ray prove to be the "bridge of sighs and tears and strugglest" but we cross 
it safely by holding fast to God's Man who directs our paths and overshadows the 
soul from Adam to Christ.

Holding to this idea, persistently, we reach our destination because thought- 
force is creative, and brings to us the product of our own right thinking. If I 
think I must die some time because I am growing older, every day and must "go out" 
from "old age", if, I escape "sickness and accident" I am not generating for my
self the consciousness of Immortality, but am storing up error thoughts that will 
soon or late confront my soul, —  actualized in undesirable conditions.

How old is the soul? Just as old as it thinks it is. Its age is reckoned by 
degrees of unfoldment, and not by calendar years. We must discriminate between 
our immortal Being and Immortality which is"consciousness of" our immortal Being. 
Between tne two lies "a mortal" which jis. the "Adam soul" conanon to us all. There 
is evidence today that one may be alive and have his body, even though he claims 
to^be dead. It is possible for one to have his own personal experiences without 
this physical shape. Our dreams point to this fact. They point out to us clearly 
that we are souls, and not shapes. I am alive to myself, and I am not shape. This 
simple thing Broy.es it as well as our dreams: "I laugh, weep, suffer, enjoy, sleep, 
wake, etc., shape does not." Now just a word about Body. I, in my ignorance have 
been calling this shape, Body. But I find I have a body in my dreams and it is 
not this. My dream proves it, that soul-body I use In ny dreams is veiled by this 
shape. Body-proper is the embodiment of the soul, and this embodiment is by means 
of Nature|a mould. If the body that survives dissolution could be seen it would 
be just like this, in outline, but different in quality. The "coat of skin" on the 
peach veils the "pulp" or "body" of the peach. When we remove the skin the"pulp" 
is the same shape, but differs in quality. The invisible body is the result of 
our thinking, and it. fills in the shape which is the direct product of the "forming 
power" but the embodiment that infils the shape is the product of our thinking. We 
can produce structural change of soul by our thinking, but not change of shape. 
Change of soul-quality is natural to us because of soul-growth. Body, in the sense 
of embodiment is "cosmic ether" qualified according to our use of it when thinking

If we are holding material thoughts, our body will be material, spiritual if 
we are thinking spiritually, celestial or the glorified body if we are thinking 
divinely. Human shape is nothing but the "shape of shapes." It is the CROSS our 
sense of which stands in the way of our freedom as ’the "sons of God." Basic’body 
is ̂ form back of shape, and like, it. in outline. They are the two sides of the same 
thing, —  the visible and invisible. Some call "basic body" the "astral" or "cos
mic matter." Paul calls it "spiritual body." Some call it "a ghost."

Embodiment is the "filling in" of body and "embodying" is the "thinking" that 
fills it in. Change of "thinking" causes change in the quality of body, because



quality of soul. soul and h soul-body ara so closely interwoven that what affects 
the one changes the other, and all this "process" is quite independent of shape.
All disease is rooted in soul-body, and is simply out pictured on shape which mir
rors what is going on in soul. The last enemy to be overcome is death which re
sults from disease which is the consequence of "error thinking." Overcome "error" 
thinking and dis-ease disappears, and the "sense of death" is wiped out of exist
ence. Through ssIf-understanding, we come to know "there is no death, 11 and to 
"lay off" this shape -would have no more effect upon us than crossing the threshold 
from one room to another. To see and feel that we are mortal for a time is natur
al, but there is a higher view-point, a spiritual consciousness, and "put it on" 
by affirming the Truth of our Being. Wo are immortal now, always were, and ever 
will be. Consciousness of this Truth is immortality which is for the soul. Jesus 
came to bring Life and Immortality to Light which means to make them known. Jesus 
cams to them who sit in darkness, (the unknown) and the "shadow of death", only he 
made it known by His life, teaching, and demonstration. He brought Immortality to 
light, but only to those who could see the "Living Christ" through the visible 
Jesus. He is the Way-Shower, having first become the path-finder, and he walked 
in it_. All may do so if they will!

We must save our own souls, save them how and from what? By knowing the 
Truth, we save them from "mortal sense" and what goes with it. "Ye shall know 
the Truth and the Truth shall make you free." Now what is this Truth, and from 
what does it free us? It is the "Truth of Being" orHhe Truth of who and what 
we are in reality, and to know this great Truth, dissipates the "error beliefs," 
and frees us from the trammels of "mortal sense." But to gain this truth, a 
higher self-knowledge is necessary. Every one xvho stands in the world and. opens 
a door to a better self-understanding is a mediator for others; to show them how 
to become immortalized is all one soul can do for another. It may point the way 
but no one can gain immortality for another, for it is Self-work. It is an inevi
table consequence for those who consciousLv "put off" the "old order" or the "un
real" quality of soul, and "take on" the new, true, sense of self which ultimates 
in Immortality. But, we cannot serve two masters. so choose ye, this day whom 
you will serve, determines now and here that "As for me. and my house, we wi11 
serve the Lord." My soul cannot and does not, die. Only the "Adam sense" dies, 
or drops away into its native nothingness. The first Adam (or infant soul) "grows 
up" into the second Adam, and thus puts on Immortality for all eternity. A vital 
query propounds itself to each one of us. How are we building? From the material 
or spiritual view-point? After the dust-pattern or after the pattern shown on the 
Mount? Paul said, "We build every day." Out of what? Wood, hay, 3tubblo, or 
eternal substance? Immortality is compelled, not permitted. Death is only an "in
cident" in that continuity of existence which is, for the soul because of its pri
mal origin, God, and before it completes the round of existence, and reaches its 
destination it will have "put on" immortality.

ADDENDA. Man is four factors d3ep, —  Being, Soul, Soul-Body, and Shape.
"Soul is. form and doth the body make, for of the soul the body form doth take."
The power to think is the action of Being and is the power to form. "Thinking" 
is the conscious use of this "power" and is the "making power." Soul is the"think- 
er," or the user of this. Power, the result of God’s action is EXPRESSION. The 
result of the activity of "God’s Man" is REPRESENTATION. Soul’s action, together 
with the other two, is MANIFESTATION, for the soul is the user of all the activities. 
The first Adam is a "living soul." The second Adam is a "quickening Spirit." A 
"quickened soul" can /"quicken"others as one "lighted candle" can be used to light 
any number of them. Man is the seed of God. "I planted thee wholly a right seed."

is the germ in the seed. It is directly from God. Its appearing only is from 
man. It is "pushed forth" by the Power that produced it.



'WHO SHALL STAND AT THE LAST?«

The key to the solution of the problem of survival of the fittest is, "There 
cometh one after me, that is mightier than I, and this will be said, until the One 
that shall "stand at the last day" appears.

John, the Baptist, when referring to himself and Jesus "the Christ" said of 
himself, "I must decrease," but said when referring to the Christ, "He must increas 
Paul, also states through the Scriptures, "Though the outer nan perish day by day 
the inner nan is renewed daily." He also emphasized the statement, "First the 
natural, afterward the spiritual." Then, the first must go to make way for the 
last, for now the last must be first, and even Jesus said of Himself, "If I go not 
away the Comforter will net come unto you." Then even Jesus must go away to make 
way for a higher. Have wo not good Bible authority for the question, "Who shall 
stand at the last day?" All these statements verify the fact that there is One to 
survive, and one who is not worthy to do so. This sane law obtains in Nature. The 
bud yields itself that the blossom may appear. The blossom drops away that the 
half ripened fruit may "cons forth" and this gives place to the fully matured 
fruit which embodies the development in the bud,_ the blossom, and the half-ripened 
fruit, plus its own completeness which fits it to remain. The degree of soul that 
"sinneth" (which means that falls short of the mark^ shall die in its day. The 
mortal quality of soul grows less and less as the "child quality" increases more 
and more. The child quality disappears as the youth comas to light. The youth 
of the soul lessons as the young manhood comes into view, and this quality goes 
as that which is fitted to endure may come and remain.

The degree of soul that "sinneth"(which means that falls short of the mark) 
(REPETITION). We have already found the meaning of the "Seventh Day" also that 
the soul is the only growing factor in Creation. All that is in the upper half 
of the circle is immortal, and fitted to survive as the Created of God. But this 
does not mean that it San ever become more than it is. The unit contains its frac
tions, but these will never become more than each one already is, ^ can never be 
more nor anything else than y, and ^ can never become more nor anything else than 

for they are fixed, and are never interchangeable, and neither can the frac
tions change places with the Unit. The Unit Man is one whole, complete, perfect, 
entire, and eternal, and as the Image of God no one of his fractions can ever be
come this WHOLE. The animal will never become the Man as it is only a fractimon 
of the Unit of Expression, and cannot by any possibility take the place of the 
Unit. Whatever is potential in this Unit in "its day" will "come forth". All 
that is in the upper half of the circle must "appear" in the Seventh Day for th3 
finishing of Creation. The world is in this Day, for wo have to deal with the 
activity of The Being which is compelled by the activity of First Cause. From 
the action of "The Being" we have the "world of Phenomena" or visible creation, 
also known as REPRESENTATION. In the great world, each fraction has its own 
Representative Shape, and here also we find the sum of all shapes which is the T  
Cross, or human Shape. The shape is what exists, the soul looks upon it and forms 
a mistaken conclusion about it. We have all made this same material and natural 
error through wrong conclusion, but as the evolution of soul continues there is to 
be a survival of the fittest. The sense soul connected with the "personal shape" 
surely cannot survive as the fittest. It must go that something better may come 
in its place, and this will be the "understanding self" of the Real, True Being. 
Thus, we discover that this personal self is not the One that is to stand at the 
last day. As we grow in grace, and the knowledge of the Lord, our Self-Conscious
ness changes from the "natural" to the "spiritual." First, the "natural sense" 
due to impression from the "natural world"; but this is not Worthy to be perpetua
ted, because of what it is in itself. Only the true Self-Idea is fitted to "live 
on forever." Recall how we though a few years ago; compare it with our mental



attitude of today, and in the Light of Truth, decide which is better fitted to sur
vive? The old or new "sense" of who and what we are?

, Considering the natter in this Light, we gladly "let go" the old, complaining 
vOwge, regretful, at remorseful, fearful, downcast "mortal self" and begin to culti
vate the Inage of God" in us which is our "hope of Glory."

It is the divine order in existence, that the higher shall disolace the lower 
lesser through* growth, and yet not affect the identity; the old*self dies yet 

you, for thero is no change in my Being (or identity). The 
tirst Adam is of the "earth, earthy" while the second Adam is the"Lord from Heaven" 
tne first Adam is our "natural sense of self" and the second Adam symbolizes our 
tiuo sense" of who and vj&a.t we are according to the Light of Truth. The first de
gree of soul is to die. When? In its own day;when is this day, and how long is it?
V  1S in tn3 soul's infancy, and lasts as long as the "sense" lasts. Does the 
change cone suddenly or gradually grow within our consciousness, naturally?
Paul said: ''Be not conformed to this world, but bo ye transformed by the renoivinp-
c your mind. At first we all think as Adam and not until we get a new Self-Idea
do we change our way of thinking. At first, we all think as Adam, taking "shape" 
as our basic ideal instead of following the "pattern man", the "Image of God" we 
tarow all our thought energy into it, and that energy produces according to our 
mental pattern. What are wo as souls, embodying? Thought force is creative, and 
it worms through our thinking which is its God-ordained channel. So whatever we 

ink or dwell upon" mentally, we can count upon seeing "externalized." So no 
wonder the Adam soul with its limited self-idea is subject to all manner of suffer
in'' w w 0*- aS S0UlS ar® here t0 "show forth" what is potential in "God's
of ° r / i Can-riS?tly &anifest this ”Real Seing" we must change our way•n fd 1S why there is so much pain, disease, and disaster, and
li i " Cfo^in,r t0 "f*11 'v7e t h r o n e  "mortal sense" and enthrone the true Self- 
Being." Propare the way of "The Lord" by thinking according to the "Truth of

the natliral state, each one is Adam(with but sometime, - error)' and we all 
have the sane view-point to start with, that is the same 7 ^ - i d e a  but sometime
r ^ u , ^ 11 1“  “ Hlgh3r Id3al‘ Hh<”  «  « ■ *  « *  t w S c  ̂ c o r S n g  To'
recognition o' " B c a u T T  but ™  prepnro the -ray of tha Lord thru
i  t Idoa '7hlch ;ve find t0 thG 0^ ^  one fitted to survive

?av3 S0^3thing to do for soul is the worker in the great Seventh Day
is as l o S  ints°hiT °Stati0n What iS in th3 Day of Expression. The "Seventh Day" 
sout i ^ f h  ; S W  T  P2rait U * U  is not confined to matter, for it is soul-growth and independent of matter. We prepare the way because we are users
d ^ s n d ^ n ' T h - t 01' En3rSr- " ™  PUttiJgiyPEfs o h S n o f A l l
t - r n  S I  ' S ?  fy st.a3ti0n is 021 ^oltintary. It i» couponed by the 
"thiSin*" vhLi I '*- actl°^ iS> ^  ”PoVV3r t0 think" and it necessitates 
c h o i ^  as to v + Vln§ P0-7Sr' WS iSlak ceaselessly. We have no
is ^ ’an i l  ? I ? We ^  cnoos3 howo will think. The power to t,hink 
ised by ?h" pr°^eSS 01 r3asoning> b*t "thinking" is a dolibera^ower
the ! nCh a°U v e  linker." Tne "world" is the product oftnc Power to think or tne forming, power, as is therefore the result of the in-
"thiiSer!" th?- S°al, l00king uP°n this is the conscious
~  r* ^ ^  scnool teaches that there is only God and "God's Idea". Thev
s op rig __SIL§., ignoring the fact that the "Idea" has something to do "Mv
S L " 5 “  “ S l & V S *  ' f ” - * *  I " » «  «  se°e w k t  Xi..
expressed *n Hi- -l 1S ? lain* BecauS3 as the Image of God, hasGiven two - m r n l  til--1 God is, a m  docs, compels a result or product from Man.
of e ' c ^ o u T T t  * !t * T  hT  dJal "SlmpG*" BGoausa 0f the infinite "Push" b a i  S0Ul’ Xt r3turn to whence it cane. The world never changes. We see



tore and more in it as soul u&folds, and we come into a cottar understanding of 
what it is. Today wo soo only th3 "outer crust" hut ws can so3 farther. 3von 
whilo using the flesh. Soul is not only the user of tho world, hut is likewise 
user of all that holongs to Being. It will have first its own idea of what it is, 
and its own conclusion of what it soes. This is a natural, and not a wicked con
clusion, hut it is an error that must cone to an end. We uust turn from it to 
"prepare the way of the Lcrd"(which is this Higher Self" contrary to "Appearances" 
and in nowise affected by then, the perfect Self that is above and boyond "sin, 
sickenoss or limitation of any kind or nature.

Uhen wo see any appearing to be ill, sinful, or sorrowful, we are at once to 
look away from the "seeming" and fix our oyo on the God-Man which is the Real cf 
him, and is now, always was and ever will be, perfect, sinless, dis-easeless. In 
this way, we dissipate tho "illusion of mortal sense" and help to bring into visi
bility tho whole and sinless One which is back of and apart from the false "appear
ance." This is preparing the "way cf tho Lord." By focusing our thoughts upon the 
Higher Self, in ourselves, and others, wo do net see the sick or sinful one, but 
instead, bohcld the "Image of God" which is, tho roal Boing of every soul, nc mat- 
tor what tho seeming may bo. Literally we do encounter those conditions, but the 
onligntened soul knows that they aro only temporal,.floetimg, because thoy are not 
cf God, from God, or like God. There comes a time when they no longer exist for 
us. Bocause of what they aro in themselves, they aro powerloss to affoct tho know
ing soul. Tho Roal Man is porfoct now. This sounds absurd tc the untutored soul, 
but wo say it with a purpose, for we know that we are voicing the Truth of Being, 
and are thus preparing the way of the Lord. Wo aro al3C knowing that Ho, tho Lord, 
twill come and glcrify tne flosh. Tho world itsolf, is perfect, but what wo soo 
ia it, is the outpicturing of our dominant thought. "Tho world is full of beauty 
Wiien tne heart is full of love." Tho pool know that all change is in us, and that 
tho "outer world takes on the hue of tho glasses through which we view it, which 
goes to prove that "there is nothing good or bad, but that our thinking makes it 
so." The basis for "treating" is having our oye fixed on cur Real Being. Wo may 
concentrate upon it. until we compel its manifestation, for as "A ...an tilingsth in 
hie heart, ""So is he." If wo would abide in it, and have it. abide in us, we must 
educate tho soul to dwo11 in the "House of tho Lord" and moditato upon the boauty 
of "Wholeness" or holiness.

In the process of "Saving tho soul" wo find that it is the soul that survives, 
and not shape. Shapo is tc be outgrown. When it has served its purpose it is to 
be left behind as that whicn is unfit tc survive. The shape is good in its place, 
but is as nothing compared with the value of the soul, for it is temporal whilo 
soul is eternal in the Heavens. "Dust must return to dust" but "Immortality" is 
a possibility for tho soul, oven while wearing tho flesh. Josus, the end of the 
Seventh Day, said, "I have finished the work, thou gavest me tc do." All shall 
say^this,when the first Adam has gone and the second Adam has come. The Highest 
So If is that so If which was hidden in the besom of tho Father or Man's "original 
likeness" to God. First, wo have tho "Likeness" to the human naturo, and after
ward the "likeness of Gcd" or "Han1s humanity" and hi3 "Divinity." The first 
A-iom is followed by the second Adam who is the Lord from Heaven, manifesting thru 
t^e Jesus. Wo road in Paul of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord is the up
per hajsf of the circle. Jesus is the inner line, and behind th3 Jesus is hiding 
tne Christ. Again, Paul said: "Christ Jesus" at first Jesus is first, and Christ 
is last, but at the end this order is reversed, verily, the first shall be last, 
and tne last shall be first. "The Christ is to be born in the human soul, and he 
will stan^ at the last Day as the One of all the "Selfs" best fitted to survive.



"Tho Lord’s CLarist" is to bo gonoratod within our own Being. First, a 
bubo, then a chixi, then a youth, and so on until Ho reaches the full stature 
of the Man Christ Jesus."

Every true thought we think, every right word we speak, every spiritual 
aspiration helps to develop or increase the growth of this divine Self, so we 
do net labor and travail without recompense, for the indiviidual Christ is a 
possibility for every soul, and this is "Hs who is to stand at the last day.,"

* * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The foregoing lessons show some signs of repetition, hut this 
is because the writer of the notes from which the lessons were 

copied never dreamed that these would be literally copied. As the 
notes were made from memory, the student will realize what an extra
ordinary thing was accomplished by the student who jotted them down.

The amanuensis of this Course has found this to be one of the 

most clear, interesting and truly illuminating Course on Metaphysical 
Truth which it has been her privilege to study.

The reader will note that some errors and mistakes have occured 

which seemed well-nigh imuossible to keep out, but on the whole, 

it is quite easily read and digested, and anyone giving this Course 

a fair chance by reading and meditating upon it will undoubtedly 

be lead into seeing the truths of existence in a manner which no 

doubt had never( occorred) occurred to the reader before. There are 

Ten Lessons in Each Course. First Course is called the Basic Course, 

and the Second Course is called the Genesis Course as it is the in

terpretation of the First and Second chapters of Genesis .

In reading these lessons, keep this thoizght in Mind: "There is 

a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth him 
understanding."

Cordially yours.

THE AMAITUENSIS.




